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QUESTION NO: ,1 

DAIL QUESTION addressed to the Taoiseach ~ ~ '\ 
by Deputy Proinsias De Rossa for answer OQ.,;~~ )f ... f ~\~ , 
Wednesday, 5th June, 1991. \;\'\:~~ 

QUESTION NO: L 

To ask the Taoiseach if, in relation to his speech at the Law School of . 
Notre Dame University during his recent visit to the United States, he will 
expand on his view that the people of Ireland will be united in a united 
Europe; and if he will make a statement on the matter. 

REPLY 

On the occasion referred to by the Deputy, I stated, as I have on a number 

of previous occasions, that the common membership of both parts of Ireland 

and of Britain in the European Community places the Northern Ireland 

problem in an entirely new and more hopeful context. I went on to say that 

the progress towards political union and economic and monetary union will 

mean that before the end of the century, all Irish men and women, North and 

South, will be fellow citizens of a united Europe. I also emphasised that 

our guiding principle must be the concept of mutual benefit so as to ensure 

that Ireland, North and South, gains the maximum possible advantage from 

the benefits of European integration. 
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Mr. Brian McCarthy, 
Department of the Taoiseach. 

Taoiseach's US Visit 
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I enclose a copy 
recently sent to 
discussed at the 

of a letter which Brendan O'Donoghue 

Yours sincerely, 

~ 
J. Cullen. 

the US Ambassador following up points 
Taoiseach's recent meetings in Washington. 
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Ambassador Richard A. Moore 
Embassy of the United States of America 
Elgin Road 
Dublin 4 

'l ~March 1990 

Dear Ambassador 

AN ROINN COMHSHAOIL 
(DEPARTMENT OF THE ENVIR.ONMENTI 

BAILE ATHA CLIATH 
(Dublin 1) 

At the meeting between the Taoiseach and President Bush on 27 
~ebruary last, the President undertook to provide assistance 
in the establishment of an Environmental Protection Agency in 
Irel~nd. In this connection, he mentioned that it might be 
possible for Russell Train and/or William Ruckleshaus to visit 
Ireland for a few days on an informal basis to offer advice 
and indicated that William Reilly of the EPA would also be ' 
willing to help. At a subsequent meeting with the Taoiseach, 
Mr. Reilly confirmed his willingness to make the resources of 
the EPA available to help in establishing the Irish Agency and 
suggested that this could be followed up at official level. I 
write, therefore, to let you know the present position in 
relation to the establishment of the Agency and to outline 
those areas where assistance would be most welcome. 

Last December, the Government published an outline of the 
role, functions and constitution envisaged for the Agency. I 
attach a copy of the relevant press statement and a copy of 
the Government's recent Environment Abtion Programme which 
sets out plans for environmental improvements generally. The 
necessary legislation to establish the Agency is now at an 
advanced state of preparation and we hope that it will be 
passed by our Parliament before the summer, and that the 
Agency will be operational later this year. 

A principal concern of the Agency, which will be an 
independent statutory body, will be control and regulation, 
through an integrated licensing system, of those industrial 
and other activities with the greatest potential to pollute. 
The Agency will also be responsible for the monitoring of 
general environmental quality; it will provide support, back
up and advisory services (including laboratory f~cilities) for 
local and national authorities with responsibility for 
environmental protection; and it will promote and co-ordinate 
environmental research. 

The establishment of an Agency on the foregoing lines will 
require a major restructuring ~f ~he exi~t~n~ environmenta~ 
control regime in Ireland. Existing facilities and expertise 



wil~, of course, be drawn on, where possible, but there is an 
obvious need for additional resources and expertise, 
particularly in the following areas:-

the establishment of monitoring and analytical 
facilities, on a national and regional basis, in order to 
check compliance by industrial and other development with 
effluent and emission standards and other requirements, 

the development of comprehensive environmental quality 
monitoring arrangements, covering all environmental 
media, 

the establishment and maintenance of environmental data 
bases, with provision for public access, 

the provision of information on the most recent 
developments in relation to environmental control 
reg~mes, hazardous waste management and disposal, 
environmental impact assessment, risk assessment, and on 
the best available technologies for waste reduction and 
for reducing impact on the environment generally, 

the development of recycling systems for plastics, cans, 
paper, etc. 

In the short term, a major priority of the Government is the 
establishment, in conjunction with the Agency, of a major new 
environmental information service - ENFO - which will provide 
public access to a wide variety of information, in written, 
computerised or other forms, with the objective of promoting a 
real understanding of the issues and the concept of individual 
and shared responsibility for action. With a view to having 
such a service in operation quickly, we hope to draw on 
information/awareness materials (leaflets, booklets, videos, 
displays, models, etc.) produced by other administrations and 
to avail of experience elsewhere in tae operation of 
computerised information systems, interactive systems, etc. 
for users of various kinds, from the interested "man-in-the
street" to the serious researcher. 

I would be grateful if you would convey the foregoing outline 
of our needs to the appropriate authorities in your country 
with a view to enabling them to consider how they might be 
able to assist us. I will, of course, be pleased to supply 
any additional information you may require or to ar~ange for 
discussions here or in the United States on any aspect. 

Bearing in mind the remarks of the President and Mr. ~eilly, 
perhaps the following possibilities could be explored: 

1 . An informal visit to Ireland by an experienced 
senior administrator (perhaps Mr. Ruckleshaus or Mr. 
Train) for discussions with Ministers and senior 
officials on the general operation and organisation 
of an independent agency and on its overall role and 
functions. 



2. The assignment, on a short-term consultancy basis, 
of officials of the EPA to review needs under 
various headings and to advise on appropriate 
personnel, equipment and other arrangements. 

3. The establishment of arrangements for the provision 
on an on-going basis of information about standards 
and control regimes applied by the US EPA in 
relation to various industries, processes, 
chemicals, etc. 

I should mention, with appreciation, that much valued 
practical assistance has already been supplied to us by the 
EPA {and in particular, Mr. Edward J. Hanley, Deputy Assistant 
Administrator). We have, for example, received a copy of the 
Environmental Protection Agency microfiche data-base and s6me 
useful information and promotion materials in connection with 
the launch of ENFO - the proposed environmental information 
service. 

Finally, I wish to let you know that, quite apart from any 
visits that might be arranged on foot of 1 above, my Minister, 
Mr. Padraig Flynn, will be writing shortly to Mr. William 
Reilly by way of follow up to the invitation already issued to 
him by the Taoiseach to pay an official visit to Ireland at a 
convenient date. 

With kind regards, 

Yours sincerely, 

Brenda~Donoghue, 
Assist:ant Secretary. t '"' 
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'1' Athens, March 23, 1990 

Dear Prime Minister, 

Thank you very much for your letter dated March 2, 

1990, concerning your meeting with President Bush, which had 

very positive results for the Community's relations with the 

United States. 

It will be useful to discuss the views and concerns 

of President Bush and the U.S. Administration at the next 

EuTopean Council in Dublin on the 28th of April. 

With my warmest personal greetings, 

Mr Charles J.Haughey 
Prime Minister of Ireland 
Office ef the Taoiseach, 
Government Buildings, 
DUBLIN 2 

s ( 'Vl t ui e, ~ ~ ~Vi.'.) 
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QUESTIONS NOS.: 3, 4, 5 & 6 

QUESTIONS addressed to the Taoiseach 
by Deputies Proinsias De Rossa, 
Dick Spring, Alan Dukes and 
Michael Noonan for answer on Tuesday, 
6th March, 1990. 

------------------------------------------
QUESTION 3: 

To ask the Taoiseach if he will outline the matters 
discussed at his recent meeting with President George Bush; 
and if he will make a statement on the matter. 

PROINSIAS DE ROSSA 

QUESTION 4: 

To ask the Taoiseach if he will make a statement regarding 
his recent visit to the United States. 

DICK SPRING 

~ UESTION 5: 

To ask the Taoiseach if, when travelling to and from the 
United States last week, he flew directly from Dublin to the 
United States and returned from the United States directly 
to Dublin; and if any intermediate stop was made in either 
the outward or inward journey for refuelling or other . 
purposes. 

MICHAEL NOONAN 

QUESTION 6: 

To ask the Taoiseach if he has any plans for a meeting with 
the President of the United States at Camp David. 

ALAN DUKES 

REPLY: 

A Cheann Comhairle, I propose to take Questions 3, 4, 5 and 

6 together. 

I travelled to the United States for an official working 

visit which took place on 27 and 28 February, and returned 

to Ireland on 1 March. 



The text of the joint statement issued following my meeting 

with President Bush and Secretary of State Baker has been 

laid before both Houses. 

The joint statement sets out the arrangements for 

strengthening EC/US relations at the highest and other 

levels which, as President of the European Council, I said I 

would be recommending to the other Heads of State or 

Government of the Council. 

We also discussed a number of other important issues. We 

identified co-operation in the fight against international 

drug trafficking and the international movement of drug 

funds and our continuing efforts to protect the environment 

as areas suitable for co-operation. There will be follow-up 

contacts on the areas of common interest. 

I also reviewed with the President and Secretary of State 

the evolving situation in Central and Eastern Europe and the 

question of German unification. 

I raised a number of bilateral issues including immigration, 

US taxation laws and briefed the President and Secretary of 

State on the situation in Northern Ireland. I expressed my 

appreciation for constructive US interest and support on 

Anglo-Irish relations. 

No further meeting is planned at present but I have invited 

the President to pay an official visit to Ireland at a 

convenient time. 
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I availed of my visit . 
to Washington to attend a meeting of 

the Senate Fore· R 1 . 
ign e ations Committee and to talk to a 

number of Senators including Majority Leader Senator 

Mitchell, Senator Kennedy and Senator Claiborne Pell as well 

as Speaker Foley and other prominent Congressmen. I met US 

Trade Representative Hills and William Reilly, Head of the 

Environmental Protection Agency, who offered full assistance 

and co-operation in the establishment of our Environmental 

Protection Agency and the implementation of our Environment 

Action Programme. 

At all of these meetings the importance of enhancing 

relations between the US and the EC at both political and 

economic level was discussed and I found a ready acceptance 

of this view and a very favourable attitude to the 

Community's role and development. 

I greatly valued my discussions with the President, 

Secretary of State and other American leaders which I found 

to be extremely positive and encouraging, and particularly 

significant in developing the closer US/EC links which, in 

my view, are essential to the stability and future 

development of Europe and the world. 
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To Brian Mc earthy 
From K Thompson 

Suggested reply to possible supplementary 7'.. ~ ~ h./~~ 

Q. The Minister for Foreign Affairs has promised to facilitate as 
far as possible those parliamentarians who wish to respond 
favourably to invitations to observe the elections in Chile and 
Nicaragua and Ilehave written to the Taoiseach on 24 November 
asking what faoili ties will be available. Can he tell us what 
they will be? 

A. The Minister for Foreign Affairs has undertaken to supply to 
parliamentarians who wish to observe these elections whatever 
background briefing, consular information and any other guidance 
and assistance his Department can provide. The Deputy will be 
aware, however, that we have no diplomatic representation in the 
region. 
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QUESTION NO: 19 

:2t sc; 
QUESTIONS NO. 19 AND 20 

DAIL QUESTIONS addressed to the Taoiseach 
by Deputy Bernard Allen, for answer on 
Tuesday, 5th December, 1989. 

T~ ask the Taoiseach the plans, if any, he has to visit the US; and if he 
~111 take an initiative to speak with President Bush on the US involvement 
,n Central American politics. 

QUESTION NO: 20 

To ask the Taoiseach if he will use his term of office as President of the
EC to bring about a positive Community foreign policy in relation to Central 
America. 

REPLY: 

I propose to take Questions 19 and 20 together. 

Details of any official visit I might make to the United States, will, in 

accordance with the normal practice, be announced close to the time of such 

a visit. 

The Foreign Ministers of the Twelve met recently in Brussels and _expressed 

the Connnunity's deep concern at the deterioration of the-situation in 

Central America, condemning in particular the fresh upsurge of violence in 

El Salvador which has brought in its wake the massacre of a great number of 

civilians. 
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In line with the position which they have consistently maintained, the 

Ministers considered that the initiative to relaunch the peace process 

should come from the countries in the region themselves with the support of 

the international _community. They made an urgent appeal to the parties 

involved in conflicts in the area to return to the path of a negotiated 

solution which would, in the first place, allow an end to hostilities. 

Since 1984 Foreign Ministers of the EC have met annually with their Central 

American counterparts to discuss the situation in the region. The next such 

meeting will take place in Dublin during the Irish Presidency. We and our 

partners in the Twelve consider that the conflict in Central America can 

best be resolved in the context of the peace process known as the 

"Esquipulas" process which was signed in Guatemala in August, 1987. 
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DAIL QUESTIONS addressed to the Taoiseach 
by Deputy Bernard Allen, for answer on 
Tuesday, 5th December, 1989. 
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In line with the position which they have consistently maintained, the 

Ministers considered that the initiative to relaunch the peace process 

should come from the countries in the region themselves with the support of 

the international community. They made an urgent appeal to the parties 

involved in conflicts in the area to return to the path of a negotiated 

solution which would, in the first place, allow an end to hostilities. 

Since 1984 Foreign Ministers of the EC have met annually with their Central 

American counterparts to discuss the situation in the region. The next such 

meeting will take place in Dublin during the Irish Presidency. We and our 

partners in the Twelve consider that the conflict in Central America can 

best be resolved in the context of the peace process known as the 

"Esquipulas" process which was signed in Guatemala in August, 1987. 
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Note for Taoiseach's Information 

We and our partners in the Twelve consider that the conflicts in 
Central America can best be resolved in the context of the peace 
process, known as the "Esquipulas" process which was signed in 
Guatemala in August 1987 by the Presidents of Costa Rica, El Salvador, 
Guatemala, Honduras and Nicaragua. Since 1984 Foreign Ministers of the 
EC have met annually with their Central American counterparts to 
discuss the situation in the region. The next such meeting will take 
place in Dublin during the Irish Presidency. 

The Foreign Ministers of the Twelve meeting in Brussels on 27 November 
discussed the situation in Central America and issued the following 
statement. 

"The Ministers express their deep concern at the deterioration of the 
situation in Central America. They condemn in particular the fresh 
upsurge of violence in El Salvador which has brought in its wake the 
massacre of a great number of innocent civilians. 

They note with regret that the peace process is encountering very 
serious difficulties. The Ministers consider that it is essential to 
r..esume the dynamic created by the Esquipulas agreements and taken 
forward by the Costa del Sol and Tela summits. 

The Ministers consider, in line with the position which they have 
consistently maintained, that the initiative to relaunch the process 
should come from the countries in the region themselves with the 
support of the international community. They make an urgent appeal to 
the-parties involved to return to the path of a negotiated solution 
which would in the first place allow an end to hostilities. 

The Ministers take the view in particular that it is desirable to 
reaffirm the validity of the commitments undertaken in the terms of the 
declarations of Costa del Sol and Tela. Taking account of subsequent 
events, it seems to them necessary that any interference in the 
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-internal affairs of the countries of the region should be avoided as 
well as any unilateral action which might carry the risk of leading to 
a fresh deterioration in the situation. They appeal to the parties 
involved to find the right mechanisms to renew the dialogue. 

The Ministers are also of the view that the efforts of the Organisation 
of American States, as well as the implementation as soon as possible 
of the mechanisms envisaged by the United Nations in the framework of 
the Central American peace process, represent important factors 
contributing to an easing of tension in the region." 

3. U.S. Position 

The main features of US policy towards Central America during the 
Reagan Presidency were the exertion of pressure on Nicaragua - notably 
by a trade embargo and through financial assistance for the 
"Resistance" - and support for the Duarte Government of El Salvador. 
The US did not actively assist the Central Americans to reach agreement 
among themselves. It focussed on the Nicaraguan Government, which it 
criticised for non-compliance with commitments made in the "Esquipulas 
II" Agreement, and was more tolerant of comparable shortcomings of the 
El Salvador and Guatemalan Governments (for example with regard to 
their pursuance of political dialogue with armed opponents and 
infringements of human rights in those countries). After the signing 
of the "Esquipulas II° Agreement the Congress rejected requests from 
President Reagan for aid, including some military aid for the 
Nicaraguan Resistance. The approach of the Bush administration appears 
to be more pragmatic and balanced. In March the President and 
Congressional leaders signed a "Bipartisan Accord on Central America" 
expressing support for the 11 Esquipulas 11 11 Agreement and committing the 
US to co-operate with the _"democratic leaders of Central America" to 
make it a reality. 
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With regard to N" 
1caragua the Accord says that US goals are 11 

democratisation· d . 
, an en to subversion and destabilisation of its 

neighbours and an end to Soviet bloc military ties that threaten US and 
reg i ona 1 security" • In 1i ne with the Accord the Congress in Apr i 1 
approved a further $66.6 million in humanitarian aid to the Resistance 
until the end of February 1990. This is intended to show the 

Nicaraguans that the Resistance will remain a force with which they may 
have to deal if the February elections are not as free as the US would 
like them to be. The Accord states that the funds may be used for the 
voluntary reintegration of relocation of members of the Resistance (as 
provided in the El Salvador Agreement). 

Position of the Twelve 

The Twelve believe that the conflicts in Central America can best be 
resolved in the context of the "Esquipulas II" and El Salvador 
Agreements. Since 1984 Foreign Ministers of the EC and "Contadora 
Group" States meet annually with their Central American counterparts to 
discuss the situation in the region. (The next such meeting will be in 
Dublin during the Irish Presidency). There is an Economic Co
operation Agreement between the EC and the Central American States. 
The Central Americans greatly appreciate the political and moral 
support and the assistance from their economic development which they 
get from Europe. Through the closer relationship with Central America 
that is developing the Twelve want to help the countries of the region 
to strengthen democracy and political stability so that they can lessen 
the economic and social deprivation which is the root of their 
problems. The Twelve are careful not to criticise US policies. 

5. Irish position 

The T&naiste warmly welcomed the "Esquipulas II" Agreement in 
statements to the UN General Assembly in 1987 and in the D&il in 
November, 1987. The latter statement was made in support of an all-
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party motion welcoming the Agreement, asking the Government to do what 
it could to encourage our EC partners, the US and the Soviet Union to 
facilitate its implementation and committing the D&il actively to 
support it nation a 11 y and i nterna t ion a 11 y. We a 1 so welcome 1 ast 
February's El Salvador Agreement. 

. . . 1 h e contribute to EC While our bilateral aid pr1or1ties are e sew ere ~ 
aid for Central America which is steadily increasing. 

Elections in Nicaragua 

Elections in Nicaragua are due to take place on 25 February 1990. The 
UN officially opened the headquarters of its operation to monitor the 
elections and verify the elections on 25 August in Nicaragua. This 
operation will be known by the acronym ONUVEN. The mission will be 
based in Managua and will develop contacts with other observer/ 
verification missions like those of the Organisation of American States 
and the European Parliament. 

The Minister for Foreign Affairs in a written reply on 23 November, 
1989 (tex~ attached) set out the action taken by the Twelve following 

events-, 1n~·£,1 Salvador. 
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1593 Questions- 23 NOVEMBER 1989 . Written Answers 1594 

will consider sending observers to 
oversee e lections in Chile on 14 
December, 1 89 to ensure that they are 
conducted i a fair and impartial manner; 
and if he WI l make a statement on the 
matter. 

27. Mr. Alie asked the Minister for 
Foreign Affair if he will arrange to have 
a group of Iris Parliamentarians observe 
the forthcom ng Nicaraguan elections to 
be held in F ruary, 1990, in view of the 
likely contro rsial nature of this planned 
election. 

Minister· for Foreign Affairs (Mr. 
Collins): I prop se to take Questions 20, 
22 and 27 toge er. 

It has not een the practice of the 
Government o send observers to observe 
elections in ther countries and there is 
no budgetary rovision to fund such 
travel. Howeve the Government will 
facilitate as far as possible in other ways 
those parliamen arians who wish to 
respond favour bly to invitations to 
observe the ele ions in Chile and Nicar
agua. 

Policy. 

21. Mr. J. Bruto asked the Minister 
for Foreign Atta· if he will outline his 
general principle of policy in regard to 
sporting links w th countries practising 
oppression or di · mination that is of an 
ethnic, religious, ial or political kind; 
and if he will outline he special features 
of countries with who he believes sport
ing links to be unde irable on the basis 
of these general crit ria. 

Minister for oreign Affairs (Mr. 
Collins): Successi Governments have 
long based their p · cy in the sporting 
area on respect for th Olympic principle 
of non-discriminatio ID sport. In keeping 
with the Olympic rinciple and, more 
generally, with the fundamental human 
rights provisions o the United Nations 
Charter, the intern tional community 
has rightly condem ed the system of 
apartheid in South Africa, which is 
unique in that it is n institutionalis~-~ 

form of discrimina on, based solely on 
race and imple nted by the laws of 
South Africa i the interest of dis
criminating agai t the black and 
coloured populati s. It touches every 
aspect of life in S uth Africa, including 
the organisation o and participation in 
sport. 

El Salvador Violence. 

24. Mr. M. Higgins asked the Minister 
for Foreign Affairs if he will make a 
statement on recent events in El Sal
vador; and if he will outline the present 
attitude of the Irish Government and the 
Twelve to recent events in that country. 

51. Mr. Gilmore asked the Minister 
for Foreign Affairs if he will outline the 
Government's policy on current develop
ments in El Salvador; if it has made any 
protest to the authorities there over the 
killing of six Jesuit priests and two other 
civilians, apparently by the security 
forces on 16 November 1989; ·if the 
Government intend to take any initiat
ives through the EC or UN to try and 
secure peace there; and if he will make a 
statement on the matter. 

Minister for Foreign Affairs (Mr. 
Collins): I propose to take Questions 
Nos. 24 and 51 together. 

The Twelve agreed in early November, 
in the light of the developments there, to 
make a demarche to the Government of 
El Salvador covering the Twelve's con
cern at the grave attacks, in particular 
on civilians, religious, political and trade 
union organisations and the con
demnation of these acts. They also called 
for the resumption of the..interrupted dia-
logue in El Salvador. · 

On 16 November the Twelve issued a 
statement on the situation in El Salvador 
as follows: 

Faced with the present bloody 
events in El Salvador which follows the 
acceleration in the cycle of violence 
in recent weeks, the Twelve urgently 
appeal to the parties to the conflict to 
renounce all recourse to violence and 

• I 
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~lt~out delay to resume serious nego
tiations on the basis of the Esquipulas 
and Tela agreements. Particularly con
~erned by the cosequences of the fight
u~g. ~hey urge all parties to respect the 
ctv1han population. 

The Twelve also issued a statement on 
17 November on the assassination of six 
Jesuit priests as follows: 

The Twelve are deeply shocked and 
moved by the asassination of Fr. Ella
curia, Rector of the Central American 
University , and of five Jesuit priests 
from the same :university. They con
~emn this ignominious act of violence 
·as they do all attacks against innocent 
victim~ among the civilian population. 
They reiterate their appeal that an end 
be put to the violence which has been 
unleashed in El Salvador. 

Ireland strongly supports the Twelve 
position and the Minister of State called 
in the adjournment debate in the Dail on 
16 November for both sides to return to 

e negotiation table as quickly as pos
sible. 
· Information to hand indicates that no 
Irish citizens have been affected by the · 
current violence but we continue to moni
tor developments in El Sal~ador most 
carefully with the co-operation of our 
partners in the Twelve. 

25. Mr. G. tchell asked the Minister 
for Foreign airs if discussions took 
place between e Irish and US Govern
ments concemin the prosecution of an 
Aer Lingus subsi ry in Aorida; if so, 
the nature of these iscussions; and their 
outcome. 

asked the Minister 
for Foreign Affairs, arding the fine 
imposed by a US cou as a result of 
allegations that a su sidiary of Aer 
Lingus had been invo ed in the supply 
of aircraft parts to an, if he has dis
cussed this matter o plans to discuss it 

1596 

with his c~~ the US Govern
ment; and II he w1I1 m;ke a statement on 
the matter. 

Minister for For 
lins):I propose tot 
and 62 together. 

Our ambassador i Washington was in 
contact with the US S te Department to 
advise the US Govern ent authorities of 
-our interest in a matt r concerning the 
national airline. This as referred to in 
the Dail on 13 Dece ber 1988. It would 
not be apporopriat r in accordance with 
normal practice to o into details of these 
contacts. 

As the Deputy i~ware, this case has 
now been settled. ~ cordingly, there is 
no intention to raise 't with the US at 
government level. 

Irish Col ge in Paris . 

26. Mr. Kava agh asked the Minister 
for Foreign Aff irs when the renovation 
work to the Irish ollege in Paris will be 
completed; the tota mount of Govern
ment assistance bein given to the pro
ject; when the renov ted institution will 
be fully open to I · people; and if he 
will make a state nt on the matter. 

Minister for F reign Affairs (Mr. Col
lins): -I am please o be able to tell the 
Ueputy that the ne y restored section 
of the Irish College in Paris was formally 
opened by the Taoi ach at a ceremony 
there on Saturday, October 1989. 

The major pa of the funds needed to 
pay for the rest ration work which has 
been carried out a e college was raised ,' 
by the committee o ·ends of the Irish 1, 

College, under the c irmanship of Mr. ' 
Frank O'Reilly. In that connection I 
would like to pay t · ute to Mr. O'Reilly 
and his colleagues r their tireless work 
on behalf of the colle e over the past four 
years. The State's con 'bution to the res
toration of the colleg consisted of grants 
totalling IRl 10,000 om the funds avail
able to the De anment of Foreign 
Affairs for cultura relations, and assist
ance in kind from As amounting to 

I 

:.':··-. 
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Material for rei,ly 

We and our partners in the Twelve consider that the conflicts in 
Central America can best be resolved i n the context of the peace 
pr ocess, known as the ''Eaquipulas" pr oces s which was s igned in 
Guatemala in August 1987 by the Presidents of Costa Rica , El 
Salvador, Guatemala , Honduras and Nicar agua. Since 1984 Foreign) 
Minister s of the EC have met annua l l y with their Central American 
counterparts to discuss the situation in the region. The ne~t 
such meeting will take place in Ouhlin during the Irish 
Presidency. The Foreign Ministers of the Twelve meeting in 
Brussels on 27 November discussed the situation in Central 
America and issued the following statement. 

,\ The Ministers express th~ir deep concern at the deterioration of I 
the situation in Central America. They condemn in particular . 
the fresh upsurge of violence in El Salvador which has ~r~ught ~n 
its wake the massacre of a great number of innocent civ~lians. 

I 

They note with regret that the peace process is encountering very 

~ 
serious difficulties. The Ministers consider that it is 
essential to resume the dynamic created by the Esquipulas /A 
agreements and taken forward by the Costa del Sol and Tela ff 
summits. 

The Ministers consider, in line with the position which they have# 
consistently maintained, that the initiative to relaunch the · 
process should come from the countries in the region themselves 
with the support of the international community. They make an 
urgent appeal~ the parties~ 

t;i"nvolved to retu~-to the path of a negotiated solution which 
would in the first place allow an end to hostilities. 

The Ministers take the view in particular that it is desirable to 
reaffirm the validity of the commitments undertaken in the terms 
of the declarations of Costa del Sol and Tela. Taking account 

i 
of subsequent events, it seems to them necessary that any 
interference in the internal affairs of the countries of the 
region should be avoided as well as any unilateral action which 
might carry the risk of leading to a fresh deterioration in the 
situation. They appeal to the parties involved to find the 
right mechanisms to renew the dialogue. 
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The Ministers ~re also of the vi ew that the efforts of the 
organization of American States, as well as the implementation as 
soon as possible of the mechanisms envisaged by the United 
Nations in the framework of the Central American peace process, 
represent important factors contributing to an easing of tension in the region.,, 

P297NO 
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CENTRAL AKERICA1 TBB "BSOUIPULAS I I " AHO EL SALVADOR AGRBEIIRlr?S 

Central Ame rica haa bee n a focus of world attent i on s i nce t he 
ousting of the Somoza regime (1979) and the elect ion of a 
Sandini sta Government (1984) in Nicaragua . Ths Reagan 
Admi nistration openly supported the "Contras" or "Resistance" to 
try to remove t he Nicaraguan Government which they saw as 
Marxist, a threat to U.S. security and a source of instability in 
the region through ite alleged support for insurgents in El 
Sal vador and Guatemala. Since the beginning of the 1980s 
guerilla warfare, with many civilian deaths and lar ge-scale hwnan 
rights abuaea, has raged in El Salvador and, to a

1 
leaser extent, 

in Guatemala. 

Honduras, und~r US pressure, hae acquiesced in the use of its 
territory by the Nicaraguan 11 Contras 11

• Costa Rica is the only 
central American country with a fully democratic political 
system. · 

'1'he •Baguipulas II" Agreement 

In the period 1983 to 1986 four countries bordering Central 
America - Colombia, Mexico, Panama and Venezuela, which became 
known as the 11 Contadora Group 11 

- put forward proposals for a 
settlement of the conflicts in the region. The proposals were in 
the foJ:l'll of a draft "Contadora Aot on Peace and Co-operation in 
Central America". They were well received by the five Central 
American States and were actively supported by Argentina, Brazil, 
Peru and Uruguay. 

Early in 1987, when progress in negotiations initiated by the 
contadora Group seamed to be slackening, President Arias of Costa 
Rica put forward new proposals, based on the principles Qf the 
draft contadora Act, designed to restore momentum to the peace 
process. Those propoaals, modified in some respects in response 
to the wishes of other Central American States, constitute the 
Agreement entitled 11 Prooedure for the Establishment of a Strong 
and Lasting Peace in Central America" known as "Esquipulas II 11

, 

which was signed in Guatemala in August, 1987 by the Presidents 
of costa Rica, El Salvador, Guatemala, Honduras and Nicaragua. 
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their families t 
to all partiee ' inoi~ther with an appeal for a dialogue directed 
Salvador to rei nt eg etregiion and parti cul arly to the FMLN in El 

ra 9 t self in political life. 
On September 7 Pr id 

:# 6 

proposed holdin 88 ent Afredo Chris tiani of El Salvador 
Mexico City on ~37~:ce talks with r epresentatives of the FMLN in 
to end their September . At these talks the FMLN offer ed 
the Gove rnmen~rmed struggle and rejoin the political process if 
forces a r e formed the judiciary sys tem, purged t he armed 

d m~nlc i pal elections and end polit ical oppress i on. They also 
a nd nd reduced i ts size , move forward the 1991 legis lative ;· 

eman e that the Uni t ed Nations monitor t he impl ementation of 
ref orms. I f the government agreed to the proposal a ceasefire 
would go into effect on November 15 at the latest . 

Elections in Nicaragua are due to t ake place place on 25 February 
1990. The UN officially opened the headquarters of its operation 
to monitor the elections and verify the elections on 25 August in 
Nicaraqua. This operation will be known by the acronym ONUVEN. 
The mission will be based in Managua and will develop contacts 
with other observer/verification missions like those of t he 
Organisation of American States and the European Parliament. 

u.s, eoaition 
The main features of US policy towards Cent ral America during the 
Rea~an Presidency were the exertion of pressure on Nicaragua -
notably by a trade embargo and through financial assistance for 
the "Resistance 11 

- and support for the Duarte Government of El 
Salvador. The us did not actively assist the Central Americans 
to reach agreement among themselves. It focussed on the 
Nicaraguan Government, which it criticised for non-compliance 
with commitments made in the "Esquipulas II" Agreement, and was 
more tolerant of comparable shortcomings of the El Salvador and 
Guatemalan governments (for example with regard to their 
pursuance of political dialogue with armed opponents and 
infringements of human r i ghts in thoae countries). After the 
signing of the "Esquipulas II" Agreement the Congress rejected 
requests from President Reagan for aid, including some military 
aid for the Nicaraguan Resistance. The approach of the Bush 
Administration appears to be more pragmatic and balanced. In 
March the President and Congressional leaders signed a 
"Bipartisan Accord on Central Ameri ca" expressing support for the 
11 Esquipulaa II" Agreement and committing the US to co-operate 
with the "democratic leaders of Central America and Latin America 
"to make it a reality. 

With regard to Nicaragua the Accord says t hat US goals are 
"democratisation, an end to subversion and destabilisation of its 
neighbours and an end to Soviet bloc military ties that threaten 
us and regional security". In line with the Accord the Congress 
in April approved a further $66.6 million in humanitarian aid to 
the Resistance until the end of February 1990. This is intended 
to show the Nicaraguans that the Resistance will remain a force 

- .... 1-00 THU 10 : 36 
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With Which they may have to deal if the February elections are 
not as free as the US would like them to be. The Accord states 
that the funds may be used for the voluntary reintegratio~ 

0
~

1 relocation of members of the Resist ance (as provided in t e Salvador Agreement). 

Position of the 'l'welva 
The Twelve bel · h be 

8 
ieve tat the conflicts in Central America can beet 

A .. X' solved in the c ontext of the "Esquipulas II" and El Salvador 
,greements . Since 1984 Foreign Ministers of the EC and 
'Contadora Group " States meet annually with their Central 

American counterparts to discuss the situation in the region. 
(The next such meeting will be in Dublin during the Irish 
Presidency). There is an Economic co-operation Agreement between 
the EC and the Central American States. The central Americans 
greatly appreciate the political and moral support and the 
assistance for t heir economic development which they get from 
Europe. Through the cloaer relationship with central America 
that is developing the Twelve want to help the countries of the 
region to strengthen democracy and political stability so that 
they can lessen the economic and social deprivation which is the 
root of their problems. The Twelve are careful not to criticise 
us policies. 

;i;ri•b pgaition 
The 'l'lnaiste warmly welcomed the 11 Esquipulas II 11 Agreement in 
atatements at the UN General Assembly in 1987 and in the 0411 in 
November, 1987. The latter statement was made in support of an 
all- party motion welcoming the Agreement, asking the Government 
to do what it could to encourage .our EC partners, the us and tha 
Soviet Union to facilitate its implementation and committing the 
D6il actively to support it nationally and internationally. We 
also welcome last February's El Salvador Agreement. 

While our bilateral aid priorities are elsewhere we contribute t o 
EC aid for Central America which ie steadily increasing. 

Political Divieion 
September 1989 
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10 To ask the Taoiseach the plans, if any, he has to 
visit the US; and if he will take an initiative to speak with 
President Bush on the US involvement in Central American 

· politics.-Bernard Allen. 
!'r::.t~or ORAL answer on Tuesday 5th December, 1989. 

~ f\ft,A li ~ -· -

· ~ 10 To ask the Taoiseach the plans, if any, he has to 

~(~ visit the US; and if he will take an initiative to speak with 
;/ President Bush on the US involvement in Central American 

, , · polities. -Bernard Allen. 
~- H · or ORAL answer on Tuesday 5th December, 1989. r ~ f\ftiA l;, ~. 

11 To ask the Taoiseach if he will use his term of 
office as[President of the Ec_Jto bring about a positive Community 
foreign policy in relation ·to Central America.-Bernard Allen. 
For ORAL answer on Tuesday 5th December, 1989. 

~ ~ ~ ~r;1 
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4 ~~ QUESTIONS No.R AND 2D 
vt • 

DAIL QUESTIONS addressed to the Taoiseach 
by Deputy Bernard Allen, for answer on 
Tuesday, 5th December, 1989 . 

To ask the Taoiseach the plans, if any, he has to visit the US; and if he 
~ill take an initiative to speak with President Bush on the US involvement 
1n Central American politics. 

vf7<-
QUESTION: ll-0 {V 

To ask the Taoiseach if he will use his term of office as President of the 
EC to bring about a positive Community foreign policy in relation to Central 
America. 

~ 

REPLY: 

I propose to take Questions /9 and 20 together. 

Details of any official visit I might make to the United States, will, in 

accordance with the normal practice, be announced close to the time of such 

a visit. 

The Foreign Ministers of the Twelve met recently in Brussels and expressed 

the Community's deep concern at the deterioration of the situation in 

Central America, condemning in particular the fresh upsurge of violence in 

El Salvador which has brought in its wake the massacre of a great number of 

civilians. 

~N~ 
~~ cj~~~ -/ 
t-,'~ -
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In line with the position which they have consistently maintained, the 

Ministers conside~ that the initiative to relaunch the peace process should 

come from the countries in the region themselves with the support of the 

international community. They made an urgent appeal to the parties involved 

in conflicts in the area to return to the path of a negotiated solution 

which would, in the first place, allow an end to hostilities. 

Since 1984 Foreign Ministers of the EC have met annually with their Central 

American counterparts to discuss the situation in the region. The next such 

meeting will take place in Dublin during the Irish Presidency. We and our 

partners in the Twelve consider that the conflict in Central America can 

best be resolved in the context of the peace process known as the 

"Esquipulas" process which was signed in Guatemala in August, 1987. 
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EMBASSY OF THE 

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 

Dublin, Ireland 

March 23, 1990 

Dear Taoiseach: 

I am very pleased to forward to you the text of a 

letter to you from President Bush on the occasion of your 

visit to the White House. 

The original letter will be forwarded to you as sooon as 

it's received here at the Embassy. 

His Excellency, 
An Taoiseach., 

Charles J. Haughey., T.D., 
Government Buildings., 

Dublin 2. 

Enclosure - as stated 

Sincerely, 

fiul.i~ 1+- l nc~ 
Richard A. Moore 

Ambassador 



Text of Letter from 
President Bush to Prime Minister Haughey 

"Dear Mr. Prime Minister: 

"I appreciated the chance to explore with you a number of the 
crucial issues affecting our two countries, both in the traditional 
ties of friendship between the United States and Ireland and in 
light of your current role as President of the European Council. I 
agree with you that we have made progress in our efforts to build 
stronger ties across the Atlantic. 

"My sincere appreciation for the wonderful gifts you brought for / 
me. The magnificent crystal Presidential seal is being displayed in 
our private living quarters so that Barbara and I can appreciate the 
splendid workmanship and beauty of this unique piece. Thank you, 
also, for the impressive crystal globe. This, too, will hold a special 
place of honor when added to our future Presidential library 
collection. 

"Barbara joins me in sending you our best wishes. 

"Warmest personal regards. 

"Sincerely, 

"George Bush" 

~ rt~ 
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~ March, 1990. 

Mr. Brendan O'Donoghue, 
Assistant Secretary, 
Department of the Environment. 

Dear Brendan, 

I enclose a copy of a letter which the Taoiseach has sent to Mr. William 
Reilly of the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency following the meeting in 
Washington. The Taoiseach has asked that the matter referred to in the 
second paragraph, be pursued urgently. 

I am also enclosing, for your information, a copy of the Taoiseach's letter 

of 2 March to President Delors. 

Yours sincerely, 

~ 
Brian McCarthy. 
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/S March, 1990. 

Oifig an Taoisigh 
Office of the Taoiseach 

The Honorable Thomas S. Foley, 
Speaker of the House of Representatives, 
H-204 in the Capitol, 
Washington DC 20515. 

\).a_.~~~ 

.,{_ 
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I wish to thank you most sincerely for the generous hospitality you extended 
to me during my visit to Washington DC last week. It was a real pleasure to 
meet so many prestigious members of the House and to have th~ opportunity of 
exchanging views with them on developments in Europe. I particularly valued 
our private meeting beforehand. 

As you know, there is an open invitation for you to visit Ireland at any 
time. While we are always anxious to show the best of Irish hospitality, I 
can assure you that the visit would also be a productive one for you and 

your colleagues. 

~ ~ ~ 

..._-- '--""-~ 
~ --·· 

Taoiseach. 

/'1 l/\... ~ 
~ 

Oifig an Taoisigh, Tithe an Rialtais, Baile Atha Cliath .-2. 
Office of the Taoiseach, Government Buildirigs,, o'ubh 
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/ ~ March, 1990. 

Oifig an Taoisigh 
Office of the Taoiseach 

The Honorable George Mitchell, 
Majority Leader of the Senate, 
S-221 in the Capitol, 
Washington DC 20510. 

Dear Senator, 

I am writing to thank you for making my recent visit to Washington so 
informative and successful. I enjoyed our discussion very much and, as a 
fellow parliamentarian, I understand the trials and tribulations of steering 
legislation through its various stages. 

I hope that you will have an opportunity to visit Ireland soon and research 
your Irish roots. I can assure you that you will be warmly welcomed and 
that we will do everything to make your visit both enjoyable and successful. 

With kindest regards. 

Yours sincerely, 

:;:::-: .. '-"--~ 
~ 

Taoiseach. 

Oifig an Taoisigh, Tithe an Rialtais, Baile Atha Cliath .2. 
Office of the Taoiseach, Government Building~, i~u.bJj 



/~ March, 1990. 

Oifig an Taoisigh 
Office of the Taoiseach 

The Honorable Claiborne Pell, 
U.S. Senate, 
335 Senate Russell Building, 
Washington DC 20515. 

Dear Senator Pell, 

I am writing to thank you for the help and hospitality you extended to me 
during my recent visit to Washington. I found the meeting with the Senate 
Foreign Relations Committee most productive and a very useful opportunity to 
discuss recent developments in Europe and the strengthening of U.S./E.C. 
relations. As a fellow parliamentarian, I very much enjoyed the honour and 
privilege of visiting the floor of the Senate. 

I hope we will have the opportunity to meet again soon. 

With kindest regards, 

Yours sincerely, 

~~ 

Taoiseach. 

.c. JI.- ~ 

Oifig an Taoisigh, Tithe an Rialtais, Baile At~A CJia 
Office of the Taoiseach, Government Buildings~[)' 



Oifig an Taoisigh 
Office of the Taoiseach 

/ S March, 1990. 

The Honorable Edward Kennedy, 
U.S. Senate, 
315 Senate Russell Office Building, 
Washington D.c. 20510. 

1) .Q... o._;h.__ ~~) 
It was a great pleasure to see you again and to enjoy the 
excellent company at the dinner you hosted during my recent 
visit to Washington. 

I was delighted to have the opportunity to spend what was a 
most enjoyable evening at your home and to meet your many 
distinguished guests and other members of the Kennedy 
family. 

Thank you especially for the very interesting Thomas Lipton 
yachting record. 

With warmest personal good wishes. 

Yours sincerely, 

~'-"-~~~~ 

Oifig an Taoisigh, Tithe an Rialtais, 
Office of the Taoiseach, Goverrime.' 



J 5 March, 1990. 

Oifig an Taoisigh 
Office of the Taoiseach 

Mrs. Benedicte Valentiner 
General Manager, 
Blair House, 
1651 Pennsylvania Avenue NW, 
Washington DC 20500. 

Dear Mrs. Valentiner, 

I would like to thank you and your staff at Blair House for 
making my stay and that of my delegation such a pleasant 
one. 

We in Ireland like to think that we are a hospitable people 
but I can assure you that the hospitality extended by you 
and the staff of Blair House was in a category of its own. 

We all felt very much at home during our time with you and I 
will always retain the most pleasant memories of what was 
all too short a visit. 

With kindest regards. · 

Yours sincerely, 

/ -V-~~~~ 

Taoiseach. 



JS March, 1990. 

Oifig an T aoisigh 
Office of the T aoiseach 

Major General Donald C. Hilbert, 
U.S. Army Commanding, 
U.S. Army Military District of Washington, 
Fort Lesley, J. McNair, 
Washington D.C. 

Dear Major General, 

It was a great honour for me to visit the tomb of the Unknown Soldier at 
Arlington. It is truly a magnificent memorial. 

The ceremony you arranged was deeply moving and impressive and will remain a 
cherished memory for me. I am very grateful to you for organising it. 

Thank you also for your presentation which will serve to remind me of a 

truly memorable visit to Arlington. 

With kindest regards, 

Yours sincerely, 

c:::::::-"'--~ ~ -

Taoiseach. 

Oifig an Taoisigh, Tithe an R 
Office of the Taoiseach, Gov 
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l -15 March, 1990. 

Oifig an Taoisigh 
O ffice of the Taoiseach 

Mr. W. Reilly, 
Administrator, 
US Environmental Protection Agency, 
Washington DC 20460. 

Dear Mr. Reilly, 

I wish to thank you for meeting with me in the course of my 
official visit to Washington. The environment is a matter 
of great concern to us in Ireland and, as I said to you, I 
am most anxious to accord it a high priority during our 
Presidency of the European Community. 

I am deeply grateful for your kind offer of assistance in 
the establishment of an Environmental Protection Agency in 
Ireland. I will arrange for my officials to take the 
necessary follow-up action immediately as I see this as 
something of great importance. 

I hope you will be able to come on a visit to Ireland in the 
near future. While you will find some changes since your 
trip around the country in 1964, you will still find a warm 
and generous welcome. 

With kindest regards. 

Yours sincerely, 

~'-"...~A 
A ~ 

Taoiseach. 

Oifig an Taoisigh, Tithe 

------ ~ 
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It;. March, 1990. 

Oifig an Taoisigh 
Office of the Taoiseach 

Senator Edward F. Reilly, · Jr., 
P.O. Box 9, 
Leavenworth, 
Kansas 66048-2733. 

Dear Senator Reilly, 

Thank you for your letter of 19 February _and your good wishes. My visit to 
the United States was very successful and I greatly valued my discussions 
with President Bush and other American leaders. 

I recall with pleasure our meeting some years ago at the White House. I 
hope you will be able to visit Ireland again before too long. 

With kindest regards, 

Yours sincerely, 

~ -v-oa--9- ; ~ ~ ~ 
Taoiseach. 

Oifig an Taoisigh, Tithe an Rialtais, Baile. 
Office of the Taoiseach, Government Bu 



,WARD F. REILLY 
S ENATOR, THIRD DISTRICT 

- EAVENWORTH AND JEFFERSON COUNTIES 

P .O. BOX 9 

LEAVENWORTH, KANSAS 66048-2733 

91 3 /682-1 236 

February 19, 1990 

STATE OF KANSAS 

TOPEKA 

SENATE CHAMBER 

The Honorable Charles J. Haughey 
Prime Minister of ireland 
Dublin, Ireland 

Dear Prime Minister Haughey: 

COMMITTEE ASSIGNMENTS 

CHAIRMAN: FEDERAL AND STATE AFFAIRS 
AND INSURANCE SUBCOMMITTEE 

VICE CHAIRMAN: ELECTIONS 
MEMBER: CONFIRMATIONS 

FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS AND 
INSURANCE 

PUBLIC HEALTH AND WELFARE 

The recent article in the Topeka Capital-Journal, capitol of our 
State of Kansas, brought back fond memories of my visit to Ireland 
on a number of occasions and my opportunity to be a guest at your 
home. I sincerely hope your visit to the United States will be a 
pleasant one. I remember almost eight years ago when we met 
at the White House when President Reagan celebrated St. Patrick's 
Day a{ld you were pres~_r1t . . _My best wishes to you and your family 
and may our paths cr9s·s aga_in in the near future. 

. I _,,..,. 
Warmfy and sw,cerely, 

I / I I 

--...... L-- / 1 1> 
Ci-1// 
Edw~r~ll/Jy, Jr. 
Sen/tor, Third District 

Efl'R:bb / 
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Capita\.!Journa\, Thursday, February 8, 

1rish tt\'ader to vi;itU :S .. · 
SAN FRANCISCO (AP) - Charles 

J. Haughey, the prime minister of 
. Ireland, will visit Washington Feb. 
27, the White House announced. 

Senator Edward F. Reilly, Jr., 
P.O. Box 9, 
Leavenworth, 
Kansas 66048-2733. 

Dear Senator Reilly, 

Thank you for your letter of 19 February and your good wishes. My visit to 
the United States was very successful and I greatly valued my discussions 
with President Bush and other American leaders. 

I recall with pleasure our meeting some years ago at the White House. I 
hope you will be able to visit Ireland again before too long. 

With kindest regards, 

Yours sincerely, 

U-v-~ 

Taoiseach. 
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EMBASSY" OF !Ii.ELAND 

~ .MASSACHUSETTS AVE., N. w. 
WASHI~GTON.D.C.20008 

13 March 1990 

Mr Brian McCarthy 
Department of the Taoiseaoh 
Government Buildings 
Upper Merrion Street 
Dublin 2 
IRELAND 

Dear 

I 
, 

~~ 

·" Fu~her to our telephone conversation I am enclosing an ~ 
exfract from the Social List of Washington DC of correct .~ ;/ 
usages to be used when writing to the President of the q.s. , qQ 

Yours sincerely 

~I~~ 
Brendan Scannell 
Political Counsellor 

Enelos\1.re 

(AA_ 7~ 
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~202 232 5993 IRE E~lB ! WASH DC 

The President of The United States 
I Canmu.,:J.1 

In writing address an envelope to The President and his wife 
(using two lines): 

The President 
and Mrs. (surname only) 

In writing to her personally~ 

Mrs. (surname only) 

The salutation of a letter: 

My dear Mrs. (surname only) 

In speaking: 

Mrs. (surname only) 

Place card: 

Mrs. (surname only) 

When replying to an invitation from them, their names 
should be written on the acknowledgement itself (using two 
lines): 

Ill Th~ President 
and Mrs. (surname only) !!/ 

Not~ Only the surname shoulJ ever be used.. The tirst 
name (or initials) should nevill' be referred to at any time. 

l~on"P'lgtll.J 

( 20 ) 

@ 005 / 005 

J 
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IRE EMB IWASH DC 

The President of The United States 

) ) In Writing address an envelope: I} 

I\ 

Tne President 

The salutation of a letter; 

My dea.r Mr_ President 

In Speaking: 

Mr. President 
or 

Si.r 

Place card: 

The President 

)J 

Note: His name is never used at any time when addressing 
The President. 

( G:rntm~ on pag: 20) 
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ROINN AN TAOISIGH n-

Uimhir .. . .. .. .... .... ... . 

To: Mr. D. ~ gan 

From: B. McCarthy 

Re: U.S. Visit - Letters of Thanks 

Letters to Speaker Foley, Senator Kennedy, Senator Pell, 
Senator Mitchell, Mrs. Valentiner and EPA administrator O'Reilly are 
submitted. These are based on drafts from Washington which I have 
amended in some respects. I also suggest a letter to Major General 
Hilbert (Arlington ceremony). The Ambassador will be writing to other 
U.S. officials who were involved with the visit. 

1P?L 
B. McC~rthy 
c/ March, 1990. 

A . /t4.., (J..._ tE; : 
c/~ ql'-'lo(/U.fu" k 
Ii&~~ A~(-~. eo 4 / 
~ .AzCU1 A /.l . t4 

fa ,t1.kJ.' ..4 a>(& viU>I"( ,Mu,,J/ -

1lll ~,-,cA- ,~.,, -At !lRW,,-. 

~~ ,4s. 
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O ifig an Taoisigh 
Office of the Taoiseach 

March, 1990. 

The Honorable Edward Kennedy, 
U.S. Senate, 
315 Senate Russell Office Building, 
Washington D.C. 20510. · 

~ I) (7\ i::::); 
!I~ 
~ 

"'~ it-~ ~~ 
~~ 

~-,.>A • ~@ ~ · 

~~o~ 
J aw writing to tbaok lm" ifgr your h 1tality _.,. the excellent< ~inner you 
hosted during my recent visit t ashington. I was delighted to have the 
opportunity to spend what w a most enjoyable evening at your home and to 
meet your many distingu~d guests and other members of the~ Kennedy 
family. I-illll-fflos t;v,:6teh l for tile g I Ft of the beaut1fu 1 pa 111 ting,. 
~~ ~°/ ~~v•P~ f ~ tcJa... V-0.-. ~vu-T~ 

I bape we wi J J,·"ve theee13po, ttJ1,ity te meet agaii::i in tbe R&ir future. 

\\)~ ~~~~ 

~ 
~ ...-"'\.., 

~,,------------- ... 

i~ D~--~~ 
'f.-- t-~ --~ "-....,. 

\ ~ ~~t-~ ---



March, 1990. 

Mrs. Benedicte Valentiner, 
General Manager, 
Blair House, 
1651 Pennsylvania Avenue NW, 
Washington DC 20500. 

Dear Mrs. Valentiner, 

Oifig an Taoisigh 
Office of the Taoiseach 

I would like to thank you and your staff at Blair House for making my stay 
and that of my delegation such a pleasant one. t . _r i 
~ °t"t, u;,._..e,_ \x.v:,..9 .......e_ e.k<>. C\.. ~ ~ .._Q U O ~- _ I 

We in Ireland·,·ays f)f'etnf=oFettrltaspitali~y but I can assure you that 
the hospitality extended by you and the staff of Blair House was eq al if 

no.t b&tte~· tharr-m:tr:::ffleUJ. ~ 6l- ~ ~ ~ ~ c,....,.>---

We all felt very much at home during our time with you and I will always 
retain the most pleasant memories of what was all too short a visit. 

With kindest regards, 

Yours sincerely, 

Taoiseach. 



March, 1990. 

- ---- --- - . -··-= _..r.ii ,2 ~JI q'·~~ 

Oifig an Taoisigh 
Office of the Taoiseach 

Mr. W. Rei 11 y, 
Administrator, 
US Environmental Protection Agency, 
Washington DC 20460. 

Dear Mr. Reilly, 

I~ I 

I wish to thank you for meeting with me in the course of my official visit 
to Washington. The environment is a matter of great concern to us in 
Ireland and, as I said to you, I am most anxious to accord it a high 
priority during our Presidency of the European Community. 

~G--. ~~ ~~ 
I w.isb te Feeep~ ffl} g,atitHee for your kind offer of assistance~ 
~ 1rlif~1t in the establishment of an Environmental Protection Agency in 
Ireland. I will arrange for my officials to~ake the necessary follow-up 

e)-- . ~e..k-. ~ . "~ £9Dtact ·d1!1. yoa. Cl. le-_~ - . - l ~ 
1
s z. -~' ~ 

·~ ~ .,roLD.fl- ~ t..--? ~ ~ ~ tL.~ &'~ ~ '~ ~ee 
:E--take this eppo,· ttm i ty to , epeat HtY iRvitatioo to .va11 ta vis'i~ 

the near future. While you will find some changes since your trip around 
the country in 1964, ..:r h : tblt you will still find a warm and generous 

welcome. 

With kindest regards, 

Yours sincerely, 

~~~ 
~ at, ~ ~ 

Taoiseach. 

Oifig an Taoisigh, Tithe an Rialtais, Baile Atha Cliath 2. 
Office of the Taoiseach, Government Buildings, Dublin 2. 

'S~~ 
~~ 
~ 
i- \::) 

~ 
~~~ 

~ 

~ 
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FAX 

7 'MARCH 1990 

FOR: MR BRIAN MCCARTHY, TAOISEACH 1 S OFFICE 

FROM: BRENDAN SCANNELL, WASHINGTON 

14] 002/008 

Herewith draft letters of thanks to the following: Speaker Poley, 

Senator Kennedy
1 

Senator Pell, Senator Mitchell, Mrs Valentiner and 

EPA Administrator· ·Reilly. 

As discussed, we feel that it would not be appropria.te for a 

separate letter of thanks to Secretary of State Baker. 

ENDS 

BS/nc 
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14) 003 / 008 

The Honorable Thomas S Foley 
Speaker of the House of Representatives 
H-204 in the Capitol 
WASHIN_GTON DC 20515 . 

Dear Mr Speaker 

I wish to thank you most sincerely for the generous hospitality you 
extended to me du.ring my visit to Washington DC last week. lt was 
a real pleasure to meet so many prestigious members of the House 
and to have the opportunity of ex~hanging views with them on 
developments in Europe. I found our private meeting beforehand 
most helpful. 

As you know, there is an.open invitation for you to visit Ireland 
at any time. While we are al-ways a.n.xious to shov1 the best of Irish 
hospitality I can assure you that the visit would also b e a 
constructive and working visit for you and your colleagues. 

Please accept my thanks for your gracious gift of --------====--

Yours sincerely 

Charles J Haughey TD 
Taoiseach 
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March 1 1990 

"The Honorable Edward Kennedy 
US Senate 

IRE mrn1WASH DC 

ff) 

315 Senate Russell Office Building 
Washington D.C. 20510. 

Dear Ted, 

@004/008 

I am writing to thank you for your hospitality and the. marvellous 
dinner you hosted during my recent visit to Washington. I was 
delighted to have the opportunity to spend what was a most 
enjoyable evening at your home and to meet your many distinguished 
guests and other members of the great Kennedy family. I am most 
grateful for the gift of the beautiful nautical . painti~g. 

I hope we will have the opportunity to meet again in the near 
future. 

With warm regards, 

Yours sincerely, 

Charles J Haughey TD 
Taoiseach 
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The Honorable George Mitchell 
Majority Leader of the Senate 
S-22 1 in the Capitol 
WASHINGTON DC 20 510 

Dear Senator 

~-. 
@006 100 8 

I am writing to thank you for making my recent visit to Washington 
so informative and successful. I enjoyed our discussion very much 
and as a fellow parliamentarian I understand the trials and 
tribulations of steering legislat~on through its various ·stages. 

I hope that you will have an opportunity to visit Ireland soon and 
res earch your Irish roots ~ I can assure that you will be warmly 
welcomed and that we will do everything to make your visit both 
enjoyable and successful. 

Yours sincerely 

Charles J Haughey TD 
Taoiseach 
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March 1990 

Mrs Benedicte Valentiner 
General Manager 
Bl-ai.r House 

('I) ::r ~ {t) ..... ~ !:! -~ ,:J . . QI - .::r ~ :,0 '< - ,... - .- --. co ... -·. -- r-r~-.-... or e - - ~ - , !" - / 
QI ;:- 0- - - ,-. ~ ~ m :» - · - C ""f -~ - -~ I'-! f"! ~ - ~ J II !!I !:, ,- ~ .__.a . f1I .- ~ 1-J 

IRE DIB 1\\'ASH DC 

0 

1651 Pennsylvani a Avenu e NW 
WASHINGTON DC 2osoo · 

Dear Mrs Valenti ner 

':"~ I 
[4]007 / 00 8 

A short ~ote to thank you and your s'ta'tf for making my stay and 
that of my delegation a most pleasant one at Blair House . . 

We in Ireland are always proud of our hospitality but I can assure 
you that the hospitality extended by you and the staff of Blair 
House wa s equal if not better that our famed Irish hospitality. 

Yours sincerely 

Charles J Haughey TD 
Taoiseach 



Draft Letter of Thanks from An Taoiseach 
~PA_ Ad_min.istrator -W~lliam ~~eill -

Mr. W. Reilly 
.Administrator 
US Environmental Protection Agency 
Washington DC 20460 

Dear Mr. Reilly 

~0081008 

I wish to thank you for meeting with me in the course of my 
official vis.1..-c to Washington at the end of February. The 
Environrunent is a matter of great concern to us in Ireland and I 
am as I stated to you most anxious to accord tt a high priority 
during our Presidency of the European Community. 

I wish to ~ecord my gratitude for your kind offer of assistance to 
my government in the establishment of an Envirorunental Protection 
Agency i.n Ire.land. I will arrange for my officials to make the 
necessary follow-up contact with your Agency. 

I take this occasion to repeat my invitation to you to visit 
Ire.land in the near future. While you will find some changes since 
your hike around 2the country in 1964, I know that you will still 
find a warm and generous welcome. 

Yours sincerely 

Charles J Haughey TD 
Taoiseach 

~-

n 
s 
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u .. S.,Extending Hand to European Groups Long Kept at Arm's Length 
I · · . ' By Do!I Oberdorf er · 

W.11Mnstoo r.ut SIMI Writer 

. 1'h~'.i~ush ;tdmlnlstration's unusu
.ally ,. ""rm reception earlier this 
w~.k .for t~e presldent of ~he ~u
rope!'n Coun~il, Irish ~Im!}· Mln
is~~r G!J,a1"1e~ J. Haughey, symbol· 
~ ,harply .Intensified U.S. Inter-

cat i;llrarticipnting in A Europe tlu1t 
. la, liJr r;ip1d tr.ansit Ion, according to 
Stn~. ~partment offic!als. 

lla11gltey . W.ll!I accorded a fuH· 
dr~a&:oWhite .House meeting- with 
Presld<ml Buslt at which R joint 

·statement was Jssued, which Is very 
;unusual for all but the most impor
tant..,. vJaitors. During the visit, 
moreover, Busit agreed to meet 
every-six months with the rotating 
president of tbe European Council, 

which ls the governing body of the 
12-nallon European Community 
{EC). And Secretary of State James 
A. Baker HI ngreed to meet twice a 
year with the EC foreign ministers. 

State Department outcials said 
plans are being nmde for an official 
visit here, probably late next 
month, by Jacques Delors, presi
dent of the European Commisslon, 
the implementing arm of the EC. 

As recently as a ye~r ago, hl,ih
lcvel U.S. attentlon to the EC WM 
perfunctory. Baker arid his senior 
aides initially ald not wish to spend 
even sm hour In BruRsets with De
lora during Baker's February 1989 
trip to European capitals. They 
agreed to do so only under heavy 
pressure from the State Depart· 
ment bureaucracy. 

Another organhmtion receiving 
sh.1rply upgraded U.S. attenlion is 
the 35-nation Conference on Secu
rity and Coopcratlon In Europe 
(CSCE), which is the contimmtlon o 
the cooperative process begun in 
Helsinki In 1975. Under pressure 
from the Europeans, the Eldminis
tnition has agreed to participate i 
a CSCE summlt this year, at whicl 
many In Europe hope to endorse ol 
boundaries and new arrangement 
for a unified Gcrmnny. 

Until recently, the European 
Community and CSCE were consld
ered for less lmportAnt than NATO, 
which was the prlnclpal U.S. mul
tilateral connection with Europe. 
Dut with the future or NATO in 
doubt and economic and political 
rclationsbfps wllh Europe of in· 

'""' .. 

' creasing importance, oWclals sald, 
the Euro-centered organizations 
are belng glven more attentlon. 

The upgradlng or U.S. interest 
w,,s announced by Haker in a 
speech in West DerUn Dec . . 12, 
when · he discussed the European 
Commu!]lty and CSCE along with 
NATO as key elements or a "new 
architecture" of collective relation· 
ships Involving the United States 
with Europe. 

Nonetheless, the Irish prime min
ister anrl his staff were told In ad
vance of Haughey's visJt here that 
the White House probably would not 
wlsh to lasue a Joint statement about 
upgraded U.S. relations with lhe Eu
ropean· Community, On arriving in 
Washington, however, Haughey 
found Bush and his adminlstratio11 

receptive to the Ideas of closer co- through 1092, said "EC is a sro11 
opcrntcon and eager to set the seal Glock" in the U.S. view. 
on more frequent high-level contacts For all its prominently exprest 
by making a jolnt declaration. intentions, however, the Unltl 

Haughey told Irish reporters to- States is having a hard time comli 
ward the end or his visit thal he had up with the money needed to pa 
been "pushing, an open door" in ticlpate fully In the new EuroP 
seeking to persuade the U.S. ad· Due to budgetary strJngepcy, Stal 
ministration to intenelry ita Euro- Department sources said, Wnbllll 
peAn Community contact~. ton still owes close to $2 ntillf~J 

"The United Slates is looking at CSCE to cover its share oC the C0111 
Europe in a different way," said a or the Vienna follow-up meeting• 
State Department ofriclal, attribut- CSCR, which ended in Janunrytan 
lng this to rapid shifts on the con- the Paris follow-up meeting Im 
tinent, includlng the growing prom· Mily and June. 
lnence of economic and politlca1 is- The United States has heea 
sues. Another oHicial, referring to member of CSCE 9lnce Its eatalJ 
the decline of EAst-West military . tishment In 1975. 11iere is no plRi 
tension and the growing importance / / for U.S. membership In the EC. ol 
of the European Community-led·· flcla!s said, but a closer relatlonshll 
eco11oniic Integration process Is In tfte cards. 

I 
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TAOISEACH'S OFFICIAL WORKING VISIT TO WASHINGTON ~ -r~ 

26- 28 February, 1990 
tr. ~ :D., ~A.t/ , 

Reports of Meetings/Action Points 

1. Meeting with President Bush and Secretary of State Baker at White 
House. 

2. Meetings on Capitol Hill. 

3. Meeting with U.S. Trade Representative, Ambassador Carla Hills. 

4. Meeting with Mr. William Reilly, U.S. Environmental Protection Agency. 

5. Action Points. 

1 

·31 
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1 Note of Taoiseach's Discussions with President Bush 
· and Secretary of State Baker at the White House 

on 27 February, 1990. 

The Taoiseach said the Community warmly welcome the speeches last 

year by the President and Secretary Baker on the desirability of 

closer Community-US relations. His proposals to develop this are 

contained in the statement now jointly agreed. The Taoiseach 

expressed satisfaction at the agreement on the statement 

recognising as it did the shared values and mutual interests of 

the EC and the US. 

l 

The Taoiseach outlined the timetable he envisaged in having t he 

European Council address the issue of German unification. The 

German election would take place on 18 March, he would meet 

Chancellor Kohl on 28 March and there would be an informal 

European Council in Dublin on 28 April. The principal concern of 

the Council would be to assess the implications of German 

unification for the Community. Everyone accepts the 

inevitability of unification but there may be major economic and 

implications for the Community as regards inflation, 

·nterest rates and monetary instability. 
I ••• 

5 



2. 

The President said that Chancellor Kohl during his recent visit 

had not given any clear ideas on the short-run or long-run 

implications of unification. He enquired if the Taoiseach had 

any information on the subject of the extent to which German 

capital resources could meet the costs of reconstruction. Kohl 

had stressed the structural difficulties arising from the 

economic gap between the two areas. 

The Taoiseach explained that at this stage, no one knows for 

certain what the implications will be. There is no model for 

such a development. The purpose of the European Council of 28 

April is to assess the implications and consequences involved. 

The Commission are preparing a paper on this. 

The general expectation is that FRG will be able to take the bulk 

of the costs without detriment, for example, to the Structural 

Funds which are essential to enable the less-developed regions of 

the EC compete in the Single Market. A fundamental question will 

I ••• 



3. 

be the rate of conversion of the two currencies; generally the 

indications are that it will be one to one. The FRG is, however, 

committed to low inflation and low interest rates and will, 

therefore, be concerned to manage the monetary union within tight 

monetary controls. 

Secretary Baker said he had seen estimates of 7% inflation in the 

first year. There was also the possibility that, on conversion, 

deposits could be phased in over a period. The President raised 

the question of further membership of the EC, for example, 

Austria. The Taoiseach said the thinking was that additional 

membership was not feasible or desirable at this stage. 

A Community of 12 was hard enough to handle. Agreements of 

association could be made with, for example, the other Eastern 

European countries but these would be semi-permanent agreements 

and not stepping stones to membership. Secretary Baker enquired 

if the Bundesbank would oppose monetary union. They were said to 

favour a 7:1 ratio of conversion. Would they be able to control 

inflation and interest rates? 

I • •• 
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4. 

The Taoiseach said the role of the Bundesbank was critical. It 

was totally independent. This has been the secret of West German 

economic success. We were fortunate that the unification of the 

two economies was occurring in Germany, the strongest Community 

economy and one firmly committed to stability. All these issues 

would be on the table at the Dublin Council. 

Secretary Baker enquired if the EC were fully satisfied with 

German unification and that it would not be harmful to EC 

integration. 

The Taoiseach said that Chancellor Kohl had always categorically 

made clear that Germany was fully committed to the EC. 

The President said that Germany had lived down its past but 

showed irritation when pressed on the implications of 

unification. The Taoiseach said that there was some underlying 

unease among some members not only on economic matters but also 

I • •• 
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2 

on security. 
3 

The President said that he had told Chancellor Kohl not to ~ 
neglect any of the smaller countries. There was some worry that 

·s 

Germany will pursue its own interests, particularly in NATO. 

Some countries were worried about such issues as the Polish 

border, military aspects, nuclear matters. 

The Taoiseach said that already Germany represented 25% of the 

GNP of the EC. A united Germany would have an even more 

predominant position in the EC but Kohl has gone to great lengths 

to re-assure those countries who have fears about the outlook. 

The Taoiseach then raised the issue of the Environment. He 

envisaged a Green Presidency. President Bush was also an 

environmental President. He was not concerned about the 

respective internal environmental issues but the large global 

environmental issues. The three main players in the ·globa'l 

issues were the EC, the US and Japan. We should see 
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2 
greater EC/US co-operation and co-ordination in international 

fora. 

The President said that his scientific approach had attracted s l 
some criticism. He has been convinced by some scientific Nobel 

Prize winners that there is much yet to be done to establish 

clearly causes, effects and solutions. That is not to say there 

are no problems. Your scientists and ours should get together. 

We should not drag our feet but we should get a better scientific 

grip on the problems. We must get ahead on the basis of science 

not emotion. We agree fully to your suggestion of co-operation 

and are very glad you raised it. 

The President referred to the fact that Brazil cannot simply be 

asked not to take away their rainforests. They cannot be told 

how to manage their affairs. They can point to the way we manage 

our factories, and, for example, burn coal. The Czechoslovakian 

use of brown coal is a case in point. We cannot be driven by 

extreme views. There are some who would want no recreation :even 
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2 
in our forests, parks and wildernesses. The proposed Clean Air 

Act is a moderate measure which does not go to crazy extremes. 

Those who want to work must be allowed to do so. 

s j 
The Taoiseach said he agreed we must proceed in a scientific way 

and not by emotion. We have at home a popular environmental 

movement but to be good environmentalists you must pay the cost. 

The US and the EC should co-operate on a proper scientific basis. 

The President stressed the attention the US has given to auto-

emissions. Much work has been done on alternative fuels but they 

are costly. We will send you our data when the debate on the 

Clean Air Bill is over and an account of what we are doing. The 

President undertook on a bilateral basis to help with the Irish 

Environmental Protection Agency. The US have established one and 

we can help you. Mr. Reilly of the US EPA will be glad to help. 

Also the President offered to have Russel Train of the World 

Wildlife Resource and Bill Ricklehaus (?) of Waste Management to 

go over to Ireland on an informal basis for a few days to advise. 

I • •• 
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Also William Reilly should visit. 

The Taoiseach thanked the President for these offers and 

mentioned that he would be meeting Mr. Reilly while in 5 

Washington. 

The Taoiseach expressed satisfaction that drugs were mentioned in 

the joint statement. 

The President enquired if there were a growing demand in Europe 

for drugs. The Taoiseach replied that there was, particularly as 

the US toughened its stance. Drug funds are now so large that 

they could destabilise a small economy. He was anxious that we 

should have closer co-operation, particularly as regards 

laundering of funds. 

The President said they had a very good meeting at the Cartagena 

Summit. The US had said to the others that the US demand was the 

problem. Without that, there would be no problem in the other 

I ••• 
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countries. The other countries had not expected the US to be so 2J 
..---- ,· 
3 

frank. Some progress is being made on the demand side. A new 

study shows that use of drugs in High Schools is dramatically 

down. The US is spending $1m. a day on anti-drug programmes. s j 
The US would like to share their experience in this area with the 

EC particularly as regards the results being achieved. The US 

had also made strides in the entertainment industry and had got 

drugs dropped as a subject of jokes. On the supply-side, there 

were new interdictions on money-laundering. There was AWACS 

surveillance. The US was becoming optimistic - results were 

being got. The US would welcome co-operation. We cannot have a 

situation in which we are merely squeezing the toothpaste. The 

President said he was delighted the issue had been raised and 

will be prepared to spell out the co-operation they would 

suggest. 

The Taoiseach thanked the President and said there was already 

some co-operation which could now be developed fully. 

I • •• 



10. • 
secretary Baker referred to the Financial Markets Task Force set 

up by the G7 at the Paris Economic Summit. The President said he 
3 

would clarify if the G7 task force extended beyond the G7 4 

countries into the Community generally. 5 

The President then raised the whole question of trade on which he 

wished the US and the EC could work together. Agriculture was 

extraordinarily difficult for the US. People get very emotional 

on the subject. We are not all innocent. [He cited the case of 

Columbia and cut flowers.] 

A strong follow-up is needed to the Uruguay Round. The last 

thing we want is a trade war. The US has a shopping list with 

the Japanese. There are big problems with them. The President 

stressed the importance they attach to agriculture. If anything 

could be done, it would make a big difference to US/EC relations. 

He could not over-emphasise the effect in the US. 

The Taoiseach said the issue was similarly important to the EC. 

I • •• 
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The CAP was a fundamental part of the EC. We must hope for a 

solution this year before the summer. The Commissioner for 

Agriculture is a former colleague and will press on him the us 

concerns. The EC has already imposed severe production 

restrictions. We have got rid of the mountains. 

The President said that the enemy used to be the USSR but the new 

question was who is the enemy now? The US are delighted the USSR 

troops are going home. But the US must keep reasonable levels of 

defence spending. The US doesn't want to see a return to 

isolationist sentiment leading to calls to bring the troops home. 

It would be bad to return to pre-war isolation. It is not now a 

major current issue but if we can't get together on agriculture, 

it could become one. There is now no bad guy in Europe. If the 

US doesn't get a fair shake in Europe, isolationism could return. 

The US wants to be a stabilising force in Europe. A strong US 

presence in Europe is good for stabilisation. 

The Taoiseach said that what was needed was ~good :~ US/,EC :·dialogue 

5 
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2 
in a good political framework. The joint statement was very good 

in that context. So far EC/US relations have been decided by the 

commission without a political input. Matters are more 
2~ 

susceptible to solution in a political framework. The US and the 5 

EC should go into GATT with a desire for agreement. The 

Taoiseach said he would speak to his colleagues. Agriculture is 

a big emotional issue on both sides. Farmers are farmers. 

Secretary Baker agreed it was an emotional issue but we should 

generate political will to deal with it. We risk excluding 3rd 

countries from agriculture by subsidies and prices. It cannot be 

done except by US/EC collaboration. It must be solved in the 

Uruguay Round. If this chance is lost, the US would worry about 

what will happen. 

At Lunch 

The President enquired about new developments in Northern 

Ireland. 

The Taoiseach said he appreciated the President's interest. The 

I • •• 
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new Secretary for Northern Ireland was a very fine sincere man 

trying to get movement. His own assessment is now more 

optimistic. The Unionist leaders haven't changed but the second 

rank have. They see no platform for their political activity; 

they are tired of their present situation. The IRA also appear 

to be tired, seeing no hope of winning. It may be wishful 

thinking on his part but the developments in the Community and in 

Eastern Europe will have an impact. Borders are going and old 

divisions are being healed. Why not in Northern Ireland? All 

this adds up to an optimistic outlook. The Taoiseach thanked the 

resident for his attitude on the Ireland Fund. He had invited 

he Unionists to talks but there had been no response. 

he President raised the issue of Colonel Gadaffi. The US had 

great concern about their chemical plant which was capable of 

chemical weapons. Some countries say Gadaffi has 

reformed e.g. Italy. The us would share its information so that 

all would be on the same wavelength. 

I • •• 
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The Taoiseach. said that Gadaffi was no longer helping the IRA. 

we asked for that. Ireland can send messages as we have trade 

relations. Secretary Baker said the Libyans claimed the plant 

was for the production of aspirin. If everyone is informed, they 

should ask Gadaffi to dismantle the plant. A question to be 

asked is whether Libya would allow proper international 

inspections on a spot basis. The President undertook to send . ,• 

someone to brief the Taoiseach on the information they had about 

the plant. 

Secretary Baker said that the Eastern European situation was good 

ith democracy developing everywhere. G24 were helping in every 

way possible. Similar co-operation by Europe in Central America 

relation to Nicaragua and Panama would be welcomed. 

The Taoiseach raised the question of the IBRD. He asked if, 

the outstanding issues, the size of the capital involved 

be resolved at 10 billion icu instead of the 7.5 billion 

the US favoured. The President to whom Secretary Baker deferred 

I • •• 
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indicated he had no great problem about this. 

The President said their main problems were that they favoured 

investments in the private economy and not in infrastructure and 
5 

that the USSR would not obtain more than it contributed. The 

Taoiseach referred to the recent discussions in Moscow by Somers 

and Attali in which the USSR would accept a cap on their receipts 

from the Bank. The US side acknowledged their awareness of this 

development but made no further comment on it. The US in any 

event favoured a super-majority arrangement as an ultimate veto 

on certain eligibility decisions, where desired. As regards 

projects, the Taoiseach stressed the problems which 

appeared to exist in the distribution infrastructure in the USSR 

so that oil and goods generally could not be distributed. The 

President acknowledged this. The President made the point that 

the capital of the bank being in ECUs raised a legal problem as 

the US Congress could not agree to make contributions without a 

fixed exchange rate. The President also raised the location of 

the Bank. The us strongly favoured Prague. The Taoiseach 

I • •• 



undertook to bring this view to notice on the Community side; 

the location ultimately would be an inter-governmental decision. 

The President mentioned that in discussion with Mr. Gorbachev, he 

appeared not to appreciate the nature of private ownership and 

that private ownership existed through stock holdings in major 

companies. Secretary Baker stressed the need of the USSR for 

management training and technical co-operation. He also 

mentioned the problem of getting paid in convertible currency. 

He thought the USSR which was rich in gold should introduce a 

gold-backed rouble. 

The President then raised the issue of South Africa. 

The Taoiseach explained that the EC considered it too soon to 

remove sanctions. 
A balance had to be struck between helping de 

Klerk and ensuring progress. 
It was too soon yet to let up on 

sanctions. 
Mrs. Thatcher has different views but the Community 

1 approves 
what is being done in SA but further progress 

general y 

is needed before sanctions could be lifted. 
I ••• 
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The President said he had invited Mandela and de Klerk to visit 

him. There was criticism of the latter invitation and there will 

be protests. Mandela will get a big welcome. A reasonable white 

man and a reasonable black man gave an opportunity for a 

solution. Luther King was a model of peaceful action for change 

in the evolution of a discriminatory society. 

The Taoiseach said that inviting both was the correct approach. 

he President enquired about the right wing in SA - what would 

hey do? Both the Taoiseach and Secretary Baker said the right 

xisted but what effect it would ultimately have was unknown at 

his stage. 

The President raised the question of CSCE. He said a fundamental 

US requirement was an agreement on conventional forces. 

Otherwise the meeting would lack focus. Secretary Baker 

reiterated this point. It was a UK/US joint proposal. The 

Taoiseach said he thought there would be general acceptance of 

I ••• 
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this and would bring it to notice in the EC. The Taoiseach said 

in the context of CSCE that we were fortunate that President Bush 

was in office with his maturity and wisdom. 

The President finally mentioned his meeting later that week with 

the Prime Minister of Japan. There are big trade differences 

between the US and Japan. He detested Japan-bashing but that 

mood was growing. He hopes to convince Prime Minister Kaifu that 

a solution must be found. The Taoiseach said the same concern 

about Japan existed in Europe. There is resentment at their 

trade domination. Japan has much to do to resolve the problems. 

Attached is copy of the remarks subsequently made by the 

President and the Taoiseach to the media in the South Grounds. 
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T~E PR~S~DENT: Well, it's been a great pleasure to meet 
Prime Minister Haughey. The last time we met was almost a 

ear ago as we celebrated St. Patrick's Day here at the White House 
nd.reneweg the shared values and kinship that have bound our two 
ations together for over 200 years. Nine signers of the Declaration 
f ~~7ependence proudly claimed Ireland as their ancestral home. And 
0 i~ s ~n honer to welcome the Taoiseach to America's home, designed 

an Irishman, I might add. 

. And today, t~e Prime Minister is visiting Washington, 
hough, ~n another capacity -- as the President of the European 
ouncil. And with the rapid change we're witnessing across Eastern 

pe and the Soviet Union, the relationship between the United 
es and the European Community has never been more important. 

The Revolution of '89 brought with it new opportunities 
s~~ llenges, and it is critical that we work to make the strong 
s between this nation and its European friends even stronger. 

The Prime Minister and I had a productive discussion of 
many issues of great interest to the United States, to the EC, to 

land, including: the prospect of German unification, regional 
around the world, and we touched on Northern Ireland as well. 

I was especially interested in the Prime Minister's views 
the new architecture of Europe. He and I agree on the principles 
t should guide the design of the new Europe. First, we both 
come the prospect of overcoming the artificial division of the 
tinent and building a Europe whole and free, united by universal 

lues that are based on freedom and democracy. And second, there is 
question that Western solidarity protect stability in this time of 

ange. And the transatlantic cooperation now is more important than 
er. 

As I've said before, the United States will remain a 
rcpean power. Third, we both look to the Conference of Security 
d cooperation in Europe, the CSCE, to play a greater role in 
rope's future, including guidance for the conduct of truly free 
ections and the transition from planned economies to pluralistic 

stems. 





. ~ E~- o e Fourth, we believe the EC must play a vital role in the 
_ .~,~ :£~ : A miore united Europe, able to take its rightful place in ~:-- ,:··-!1. airs, s good for the United states of America. And we'll 

;:; ~,O.!\. f--:r. ways to improve our ties to the community so a new 
~ -, lant1.c1.sm will be teamed with a new Europe. And today's meeting 
t akes.us f~rwa~d in building new structures for the u.s . 
.. ~·,r;la~.1onsh1.p Wl. th the community. We committed ourselves to regular 
.. ~_~:a e~1.ng bet":1e7n myse~f and the President of the EC, to provide 

~~rall political guidance for the relationship. We agreed to 
· ~ice-yearly meetings between the EC foreign ministers and our 

-~1cretary o~ State. And we committed ourselves to joint efforts in 
·.s war against drugs and our hopes to preserve the global environment. 

We do not expect perfect agreement between the United 
Sta~es ~nd the EC on every issue, but we do agree that 9ur inherent 
belief in the value of freedom, democracy, opportunity, binds us 
together and that our mutual cooperation can benefit all. And we 
also agre~ that the historic ties of friendship between our two 
countries, the United States and Ireland can serve the cause of 
peace Jn the international arena. ' 

We're grateful for Ireland's efforts to encourage and 
enhance U.S.-EC cooperation. And we also appreciate Ireland's 
efforts to promote economic development, security, reconciliation, 
and peace in Northern Ireland. In a time when all things seem 
possible, all Americans hope for an end to the conflict that has 
brought such sadness to your beautiful land and your wonderful 
people. 

Mr. Prime Minister, we wish you Godspeed on your journey 
home. The days ahead are exciting ones, full of expectations. And 
together, they can be days of great cooperation and great progress 
for all people. Thank you, sir, for your leadership. Thank you for 
your friendship. And God bless the United States and Ireland. Thank 
you, sir. (Applause.) 

PRIME MINISTER HAUGHEY: Mr. President, ladies and 
gentlemen my visit to Washington takes place at a time of profound 
: nternati~nal change. The President and I, in my capacity as 
~resident of the European Council, discussed U.S.-European Community 
relations and their future evolution in the con~ext of ~he 
community's increasingly important role on the international, 
political and economic scene. 

The President and I agreed, at this time, to strengthen 
the links between the European community and the.united States. We 
agreed for that purpose, as the President has said, that a meeting 

etween the u.s. President and each President in office of the 
European council should become a regular fe~ture of the U.S.-European 
Community relations, and that one such mee;1ng should be held each 
residenc of the European council. And I 11 be recommending to my 

y 11 agues the heads of state or government of the European uropean co e , 
ommunity, immediately on my return. 
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We also agreed that the fore i gn mi nisters of the 
nununity will meet the U.S. Secretary of state on two occasions a 
ar, at least. In addition, the European Commi ssion i s taki ng steps 
increase the frequency of its formal meetings with the U.S. 

vernment. This arrangement will give us both a better overall 
ructure and direction to the wide variety of existing contacts and 

iscussions, and they will also provide a new framework for enhanced 
olit i cal and economic ties between the Community and the United 

We are, in fact, building a broader bridge across the . . 
tlantic. We also, the President and I, discussed areas fo~ specific 
ooperation. And we agreed that the fight against international drug 
rafficking and the international movement of drug funds are areas 
e~y appropriate for specific cooperation. We shared common c~ncerns 
n ~he need for continuing efforts to protect the environment in 
re~s such as global climate change, the depletion of the ozone 
ayer, and endangered species. And may I say that I think it's 
ntirely appropriate that I, who have set myself the aim of being of 

a green presidency ot the European community, should be having these 
~iscus sions- at this stage with President Bush who has set for himself 
the role of .~nvironmental President in the United states. 

During our meeting, we also reviewed developments in 
Central and Eastern Europe; in particular, implications of German 
unification~ The President and I agreed that the United States and 
~he Community have a pivotal role to play in overcoming the divisions 

e~ween East and West and in laying the foundations for a Europe 
1ted in its commitme·nt to peace, prosperity, democracy, and above 

all, a respect for human rights and fundamental freedoms. 

, The President and I also discussed a number of bilateral 
i ,sues, including immigration, super royalities, passive foreign 

nvestment companies and, of course, the situation in Northern 
eland. 

And I greatly appreciate the President's deep personal 
ncern for the situation in Northern Ireland and his constant wish 
be of any possible assistance he can in bringing forward a 

lution to that intractable and difficult and tragic problem. 

I expressed my appreciation for constructive u.s. 
and support for Anglo-Irish relations. 

Mr. President, it has been for 
ve had the benefit of talking to you and 
ur views and your insights into European 
fairs at this very exciting time for all 
eh, indeed. (Applause.) 

me a great pleasure to 
receiving the benefit of 
and, indeed, international 
humanity. Thank you very 

THE PRESIDENT: Well, thank you, sir. It's a great 
have you here. 

END 1:34 P.M. EST 
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MEETINGS ON CAPITOL HILL 

At meetings with (1) the Senate Foreign Relations Committee (27 February), 
and (2) Speaker Foley and other leading members of the House (lunch/ 
28 February) the Taoiseach made initial statements and then answered 
questions on the following topics: 

1. Development in Eastern Europe, and in particular German unification. 

2. Community integration (internal market, etc). 

3. Trade negotiations (including "Fortress Europe"). 

4. Northern Ireland. 

5. Restrictions on technological exports to Eastern Europe. 



Call on T~oiseach h~TR Hills...J!lair H9use 
. h .Ambassador Hills were! 

Nl~assador w. Lavorell, Uruguay Round Coordinator 
ty AUSTR Mr. Mark Orr oepu 

with the Taoiseach were: 
mbassador MacKerna.n 

Mr- P. O'hUiginn 
Mr. D. Nally 
Mr. N. Dorr 
Mr, N. Ersboell 

28LU.90 

~ 
._) 

summary: In this 15 lninute meetin . 
to exercise his leadership in the EC fo USTR Hill.s ~~ed the Taoiseach 
the Uruguay Round, especially in a . ensure signifl.cant progress in 
he would act, referred to the Co~~ic~lture .. The Taoiseach said that 
agreed to mention the OSTRs concernsi:sion ~om~tence in this area and 
the liberalisation in Eastern Euro ° Commissl.oner MacSharry . Neither 
up "1992 11 but there was some a.nx·P~ nor the Uruguay Round would slow 
Round negotiations with time .1 e Y about the state of the Uruguay 

runn1ng out, he said. 

·. The Taoiseach told the USTR th t h' · · · . . a is visit was very satisfactory and 
his meeting ~ith President Bush very good He had t d d7 · b · l · · · wan e to 1.scuss 

e possi i ity for consultation and dialogue between the EC and us 
and.had foun~ an open door. He was impressed by the real and active 
US i:iterest 1.n the EC and had found a willingness for the highest 
possible level of cooperation between the US and the EC. 

sked about his priorities for the remainder of the Presidency the 
Taoiseach~ affirmed his main priority was to advance the oroce~s of 
ompletion of the internal market in the different sectors: Progress 
ere could depend on external factors such as the elections i~ East 
rmany on 18th March. At the summit meeting in Dublin on 28th April, 

hoped to deal with the whole Eastern European situation and the 
stion of the unification of Germany . An important question would 
fiscal union and the rate of exchange between the DM and Ostmark. 

dt the effect of this on the German economy and on the Community 
ould be, nobody could yet clearly say. President Delors w-as 
eparing a paper . 

STR asked if the liberalisation in Eastern Europe (Poland, Hungary, 
zechoslo~akia, Romania

1 
Bulgaria} would slow up the 1992 process. 

he Taoiseach•s reply was no though it meant that the EC would have 
accelerate its efforts. To the same question put in regard to the 

ruguay Round he gave the same answer but acknowledg~d that t~ere ;:s 
.. -ite an amount of anxiety because time was running out or e 
egctiations . The US/EC difficulties must be resolved by summer. 

· d uld be the loss of an 
lure of the Round, the UST~ sai ' wo uch of world trade which 

Pportunity to build a system to includes: :ach could push the Round 
s not now covered by GATT rules. The Tao s 
nsiderably forward, she hoped. 

5 1 
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2234 MA..ssACHlTSETTS AVE..N. W. 

i~~rNGTON,D.C.20ooe 

To: Department of the Environm t 
For: Mr. B. O'Donoghue, Assista.:~ s From: Irish Embassy 

ecreta.ry From: Donal Denham 

Note of conversation between An T · 
Administrator, EPA ao~seach and Mr. William Reilly, 

An Taoisea.ch thanked Mr R · 11 · · to touch base with hi • ei .Y fo7 me~t1ng him and said he wanted 
with Preside t B h m follow.l.n~ his d1~cussion on the Environment 

G 
n us - Mr. Reilly said he had read the Irish 

O"lernments Report o th · · "f n e Environment (the Environment Programme) 
rdom c~v~r to ~overQ ana complemented an Taoiseach on a worthwh~le 
~ ambitious programme. 

An Taoi~ea?h referred to the Joint Statement issued by President 
Bush ano. h.l.mself with pexticular emphasis on two new areas of joint 
EC-US cooperation, namely: 

1) the fight against drug trafficking and drug money 
laundering; : 

2) protection of the environment, in particular global 
clim~te change and related issues. , 

An Taoiseach emphasised that it was of major significance that this 
was included int he statement. He was very interested in achie~ing 
Coinmunity-us coordinated positions in international fora on such 
issues - •the more we can be together, the more effective we can 
be 0 • A.~ Taoiseach acknowledged the need for continued scientific 
research etc but a common programme was the way forward. 

An Taoiseach said he a1so wanted to talk for a moment about his 
national concerns. All Taoiseach was aware of the importance of the 
EPA in the us that the US EPA was~ environmental agency. He 
hoped Irelana'cculd tap into this experti~e, coulu perhaps borrow 
some advisors and get help in setting up our own Agency. 

An Taoiseach also mentioned that the Community was in the throes 
of establishing a European Environment Agency - although because 
of the complications in the Community process he couldn't yet say 
too much about it. The present state of play was that the 
Community - coul.dn' t even ~ake up its mind where such an agency 
shou:ld be iocated. Mr. Reilly suggested Dublin. .An Taoiseach said 
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were on Copenhagen; the deci· . 
ddS th t. s1.on wa tpe o event, e ques ion of location s bound. u . 

rn anY k to allow the Comm.unity to co needed to b r, Wl th Other 
~e 9ac noent.rate ! taken o s. 

tµ . 0 n tne SUb ut of 
'llY said that he had. heard of th , stance 

~· gelhe German Minister: for the En e. idea of a Eux . 
from ttood the EEA would be strictly ~~r;runent and ~~n Agency 
under~ its title suggested more _ ther~n :nnation-gathe;inhe ha.d 
thO~g each concurred but explained that thas .an ambi Valene~ even 
faogJ.:t out -- many among Membe::r: States w:n:ssue had yet to t.n 
f ou a real 'O e 
agencY • -=- - rotection 

Reilly then said he would be very pleased. t _ 
Mrt with the establishment of an Irish agen ° hc:.vs the_ EPA he.Lp 
ou . t . t th th . cy - he acided tha sometimes poin ing ou e l.ngs that had not 'Work d . t 
just as useful to learn about! e out would be 

An Taoiseach referred to his meeting earlier vrith senate ma . .._ 
leader Mitchell ~d the Senators all-night efforts to get hi/~~~~ 
Air Act through the Senatei Mr. Reilly said that many of his staff 
were helping the Senator and suffering these hardships also!"' 

An Taoiseach reiterated his concerns that the us and the Community 
develop a broader foundation of cooperation on the envi::orunent. 
It would, he knew~ not be easy ~ there were different views even 
within the Community between Member States. Mr. Reilly referred 
to his inclusion in the us-comm.unity Bilateral last December - the 
first tim.e the is sue had been on the agenda. There was ~ 
broadening of contacts 

I 
with discussions on Biotechnol~9! an~ 

Chemical Regulations - it made no sense at all to have difteren1.. 
standards. He instanced also~ food safety tolerances as an a:ef~ 
wh • d as non-tari I 
b er~ we should not use environmental stano.a.r ~ in reducing 
~rrlers · He also mentioned potential cooperation 
~~- -a1:es and sulphates levels. 
'rhe . . d caused frustrations 
b Global Climate issue was dl.fficul t an d d to keep the 
etween th . Everyone nee e . th NL 

thet . ,, e OS and other countries · _ contained in 8 th 
(N o.ric down; to avoid the sort of languag~ · 11 be North-S~u 

ooi:d'wi · k) . There w1. . mainly 
issue ·r} conference declaration· S we-re very minor, t and 
langu; ut :those between the EC 4:3-nd U between say th~ ~~~ Bush 
India ge - i.n contrast with the big gap nsi ti ve. Presid~ d t to 
"1a.s ma; .there~ore there was a need. to ~e s;7% increase .i.n bis :e The 
ever ~/~~ .. e~torts on global warming ~ssue could. un1.~:-May. The 
next 

O 
l.J.l.1.on on research .... and the in Bergen 1.n nu. . 

Ppo~tu.nity would be the conference 

~ ·-
An agreement was reached last night-
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us efforts should not be misunderstood as in Noordwijk when the u~ 
was isolated. ,.,, 

I • 

On another European matter, Mr. Re.illy mentioned the President, s 
high priority wi t.ri Hungary and Poland on environmental issues e.g. 
clean coal etc, the new NGO En~ironmental centre in Hungary. The 
US would very much like to work with the G24 on Eastern Europe. 
He intended to pay a visit there this summer. The environment 
there was a disaster, with radioactive waste in water supplies, 
rivers and lakes as high as 10 times above the sa£e l~vels in the 
Us. An Taoiseach commented· that it was ironic that before the 
recent changes took place it was a case of "the rapacious, 
C9,p:f.talist We.st and the good clean Social.i.st !ast! 

11 

Mr. Reilly mentioned that his grandfather came from Co. Cavan; that 
· h h · t ge and that he had very his wife• s parents were also of Iris eri ad . 1964 _ he had not 

llluch enjoyed hitch-hiking all. roWld Irelan hin that the Irish 
been back since. He was _impresse~o::a i:;rclean industries, 
Government had adopted a policy of ::en it tad seemed Ireland was 
a much sounder approach than _befo~e,.ies An Taoiseach said that 
a refuge for US pollutant indu b t ;e were at a critical stage· 
lreland was still relatively clean u 

R ~11 to visit Ireland 
· · vita tion to Mr· ei Y · ll thanked an 

An Taoiseach issued an in ·n Eu.ro-oe. Mr. Rel. Y. t d his 
th . h was over l. - He rel. tera e 

e next time e ld 1ove to do so· . ble _ this could 
Taoiseach and said ~ w~~ources of the E~A av:i:anked Mr- Reilly 
Wil.lingnes s to make -f. e. ~ls level. An Taoise~c . ned in the Joint 
be followed up a~ o:c ~ci the commi tinents .con 1a_f 
and reminded him O . 0-e""'t Bush and h:i.mse ""· 

. - by presi -Statement 1.ssuea. 

~ 



ROINN AN TAOISIGH Misc. 
F. 2. 

Uimhir ................ . 

Taoiseach's meeting with Pre~ident 
Bush on 

27th Februa~990 

Action Points 

The following is a note on points arising from t he 
discussion which require action either from us or the 
Americans. 

Conununication to EC Partners 

An outline of the results of the Bush meeting has 
already been sent through the normal Foreign Affa i rs 
COREU system. A follow up letter to other Heads o f 
State or Government would seem to be desirable . 

Dail 

Taoiseach may wish to follow the "question" route -
though no questions have so far been received - or to 
proceed by way of statement. 

Environment 

5 

The President said that it was important to get t he 
best of US and EC science together to ensure that 
policy was well based. This requires co-ordination 
between EC environmental authorities and their opposite 
number in the US - to ensure that the "move forward is 

in terms of science 
11 

• 

The President also offered to send us some works on 
auto emissions and alternative fuels "when the debate 

on clean air is over 
11 

• 

He mentioned that William Reilly, Russell Train and 
Bill Ruckhelshaus, who were experienced 
environmentalists, would be available to offer advice 
personally, if required. He implied that the contact' 
here should be through Ambassador Moore. 

The responsible agency in these areas is the Department 
of the Environment, with Foreign Affairs. 
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Drugs 

The joint statement issued after the meeting makes 
specific reference to follow up. 

In addition, the President was apparently offering to 
share their ideas on money laundering (where they were 
stepping up their operations) with us - as well as on 
the subject of law enforcement and anti-drug publicity, 
particularly for the young and in and by the 
entertainment industry. 

The responsible authority here would be the Department 
of Justice, acting, possibly, through drugs co
ordinator, former Commissioner Doherty. 

GATT 

Both the President and trade representative Hills made 
strong pleas for every effort to be made for 
ratification of the Uruguay Round, in time. They 
pointed~ particulaflY, to the fact that the lessening 
of tensions must~ ead to the return of isolationist 
sentiment - and "we all know where pre-World war II 
isolationism led". If we can't get together on some of 
the economic items, we would have instability and 
unpredictability and the US might be seen by many of 
its citizens as "not getting a fair shake". This would 
be bad for "us and bad for everyone". 

The Taoiseach mentioned that the Commission is 
responsible for the GATT negotiations: Irish interest 
in multi-lateralism: and said that he would contact 
MacSharry to see what could be done, insofar as 
agriculture is concerned. 

(Baker's comment that we should all be as~amed of what 
we are doing to the less developed countries was 
particularly noteworthy.) 

Libya 

The President offered information and advice (which has· 

been provided) . 
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Panama/Nicaragua 

The US side mentioned that they were contributing 
assistance and co-operating fully in moves to help 
Eastern Europe and raised the question of whether the 
EC would co-operate with them as well in relation to 
the fostering of democracy in these countries. 

Apart from possible mention in the Taoiseach's 
communications to Heads of State or Government, the 
responsible Department would seem to be Foreign 
Affairs, in the first instance, acting through the 
Council. 

European Bank for Reconstruction and Development 

The President's view was that the Russians h ave not 
really begun their reform - to the extent that Hungary, 
Poland, etc. have, and that proposals for loans for 
them would have to take this into account. 

They suggested Prague as the location for the Bank - or 
at least somewhere in Eastern Europe ~ 

They did not seem too unreceptive to the idea of lObn 
as against 7,SOObn ECUS but were afraid that if the 
larger figure were used it would be absorbed in 
infrastructural works, particularly in Russia. They 
want the activities of the Bank to be "concentrated" on 
the private sector. 

The responsible Department is Finance, who can take 
these into account, in the context of the Bank 
negotiation. 

CSCE 

The Americans are insisting that the CFE agreement must 
be ready and that favourable consideration be given to 
the question of making the right to free elections a 
fundamental human right. The responsible Department is 
Foreign Affairs, acting through the Council, and 
otherwise. 

Eastern Elections 

The question arose as to whether observers, as in 
Nicaragua, would be a good idea . . 
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If this is to be followed up, the responsible 
Department would appear to be Foreign Affairs, acting 

through the council. 

A fuller note is available of the main items discussed 

at the meeting. 

JJ~ NJ~ 
nermot Nally 

2 March 1990 
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Tllr Taoiseach: J have no particular 
view one way or another as to when the 
debate might. with best advantage, be 
held. I agree in principle to the holding 
of a debate. As the Deputy knows, the 
elections in East Germany will be on 18 
~arch and they will be followed fairly 
rapidly by elections in o er eastern 
European countries . It · a matter for 
decision. Perhaps party aders or Whips 
could talk about wh her it would be 
better to wait un · we have a clearer 
picture as a res t of these elections 
before having a bate here . 

Proinsias Rema: J understand that 
elections tb in eastern and central 
Europe · take place right up to some 
time · June so that if we were to wait 
unti all of the elections have been com
pl ed we would probably be into the 

mmer recess before that happened. Let 
me suggest to the Taoiseach. as I have 
suggested to him before , that what is at 
issue here are matters of principle rather 
than the question of the actual structures 
that will evolve primarily at the insistence 
of the people concerned . The attitude we 
take is important. In the light of that. 
would the Taoiseach consider publishing 
a position paper of the Government on 
the question of our evolving attit,6des to 
eastern Europe? 

An Ce-ann Camhairle: 7' question 
relates solely to the bol~ &~f a special 
meeting. 

Mr. -Barry: Does e T aoiseacb recall 
my asking him as· ilar question about a 
fortnight ago? A bat stage be said it was 
rontemplated aking statements after 
the meeting . ade the point at the time 
that I thoug a debate would be a better 
method of ening the view~ of the House 
on recor . ls the T aoiseach now coming 
down in vour of a debate? As I pointed 
out at e time. only party leaders can 
make statements. 

'Ille Taois. ad!: I really have an open 
mind. I wouJd like to facilitate the House 
because these are historic and far
reaching changes and it would be helpful 

if the House ha e fullest opportunity 
of discussi ihem . Perhaps we could 
leave it the Whips to work out what is 
the ncral view. 

'i Taoi5eacb's Visit to USA. ( 

3. Proinsias ~ Rema asked the Taoi
seach if be will outline the matters dis
cussed at his recent meeting with 
President George Bush: and if be will 
make a statement on the matter. 

4. Mr. Spring asked the Taoiseacb if 
be will make a statement regarding his 
recent visit to the United States of Amer
ica. 

5. Mr. Noomm (Limerick East) asked 
Taoiseach if. when travelling to and from 
the United States last week , be flew 
directly from Dublin to the United States 
and returned from the United Sta\es 
directly to Dublin ; and -if any inter
mediate stop was made in either the out
ward or inward journey for refuelling or 
other purposes. 

6 . Mr. Dukes asked the Taoiseacb if 
be has any plans for a meeting with the 
President of the United States at Camp 
David . 

The Taoiseacb: A Cheann Comhairle. 
I propose to take Questions Nos. 3 to 6. 
inclusive , together . 

I travelled to the United States for an 
official working visit which took place 
on 27 and 28 February and returned to 
Ireland on 1 March. 

The text of the joint statement ~ued 
following my meeting with President 
Bush and Secretary of State Baker bas 
been laid before both Houses . The joint 
statement sets out the arrangements for 
strengthening EC'JUS relations at the 
highest and other levels which •. as Pr~
ident of the European C.Ouncil, I said 
I would be recommending to the other 
Heads of State or Government of the 
Council. 

We also discussed a number of other 
important ~ues. We identified oo-oper
ation in the fight against international 

. "• . . . ... . 
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drug trafficking and the international 
movement of drug funds and our con
tinuing. effons to protect the environment 
as_ areas suitable for co-operation . There 
will be follow-up- contacts in the areas of 
common interest. 

I also reviewed with the President and 
Secretary of State the evolving situation 
in Ce~traJ and Eastern Europe and the 
queshon of Gennan unification . 

I raised a number of bilateral issues 
including immigration, US taxation laws 
and briefed the President and Secretary 
of State on the situation in Nonhern 
Ireland . I expressed my appreciation for 
constructive US interest and support on 
Anglo-Irish relations. 

No further meeting is planned at 
present but I have invited the President 
to pay an official visit to Ireland af a 
convenient time. 

I availed of my visit to Washington to 
attend a meeting of the Senate Foreign 
Relations Committee and to talk to a 
number of Senaton. including Majority 
Leader Senator Mitchell . Senator Ken
nedy and Senator Oaibome Pell as well 
as Speaker Foley and other prominent 
Congressmen . I met US Trade Represen
tative Hills and William Reilly , Head of 

· the Environmental Protection Agency , 
who offered full assistance and co-oper -
ation in the Establishment of our 
Environmental Protection Agency and 
the implementation of our environment 
action programme . 

At all of these meetings the importance 
of enhancing relations between the US 
and the EC at both political and economic 
level was discussed and I found a ready 
acc.eptance of this view and a very favour
able attitude to the Community's role and 
development. 

I greatly valued my discussions with the 
President, Secreatry of State and other 
American leaders which I found to be 
extremely positive and encouraging and 
particularly significant in developing the 
closer US/EC links which, in my view, 
are cssentiaJ to the stability and future 
development of Europe and the world. 

An Cann Cmnbairle: I will call the 

J?cputies in the order in which their ques
tions appear on the Order Paper. 

Proinsias -Dr RMU: Does the Taoi
scach consider that the arrangement 
agreed between himself and President 
Bush will be acr:eptable to the other 11 
member states of the EC? Does be expect 
there will be any objections to any aspect 
of it? Did be raise questions with 
President Bush a,nccming the continued 
suppon of the US for the Contras in and 
on the bordcn; of Nicaragua and for the 
Pol Pot element in Cambodia. both of 
which have serious destabilising effects 
on world politics? 

Tbe Taoiseadl: I have no wish to pre
empt the decision of the Heads of State 
or Government, but what I achieved in 
agreement with dJe US President and 
Secretary of State was broadly in line 
with what was discussed at the Foreign 
Minis ten; ' meeting before I left. I did not 
discuss the other issues . When I was there 
the results of the Nicaraguan elections 
had just come in and the situation was 
being assessed by rverybody concerned. 

Mr. Spring: In the course of the Taoi
seacb 's discussions with President Bush 
on the events in CcntraJ and Eastern 
Europe . was the question of the border 
of Poland discussed? Did the American 
President give a view on the future bor
den; of Poland? Secondly. I understand 
from comments made that the Taoiseach 
went to Washingtoo as the ~t part of a 
visit , the second I~ being Moscow. ls the 
second leg still on'! 

The Taoiseach: Publiclv while I was 
there the US President gave bis view 
on the German-Polish border question. 
Chancellor Kohl bad been in Washington 
just before I arrived and then the whole 
situation was discussed and the views of 
both the Chancellor and the President 
were enunciated. iO I was fully aware of 
what the President"s views were on the 
situation with rcprd to the German
Polish border. 

ls the Deputy referring to a visit by me 
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(The Taoiseach.] 
to Moscow? That is on the table but there 
is nothing definite so far. 

11le Taoilc:ad1: --stopped to refuel 
at Goose Bay, Newfoundland, on the 
way out. 

An Cann Ombatrlt: Deputy Michael I Mr. Neonan (~rick East): A good 
Noonan ( Limerick East), mould be wish choice, the way the Taoiseacb made an 
to intervene . ass of himself. 

Mr. Noonan (UmuicJc East): The 
Taoiseach decided ·to reply to Question 
No. 5 in my name in the context of bis 
replies to other questions but made no 
reference whatsoever to Question 5 in bis 
reply. Since be did not refer to it in the 
main reply, will be confirm that on bis 
flights to and from the US be flew directly 
from Dublin in the ~t instance to 
Canada and returned direct from Wash
ington? Does be consider that flight plan 
was in breach of the spirit of Government 
policy on Shannon Airport? ls be aware 
lhat he is the fim T aoiseach on an official 
visit to the US not to visit Shannon in the 
course of the outgoing or return journey? 
Will be agree that his assurances recently 
on the status of Shannon Airport must 
be now viewed as advice to .. do what I 
say but do not do what I do"? 

The Taoiseacb: I think the general 
public will find it revealing that Deputy 
Spring and Deputy De Rossa questioned 
the substance of my meeting and the 
issues di~ whereas both Fine Gael 
questions are addres.sed to the trivia 
related to my visit. 

Mr. Noonan (Limerick East): Answer 
the question. 

TIie Taoiseach: The answer to the ques
tion, if it really merits the time of the 
House, is .. yes .. --

Mr. Noonan (Limerick East): The 
Taoiseach is obliged to answer questions 
put down to him. 

TIie Taobeacb: The aeroplane on 
which I was transponed to the US-

Mr. Noonan (Limerick East): State air
line. 

AD Cmn C.,,bairlt: Let us bear the 
Taoiscacb', reply without intenuption. 

TIie Taai:1n,m: I am not sure what 
brand of petrol was supplied but I am 
mrc it was adequate and satisfactory. We 
lbco proceeded at a height, I think, of 
35,<XX> feet and landed, a very gentle , 
excellent landing by my Air Corps pilots 
at Andrews Air Force Base-

ltr. Noonan (Limerick East): People 
in Shannon will not wear this. 

was 

(lmerruprions.) 

'Ille Taoiseacb: --by a General of 
1hc US Air Force . I was whisked from 
my aeroplane into a helicopter, known in 
tbc US as Air Force 1 - I know the 
I>cput)· is going to say Air Force 1 is an 
aeroplane. It is also a helicopter - and 
I was brought from there and landed by 
the reflection pool just beside the Wash
ington Memorial . 

llr. Noonan (Limerick East): ls the 
Taoiseach making fun of Shannon Air
port'! 

"Die Taoiseach: I am making fun of the 
Deputy-

(btterruptions.) 

liar Taoiseach: -and bis con
centration on rediculous trivia. 

llr. Noonan ( Limmel< East): Are you 
not lhe first Taoiseacb ever who did not 
fly imo Shannon and out again----

llr. J. Bruton: Without taking from 
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discussed the cpation of the agricultural 
issues betwcco the US and the a,m. 
munity at some length . 

~y of the matters that may bavc been 
drolsscd between himself and President 
B~ or their importance, can l ask the 
T~iscach why be_ did n~>t take tbc oppor
tunity of these discussions to raise with 
President Bush Ireland's concern about 
tbc us proposals in regard to agriculture 
in tbe current round of world trade talks 

-which ptopoAls, if brought into effect , 
would have a devastating effect on 
Ireland's largest industry? Let me express 
my surprise that. notwithstanding the 
very comprehensive nature of the Taoi
tcach 's talks and their duration. be did 
not raise this matter. Will be avail of the 
next opportunity, if he bas one. to be 
sure to raise the question of Ireland's 
concern about the US approadl to world 
trade as far as agriculture is concerned? 

'l1le T• is adt: I am glad to be able to 
assure the Deputy that the President and 
I did ~ the GA TI negotiations and 
the agricultural situation arising in 
oonnection with those GATI nego
tiations. 

Mr. J. Bruton: Why did the Taoiseach 
not consider it necessary to refer to that 
either in the oommunique or in reply to 
today's question? ls the m~tter of agri
culture and its treatment m the world 
trade talks so unimportant that in a len~
thy reply the Taoiseacb could leave 1t 
out? 

'1k Taoiseadl: In my reply I said that 
-we also discussed a number of other 
'issues. That covers a wide variety of sub
jects all or which I regard as equally 
imponant. 

Mr. J. Bruton: So Irish agriculture is 
an anonymous footnote as far as these 
talks are ooncemed 

An Ceann C-Obairk: This should not 
kad to argument or disorder. 

Mr. J. Br.aon: The Taoiseach bas been 
ridiculous for the last five minutes wasting 
the time of the House. 

Ta Txir n±: The President and I 

Mr. J. 81"1111111: What coodusions did 
you reach'! 

An Cann Cewbeme: A brief 1UJr 
plcmcntary from Deputy Spring and 
Deputy De Rcsa. Deputies. I want to 
~ you &om the motion of debating 
this matter today. 

TIit Taail + 1bc amdusion we 
reached was that in most cases it was 
desirable if at aD pmible to have an early 
conclusion of the ciscossions between the 
Community and 1be US on that and all 
other matters. Hlbe Deputy wants, I will 
give him a blow-by-blow. item -by item 
account of cvCIJIDing I discussed with 
Representative Carla Hills, with Mr. 
O'Reilly, the bead of the Environmental 
Department and with the majority leader 
of the Senate and so on and so on. 

Mr. J. Bnatoa; May I ask-

111c TaoiStach· --1 have cndea,.-
oured to comprise it all into a reasonable 
answer to the Home today and I think I 
have succeeded in doing that . 

AD Ceama C I I i1 le: Deputy Spring 
has been called and Deputy Spring will 
be beard. 

Mr. SpriBg: May I ask the Taoiseacb 
if he raised a matter which is of major 
imponance to many families in this 
country in either bis bilateral discussions 
with President Bush or with other leaders 
in Washington. 'that is, the question of 
Irish immigrants and their status in the 
United States? If lle raised this matter, 
did be get any satisfaction as to what 
might be done for diem? 

TIie T.-iwach: I czrtainly did raise it. 
I raised it with the PR:sident and, in fact, 
.any time I have met the President of the 
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United States I have raised lbat matter 
because I am aware how important an 
issue it is. I also discussed it •itb leaders 
on The Hill. There is a general under -
standing of the problem of the young 
people and a wish to be helpful. In fact. 
as the Deputy is probably aware. there is 
legislation roming before Congress now 
which, hopefully, will make a significant 
contribution. 

Pr'Oinsias De llassa: ls the Taoiscach 
concerned, as I am by the mtcmcot of 
~dent Bush that be rqards the 
Umted States as a European power? Did 
11c indicate bis dissatisfaction with that 
point of view? Did be disas with the 
President the advisability and require
ment of most people that NA TO and the 
Warsaw Pact should be wound down and 
lhat the United States or any ocber major 
country should no longer involve them
aelves in European power? 

Die TMti•uda: I think the Deputy's 
transformation in these matters is not yet 
complete. 

Tmn6s Mac Giolla: Is America a Euro
pean power. 

~ Taoisrw:b: I. with practically 
everybody else in the European -~m
munitv. warm))' welcome mntmumg 
United States interest in the Community 
and its affairs, its support for European 
integration. We also warmly wdoome the 
contribution which the United States is 
making through CSCE and other areas 
to promote the general securi~· and stab
ility of Europe. 

Mr. Barry: In the course of bis reply 
the Taoiseacb said be visited the Foreign 
-Affairs Committee of the Houses of Con
gress. May I ask the Taoiseacb if be 
realises that a visiting bead of Govern
ment to this country -could not do the 
same as we do not have a foreipi affairs 
committee of this House. 

An Cann Combairle: I want to bring 
these questions to finality. I think I have 

given Deputy De Rossa quite a Jor of 
leeway in this matter but if he has a very 
brief supplementary question. I will hear 
it. 

Proinsias Dt ltmsa: My question 
related to the United States as a ~ 
pcan power and was not a question of 
whether they have an intercst-

Aa Ceann Owabairle: The Deputy is 
engaging in an argument. 

Proimiu Dt Rcma: ---in European 
power in the same way a in Central 
America - interference in European 
affairs. 

Mr. J. Mitcbell: In bis reply the Taoi· 
scach said that a number of other mues 
were raised in the discussions. Did any 
of the US representatives raise the ques
tion of direct flights to Dublin'! 

Europam Securit)" Ap'eement. 

7. Mr. Quinn asked the Taoiseacb if 
be bas prepared any position papers in 
relation to Ireland's potential in a 
common European sccuri 
which may arise from th oposed De\\' 

Helsinki ll Treaty; if be will make a 
statement on the 

~le"ac:b: It is not the practice to 
say wb er or not papers on any par
ticul subject have or have not been 
prepared in or for my Department. 

I should add that Ireland is strongly 
of the view that the summit of CSCE 
participating states to be held later this 
year should affirm the importance of 
tinuing negotiations in the field nt.,,,,,!larn,c:: 

control and the building of ·iy and 
confidence, with a viev.· achieving a 
lasting framework fo bility in Europe. 

Mr. · e I take the Taoi-
seach 's · t that it is not mstomary to 
publis apers - l am not sure whether 
be said it is not customary to publish 
papers or prepare papers - I assume 
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PARLIAMENTARY QUESTION 
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QUESTIONS NOS.: 3, 4, 5 & 6 

DAIL QUESTIONS addressed to the Taoiseach 
by Deputies Proinsias De Rossa, 
Dick Spring, Alan Dukes and 
Michael Noonan for answer on Tuesday, 
6th March, 1990. 

-----------------------------------------
QUESTION 3: 

To ask the Taoiseach if he will outline the matters 
discussed at his recent meeting with President George Bush; 
and if he will make a statement on the matter. 

PROINSIAS DE ROSSA 

QUESTION 4: 

To ask the Taoiseach if he will make a statement regarding 
his recent visit to the United States. 

DICK SPRING 

QUESTION 5: 

To ask the Taoiseach if, when travelling to and from the 
United States last week, he flew directly from Dublin to the 
United States and returned from the United States directly 
to Dublin; and if any intermediate stop was made in either 
the outward or inward journey for refuelling or other 
purposes. 

MICHAEL NOONAN 

QUESTION 6: 

To ask the Taoiseach if he has any plans for a meeting with 
the President of the United States at Camp David. 

ALAN DUKES 

REPLY: 

A Cheann Comhairle, I propose to take Questions 3, 4, 5 and 

6 together. 

I travelled to the United States for an official working 

visit which took place on 27 and 28 February, and returned 

to Ireland on 1 March. 
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The text of the joint statement issued following my meeting 

with President Bush and SecretarY. of State Baker has been 

laid before both Houses. 

The joint statement sets out the arrangements for 

strengthening EC/US relations at the highest and other 

levels which, as President of the European Council, I said I 

would be recommending to the other Heads of State or 

Government of the Council. 

We also discussed a number of other important issues. We 

identified co-operation in the fight against international 

drug trafficking and the international movement of drug 

funds and our continuing efforts to protect the environment 

as areas suitable for co-operation. There will be follow-up 

contacts on the areas of common interest. 

I also reviewed with the President and Secretary of State 

the evolving situation in Central and Eastern Europe and the 

question of German unification. 

I raised a number of bilateral issues including immigration, 

US taxation laws and briefed the President and Secretary of 

State on the situation in Northern Ireland. I expressed my 

appreciation for constructive US interest and support on 

Anglo-Irish relations. 

No further meeting is planned at present but I have invited 

the President to pay an official visit to Ireland at a 

convenient time. 
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I availed of my visit to Washington to attend a meeting of 

the Senate Foreign Relations Committee and to talk to a 

number of Senators including Majority Leader Senator 

Mitchell, Senator Kennedy and Senator Claiborne Pell as well 

as Speaker Foley and other prominent Congressmen. I met US 

Trade Representative Hills and William Reilly, Head of the 

Environmental Protection Agency, who offered full assistance 

and co-operation in the establishment of our Environmental 

Protection Agency and the implementation of our Environment 

Action Programme. 

At all of these meetings the importance of enhancing 

relations between the US and the EC at both political and 

economic level was discussed and I found a ready acceptance 

of this view and a very favourable attitude to the 

Community's role and development. 

I greatly valued my discussions with the President, 

Secretary of State and other American leaders which I found 

to be extremely positive and encouraging, and particularly 

significant in developing the closer US/EC links which, in 

my view, are essential to the stability and future 

development of Europe and the world. 

~ 



Note for Taoiseach's Information 

1. The Programme for the Taoiseach's visit is attached together with the 
text of the Joint Statement issued following the White House meeting 
and the Taoiseach's own statement following that meeting. The Joint 
Statement was laid before both Houses of the Oireachtas on 28 February. 

2. Relevant press cutt· ings on th e Taoiseach's v· . 1s1t a . re also attached. 
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JOINT STATEMENT BY 

CHARLES J HAUGHEY TD, 

TAOISEACH AND PRESIDENT OF THE EUROPEAN COUNCIL 

AND 

GEORGE BUSH, PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES, 

We meet at a time of historic international change. Our discussions 

focussed on US/EC relations and their future evolution, in the 

context of close transatlantic cooperation and of the EC's increasingly 

important role on the international political and economic 

scene. 

Today's meeting took place against the background of US interest 

in enhancing its relations with the European Community as outlined 

in President Bush's speech last May and Secretary of State Baker's 

speech in Berlin in December, The ?resident of the European 

Council expressed the Community's appreciation of the positive 

attitude of the US Administration to the Community's role and 

development. He also emphasised that the Community and its Member 

States share the US interest in developing our relations. 
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We agreed on the significance of our meeting for strengthening relations 

between the ·US and the EC. We also agreed that such meetings between 

the President of the United States and the President of the European 

Council should ·become a regular feature of US/EC relations and that 

at least one such meeting should be held during each Presidency of 

the European Council, 

These meetings will . serve to give overall political direction to the 

further development of consultation and cooperation. 

The arrangements will also include twice-yearly meetings between 

EC Foreign Ministers and the US Secretary of State. We agreed that 

such a meeting should take place in the first half of 1990. 

We see the arrangements discussed as important first steps in an 

evolving process towards a new framework for enhanced political 

and economic ties between the EC and the US. 

We both agreed that .areas of common interest meriting further examination 

as subjects for practical cooperation should be identified. At this 

stage, we agreed that the fight against international drug trafficking 

and the international movement of drug funds are areas appropriate for 

specific cooperation. The same is true of our continuing 

efforts to protect the environment in areas such as global 

climate change, the depletion of the ozone 
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layer, and endangered species. We agreed that there will be 

further contact at the appropriate levels to follow up on our 

discussion on these areas and to identify other ar(ras of commo~ 

in~erest. 

At our meeting, we also reviewed developments in Central and 

Eastern Europe, in particular the implications of Ger~an 

unification. We also discussed the CSCE, and the progress towards 

and prospects for European integration. We both agreed_that, .with 

their political ideals and common values, the us and the EC h~ve 

a pivotal role to play in overcoming the divisions between East and 

West and in laying the foundations fo.r a Europe united in its 

commiument to peace, prosperity, democracy, and respect for human 

rights and fundamental freedoms. .Our meeting · today makes a 

valuable contribution to enhancing that pivotal role. 

* * * * * * 



STATEMENT BY THE TAOISEACH, MR CHARLES J HAUGHEY TD 

FOLLOWING HIS MEETING WITH MR GEORGE BUSH IN 

WASHINGTON, ON TUESDAY~ 27 FEBRUARY 1990. 

My visit to Washington takes place at a time of profound international 

change. The President,. and I in my capacity as President of the 

European Council, discussed US/EC relations and their future evolution, 

in the context of the Community's increasingly important role on the 

international political and economic scene. 

President Bush and I agreed at this time to strengthen the links 

between the EC and the US. We agreed . for that purpose that a meeting 

between the US President and each President of the European Council 

should become a regular feature of US/EC relations and that one such 

meeting should be held during each Preaidency of the European Council. 

I will be recommending this to my colleagues -- the Heads of State or 

Government of the European Community. 

We also agreed that EC .Foreign Ministers will meet the US Secretary 

of State on two occasions a year. In addition, the European Commission 

is taking steps to increase the frequency of its formal meetings with 

the US Cabinet. 
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These arrangements will give better overall structure and direction 

to the wide variety of existing contacts and discussions and they 

will also provide a new framework for enhanced political and economic 

ties between the EC and the US. We are in fact building a broader bridge 

across the A~tlantic. 

We also discussed areas for specific cooperation. The President and I 

agreed that the fight against international drug trafficking and the 

international movement of drugs funds are areas appropriate for 

specific cooperation. We also shared common concerns on the need for 

continuing efforts to protect the environment in areas such as global 

climate change, the depletion of the ·ozone layer, and endangered species. 

During our meeting, we also reviewed developments in Central and Eastern 

Europe, in particular, the implications of German unification. The 

President and I agreed that the US and the EC have a pivotal role to 

play in overcoming the divisions between East and West and in laying the 

foundations for a Europe.united in its commitment to peace, prosperity, 

democracy and respect for human rights and fundamental freedoms. 

The President and I also discussed a number of bilateral issues including 

immigration, super-royalties, Passive Foreign Investment Companies (PFIC's) 

and the situation in Northern Ireland. I expressed my appreciation for 

constructive US interest and support on Anglo-Irish relations. 

* * * * * * * * 
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M. Jacques Delors, 
President, 

Oifig an Taoisigh 
Office of the Taoiseach 

Commission of the European Conununities. 

Dear President, 

~~~~ 
~ HS~. 

~ 
713 

You will wish to know the principal outcome of the meeting I had 
with President Bush on 27 February, 1990. 

I enclose copy of the joint statement which President Bush and 
I issued following our meeting. You will see that essentially 
what we envisaged is greater and more regular political 
consultation without in any way trespassing on our respective 
decision-making processes. The identification of drugs and the 
global environment as areas for closer consultation and co
operation responds to the grave threats these issues pose for us 
all. 

I found President Bush and Secretary of State Baker fully 
supportive of the integration of the Community, its rapid 
development, its key role in the face of the dramatic changes in 
Eastern Europe and the wish of the United States to be as helpful 
and co-operative as possible with our efforts to ensure that 
these changes lead to democratic reforms and successful economic 
transition. 

I would suggest that the Commission might now follow up with the 
US Administration their keen desire to co-operate with us in our 
efforts to protect the global environment in the areas mentioned 
in the joint statement. As you know, it is my intention that the 
June European Council will make a major declaration on the 
environment and US/EC co-operation on the global issues involved 
would be a valuable matter to mention in that declaration. 

With best wishes. 

Yours sincerely, 

.-- ~ ~~ 
...: ·-

I t p ,.. ~ 
0 ,,.,,,. ~ ~~ -=r 

Taoiseach. 

Oifig an Taoisigh, Tithe an Rialtais, Baile Atha Cliath 2. 
Office of the Taoiseach, Government Buildings, Dublin 2. 
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Visit of Taolseach to Washington 

26 February - 28 February, 1990 

PROGRAMME 

MONDAY, 26 FEBRUARY, 1990 

9.45 a.m. 

10.00 a.m. 

1.30 p.m. 

1.55 p.m. 

2.00 p.m.- 2.30 p.m. 

2.30 p.m.- 3.00 p.m. 

6.30 p.m. 

Taoiseach arrives at Dublin Airport 

Depart Dublin by Gulfstrea'!1t~et 
(Flight time approximately 8 2 hours) via 
Goose Bay Newfoundland for re-fuelling 

Arrive Washington (Andrews Air Force Base) 
Greeted by The Hon. Jennifer Fitzgerald, U.S. 
Deputy Chief of Protocol and Ambassadors 
MacKernan and Moore 

Helicopter to City (reflecting pool) Greeted 
by Secretary of State Baker and U.S. Chief of 
Protocol, Mr. Joseph Verner Reed. 

Proceed by car to Blair House 

Briefing at Blair House 

Briefing for Irish Journalists at Blair_ House 

Briefing Dinner at Blair House 

Overnight Blair House. 

TUESDAY, 27 FEBRUARY, 1990 

10.50 a.m. 

10.55 a.m. 

11.00 a.m. 

Depart Blair House for White House 

Arrive West Lobby. Taolseach met by Chief of 
Protocol Reed and escorted to Roosevelt Room 
to sign Guest Book. 

Meeting with President Bush In Oval Office 
(Photocall) 

tete-a-tete In Oval Office between 
Taolseach and President Bush for 15 
minutes (with note-taker on each side). 
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TUESDAY, 27 FEBRUARY, 1990 CONTD. 

11.15 a.m. -

12.00 

1.00 - 1.10 approx. 

2.00 p.m. - 2.25 p.m. 

2.30 p.m. 

2.45 p.m. 

3.00 p.m. 

3.15 p.m. 

4.50 p.m. 

5.00 p.m. 

6.00 p.m. 

7.15 p.m. 

10.00 p.m. 

Meeting with the President In the Cabinet Room 
(Taolseach, Ambassador, P. O'hUlglnn, D. 
Nally, N. Dorr, P. Murphy, T. Barrington, M. 
Mansergh.) 

Lunch hosted by President Bush. 
Lunch ends at approximately 1.1 o p.m. 

Short statements by both Taolseach and 
President Bush to White House Press Corps. 
Protocol allows no questions on such 
occasions. 

Return to Blair House. 

Briefing for Irish Journalists (Blair House) 

Depart Blair House for CNN Television Studios, 
111, Massachusetts, Ave 

Arrive for interview 

Live Interview with CNN Television. 

Return to Blair House 

Depart Blair House for Capitol 

Meeting with Senate Foreign Relations 
Committee (Room S116 Capitol Buildings). 

Chaired by Senator Claiborne Pell of the 
Senate Foreign Relations Committee. 
Senator Jesse Helms, ranking Republican 
member of the Committee will also be 
present. (Speech) 

Return to Blair House 

Depart Blair House for dinner at Senator 
Kennedy's home (Chain Bridge Road, McLean, 
VA). {Speech) 

Return to Blair House. 
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WEDNESDAY, 28 FEBRUARY, 1990 

a.oo a.m. 

9.50 a.m. 

10.45 a.m. 

11.50 p.m. 

12.15 p.m. 

p.m. 

3.00 p.m. 

3.45 p.m. 

p.m. 

.20 p.m. 

.35 p.m. 

.45 D.m. 

5.15 D.m. 

6.15 p.m. 

6.30 p.m. 

7.00 p.m. 

Breakfast meeting With w 
House. ashf ngton media, Blair 

:e~~r:n;:~ ~~~i;af0&:!t~~!at? i:~~:~~ 
WIii !ay wreaths at the Tomb of the Unknown 
Soldier, at the President Kennedy memorial and 
also at Robert Kennedy's grave. 

Return to Blair House 

Depart Blalr House for lunch hosted by Speaker 
Foley at the Rayburn Room, Capitol Bldg. 
(preceded by short meeting wtth Speaker) 
(Speech) 

Lunch 

Minority Leader (Dole) (to be confirmed) 

Meetf ng with Senate Majority Leader (Mitchell) 
Capitol Buildings 

Depart Capitol Buildings for Arlington TV 
Studios 

Television Interview for MacNell/Lehrer 
Report. Arlington T.V. Studios 

Leave Arlington Studios for Blair House 

Arrive Blair House 

Meeting with U.S. Trade Representative, Carla 
HIiis 

Briefing for Irish Joumallsts, Blair House 
(to be confirmed) 

Depart Blair House for Andrews Air Force Base. 

Meeting with WIiiiam Rellly, Environmental 
Protection Agency, Andrews Air Force Base. 

Depart Andrews Air Force Base by Gulfstream 
Jet. 

THURSDAY, 1ST MARCH, 1990 

6.00 a.m. (to be conflrmed)Arrlve Dublin Alr1 
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HaUghey speaks of ne':V_ dynamic 
I

.Ji.. ·- · ". 

By Denis Coghlan, 
Political Correspondent, 
in Washington 

n-

CLOSER AND stronger ties be
tween the European Community 
and the United States, involving a 
more structured approach to de-. 
velopments in Eastern Europe, 
are now likely to develop follow
ing the two-day official visit here 
of the Taoiseach, Mr. Hau~hey, 
at tbe invitation of President 
Bush. 

Mr Haughey, who met senior 
US Senators and -Congressmen on 
C.apitol . Hill y~ter4;lay. in his role. 
as president of the EC Council, 
spoke of "a new dynamic 
emerg!ng" in EC-US . relations. 
The Speaker of the House of 
Representatives, Mr Thomas 
Fo[ey, felt that the "muted and 
distant relationship of the past" 
was being transformed. 

Mr Haughey was clearly 
deliahted by his reception, and he 
tola journalists tllat he had 
achieved "more than I believed 
was possible". The agreement 
with Mr Bush on new political 
structures was the keystone of his 
success and reflected a re
orientation or us pol~cy towa. rds 
the Commumty, ·~sa!9, _ ,..-, ... 

In separate meetings w1tb 
members of the to,ei~ons 
committees from 41e · 'Ibid 

H€ ftJS • 
ID re; a£10ns 

Congress, Mr Haughey outlined 
his view of developments in 
Eastern Europe and the 
unification of Germany, and reas
sured his audience that the . Com
munity would remain open to 
trade and economic co-operation 
after 1992. ' 

The establishment of a more · 
effective mechanism for political 
dialogue was described as "the 

Editorial Comment: page 11 

most significant devel<;>pment in 
US-EC relations in recent :years" 
by Mr Haughey, who felt 1t was 
"only a beginning". He looked 
forward to the emergence of "a 
new dynamic in transatlantic rela
tions". 

Mr Foley echoed the views of 
Mr Bush that "the relationship 
between the United States and 
the European Community has 
never been more important". He 
conceded that those on Capitol 
Hill had been remiss in not 
seeking closer ties with this 
"enormously p<>werful and influ
ential economic community" . 

Reflecting recent criticisms here 
that Washington was becoming "a 
baf;kwater" ·in terms of world 
~litics, Mr Foley accepted that 
th~ ,relati(?nsbi_p wit.h the EC had 
bea · ,'180IUWhat muted and· dis;., 

tant", but he felt that Mr 
Haughey's visit hap encouraged 
change. 

The US, he went on, deeply 
recognised and apJ?reciated the 
role of the Commumty as a factor 
of stability in Europe, particularly 
in view of the rapid changes in 
the Soviet Union and in Eastern 
Europe. There was still some 
concern in Congress about the 
possible emergence of a "Fortress 
Europe" as the single largest 
trading block in the world, but Mr 
Foley said the Taqiseach's visit 
reflected the determination of the 
US to 'improve and to develop 
ties. 

"There is a growing sense that 
Europe is receptive to better co
ordination and co-operation with 
US policies," he said. 

When Mr Haughey was asked if 
he was likely to meet President 
Gorbachev m advance of the 
special EC summit in Dublin next 
April, which is expected to 
endorse the new US-EC political 
links, he replied that contacts 
about such a meeting had been 
taking place for some time. Such 
a meeti. n~ _ ~o. 1;tld·,· he 8!1 .. ·I· d J)e 
helJ>fl:tl, ' but,r ft ~~· 'mi~ 
situation is · vfi'y~ ·;~i •~ · 
Soviet U~on · ·..a, 
have repnl ·. at leifi 

pressures on President 
Gorbachev." 

No date or venue has been set 
for the first meeting of the EC 
Foreign Ministers and the US 
Secretary of State, Mr James 
Baker, under the political struc
tures which have been agreed 
here. Mr Haughey said, however, 
that he expected such detail to be 
decided shortly 

In the course of his talks with 
Mr Foley, senior Congressmen 
and the Sepate majQrity leader, 
Mr George Mitchell, Mr Haughey 
raised matters of bilateral interest 
which included Northern Ireland 
and US taxation _proposals con
eerning passive mvestment by 
multi-national companies and 
super royalties. 

Mr Haughey later expressed 
satisfaction on all fronts at the 
level of understanding and sup
port he had been offered. The 
Government's position on the 
Anglo-Irish Agreement and in 
relation to the Northern Ireland 
situation had been endorsed and 
steps were likely to be taken, he 
said, to address our particular 
interests in the area of taxation. 

Earlier. Mr Haughey visited 
National Cemetery, 

aid a wreath on behalf 
people at the tomb of 

,wn . soldier. 
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MAKIN.G SENSE IN 
WASHINGTON 

'.fhe agreements . reached by the Taoiseach and 
Pres1de,nt Bush, descnbed as first steps towards a new 
framework for enhanced political and economic links 
b~tween the United States and the European Commu
mty, are, so eminently sensible that the only surprise is 
they had. not already been set in train. 

This is not in any way to diminish Mr Haughey's 
achie~em~qt or the ~oodwill shown by Mr ~ush in 
agreemg to two meetmgs a year with the president of 
the Council of Ministers, regular contacts at ministerial 
and official levels between the EC and the US and 
closer co-operation in the battle against drug trafficking 
and on environmental issues. 

More radical departures, such as the treaty Mr 
Bush first hoped for, had been excluded from the range 
of possibilities even before Mr Haughey's mission 
began; but the commonsense decisions taken in 
Washington, under pressure of change in' central and 
eastern Europe, wil be of long-term value and seem 
certain to be endorsed by Mr Haughey's EC colleagues 
.at their specially convened summit meeting in Dublin in 
April, when the implications of German unification are 
discussed. 

* * * 
The pace and uncertainty of change in Europe may 

have prompted Mr Haughey's initiative in the first 
place. Its long-term benefits should now include a 
strengthening of EC-US lines in the highly important 
triangular relationship with Japan; it should relieve 
Washington's fears of a unified European trade bloc 
and head off tendencies towards mutually damaging 
protectionism. 

Most EC governments will welcome the reduction, 
if not the elimination, of the risk of Mr Bush's "new 
Atlanticism" finding its most potent expression in 
Nato. Ireland, in particular, will be relieved if another 
forum becomes available for the discussion of security 
which involves neither a commitment to Nato nor total 
reliance on the necessarily cumbersome procedures of 
the 35-member Conference on Secunty and Co
operation in Europe. 

Mr Haughey, who is given to hyperbole and the 
occasional diplomatic gaffe, was probably not exagger
ating when he described the results of his mission as 
better than expected and greater than he believed 
possible. 

German unification, however, will continue to 
absorb the attention of the EC presidency as prepara
tions for the Dublin meeting are resumed. Far from 
being unravelled the issue appears to grow more 
complex daily with the impact of the surge to the West 
adding . to. the .difficulties qf acbievinJL e_c_onomic and 
finAD~4l ..ib.qhesion, mainta,iililli 

~y , role _ to fit -tlfe 
.Qel~ 

,,U(~;1;10 I/.,,: ff,~- . 
...... ~ 
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uS& agree EC-US 
From Denis Coghlan, '11!e meeting h_as been called to 
Political Correspondent, conSJder the umficat10_n of Ger-
. W h" gt many, developments m Eastern 
m as m on Europe and changing political and 
THE EC and the US are to be military alliances. 
formally linked through new President Bush and !',fr 
political structures , operating H~hey h~ve agreed that twice
at three different levels y y meetings should take place 
" . ' m future at head of government 
,ollowmg agreement he~e yes- and foreign minister level between 
terday between the Ta01s~ach, the EC presidency and the US. 
Mr Haughey, and President Contact will also be maintained at 
George Bush. official level between the State 

Mr Haughey, in his role as Department ~d European Politi
President of the European Coun- cal Co-operation. 
cil, will secure formal endorse- Such meetings will serve, 
ment of the measures, described according to a joint statement, 
by President Bush as "important "to give overall political direction 
first steps in an evolving process to the further development of 
towards a new framework for consultation and co-operation." 
enhanced political and economic The proposal reflects President 
ties between the US and the Bush's eagerness to enha11c~ 
EC," _at. next ~pril's_s~ ~ lj{~ ~ ~ ~. · _• c E(?,' 
sumrrut m Dublin,__-.··~. 1 . \:./j, j i , .'J I. --:'!~ 

seach appeared delighted by the 
outcome of their discussions. Mr 
Haughey commented that it was 
"everything we could have hoped 

~~:t:ri;ll:):s ~~t!~~~ src~:nt :~~ 
the US serving the course of 
peace in the international arena. 

on~if st~~c:~~e1:
0
J:~s;d J:: 

recent months and its limited 
nature reflects a reluctance by 
France and other EC countries to 
go too far too fast. In that regard, 
the original US suggestion of a 
new treaty with the EC was 
dropped as unrealistic. 

President Bush sought to dispel 
any doubts concerning the con
tinuing role of the United States 
in Europe when he said that 
,trans&. an&~, . q,,opeia!jori now IDl · '(t,lllltl' than e· 
the · o d!veloP,,men1 

Haughey and Bush commit 
EC and US to ecology action; 
Haughey to invite Bush: page 
4 

Eastern Europe. The US, he said, 
"will remain a Euro-power" and 
he suggested that the artificial 
divisions of Europe should be 
overcome "in order to build a 
Europe whole and free." · 

In that context, relations be· 
tween the US and the EC were 
"never more important", Mr 
Bush said. He paid tribute to Mr 
Haughey for ibe part be had, 
played in establishing . the new 
levels .of political co-operation. •,,:. 

,.._ ~- ~- -,rd to the autuqm 
35 Sta~. of ,th~ 

:curity and Co,. 
pe, Presideii 

Bush felt that it _liad a majo~ ro!e 
to play in arrangmg for secunty m 
a changed Europe. He also spoke 
of improving ties with the EC and 
of "looking for ways to create .a 
new Atlanticism. " 

The official statements made no 
direct reference to such contro
versial matters as German 
borders. But, President Bush 
insisted that the terms of the 
Helsinki Act, which ensures that 
Poland must agree to any changes 
ill its western borders, 

1 
would -be 

upheld. . 
-·· · :cement was reached on the 

to fight international <kug· 
:eking and to control -1111d 
scate drug funds. . ·.. , 
1e. meeting was described in 
Jomt statement as "makil!I .. a; 
able contribution to enb• 
the piv~tal role of the -US· Qd 

EC 10 overcoming , tb,c 

I 
I 

I 

links 
~ 

spill-over effect in Northern 1i:. 
land. . 

The Taoiseach said he hoped 
tbat . tile· building of "a broadir 
bridgo across the Atlantic" would 
help the US to contribute to a 
~ and more united Europe. 

----. 

· 1be Taoiseach has been praised 
by ··die ,' Campaign for Nuclear 
~ for dismissing the 
suggestion that Ireland might join 
Nato. but the organisation warns 
that there are signs that the EC is. 
evolving ·towards a defence unioiC; 

,In a statement last night, CNlil 
still . 'that the Government h811 
•gimi. enouah hints that it ft 
COlllidering aoandoning neutJali\l 
if:sucb an EC develops." · It was 
now time . that the Government 
made its position clear ·and alse 
addressed the question of: nucli 
weapons, which would certai' 
be part of any EC defence union; 
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EC Hitug·]~ xr ::: Bus.h 
ill"'1fl-J ' · ··!!, , a' 

and '· u·s ... t;r. ebQJpgy acti.on 
the producfion of the most dan
g~rous Cf~s in Lonqon next 
June. , . 
. The second pr'iority Mr 

1HE Taoiseach, Mr Haughey, Haughey mentioned was a scien
has rajsed his profile as architect tific understanding of the Green
of a "green EC presidency" by house e(fect and. he corilmenJed 
agreeing with President Bush on that it might be dangerous .to wait 
tile need for a joint EC-US action until clear arid co~pelling proof 
to protect the environment. . . was produced on :the c~mplex 

Following their discussions at relationships · between . climatic 
the White House yesterday, both changes and greenhouse · gases. 
men committed themselves to co- The Taoiseach declared that the 
operative action in such areas as commitment by the EC to reduce 
climatic changes, the protection the emission of these gases by 
of tropical rainforests and a five per cent was inadequate and 
reversal of the depletion of the he said that action to control the 
ozone layer. They also agreed on emissions of carbon dioxide, 
the .need to protect endangere~- which accounted for about 50 per 

From ·Denis Coghlan, 
Political Correspondent, 
in Wahington 

s~es. I 
President Bush had alread 11 

promised to provide S 1 billion for 
research on the effects of global 
climatic changes and remedial 
measures. In that regard Mr 
Haughey spoke of his determina
tion . to push for co-operative 
action .between the two major 
economic blocs during his presi
dency of the EC. 

Bx~anding on the measures 
now being taken in an opinion 
article in _ yesterday's Baltimore 
Sun, Mr Haughey said that the 
&!f~mJ!l.!Jnity \V(>l_lld seek 
to ·ttre41tlted . and revise . the 

dealing with 

cent of greenhouse gases, mus( be 
eonsidered. In that regard, he said 
the EC would bring forward pro
R<>Sals for ooncrete action this 
year. . 

Turning to ' the destruction of 
the rainforests:; Mr Haughey said 
the in burning associated with 
rainforest destruction contributed 
abo'ut 20 per cent of all carbon 
dioxide emissions· into the atmos
R~~re, - · · · 

The Community had already 
put forward a five-element strat
egy to tackle the problem and it 
would work with the US and 
organisations like the Inter- , 
national Tropical Organisation to 
resolve the problem. 
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By Denis Coghlan, Political Correspondent: 
THE Taoiseach, Mr Haughey, will i§ue an open invitation for 
President Bush to . visit Ireland before he leaves Washington .tonight 
to return to Dublin following a succ~ful two-day official · visit • . 

Mr Haughey spoke warmly of his meeting with the President 
and expressed the hope that Mr Bush would ftnd time to visit 
Ireland in the near future. ~ 

For his part, Mr Haughey raised the poulbillty of a visit" by 
him, to Camp Dayid in the course of a casual conversation with the 
President du.ring a White House photocall. Mr..._Bush. responded that 
lle would enjoy the outdoor life there and that Mr ,Haughey should 
come calling when the weather got a little warmer. 



··-·' -"=~-",·c.,,,,~~"-c~;.;,_;;";,~;~~c·•::;, ;;r~;;:l~'~;",:,·,~;,.CL,'.'.'{§f!fl!!!}t;,~'~ 
f3r~ >l'-, ~ ~ ~ - . 

r~·H-~ -b o~ 
3 To ask the Taoiseach if, when travelling to and 

from the United States last week, he flew directly from Dublin to 
the United States and returned from the United States directly to 
Dublin; , and if any intermediate stop was made in either the 
outward or inward journey for refuelling or other purposes. 
Michael Noonan (Limerick East). 
For ORAL answer on Wednesday 7th March, 1990 . 

. >±·~~~S2~Jg22:~:T:rn=i%tJ;;;::+0;;<;;;;c@~e,:t,'£2"0,, 

4 To ask the Taoiseach if he has any plans for a 
meeting with the President of the United States at Camp )Avid.
Alan Dukes. 
For ORAL answer on Wednesday 7th March, 1990. 

13 To ask the Taoiseach if he will outline the 
matters discussed at his recent meeting with President George 
Bush~ and if he will make a statement on the matter. - Proinsias 
De Rossa. ~ 
For ORAL answer on Tuesday .. ~h March, 1990. 

17 To ask the Taoiseach if he will make a statement 
regarding his recent visit to the United States of America. -
Dick Spring. 
For ORAL answer on Tuesday 6th March, 1990. 



' 
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DAIL QUESTIONS addressed to the T~ seach (r f ¥'/-~ / vjr · 
b~ Deput~es Proinsias De Rossa and / A/ • · 

D1ck Spring for answer on lvt/~ 
Tuesday, 6th March, 1990. .... 3 / s r • 7'1 0 

QUESTION: 

To ask the Taoiseach if he will outline the matters discussed at his recent 
meeting with President George Bush; and if he will make a statement on the 
matter.- Proinsias De Rossa. 

QUESTION: 

To ask the Taoiseach if he will make a statement regarding his recent visit 
to the United States of America.- Dick Spring. 

QUESTION: 

To ask the Taoiseach if he has any plans for a meeting with the President of 
the United States at Camp David.- Alan Dukes. 

QUESTION: 

To ask the Taoiseach if, when travelling to and from the United States last 
week, he flew directly from Dublin to the United States and returned from 
the United States directly to Dublin; and if any intermediate stop was made 
in either the outward or inward journey for refuelling or other purposes. 
- Michael Noonan. 

REPLY: 

I propose to take questions and together. 

! fr~ kfn~J /~ f c+1G 
--+ty official working visit to the United States tGGl<ji>iace on 27 and 28 

~ §e 1RaiF1 Ptfl pose ef mr; visit was te meet Pf'e~il'leHt R1111:I, i .. mv 

gpacity as President at +be EL1ropean Cot1ncil For a d1scuss1on 011 tJ.S-:-fr.-C. 
'(\ 'l 

relatieAs as:id hg·,t t~ese might best ee developed.. Ghe text of the joint 

rfl//~ t. f~ 0c I ~ 
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statement issued foll . """7 . ,,,.,;u._4,- f~-N. •r:,u •. L- Jr~o ~ ,, owing !;Me meeting at tbe Wb' ./..,..___~~·~7 y--"<-,~.,. 
before both H L --it& MeH3e has been laid "' 

eou es and Sena toro.s . ouses ~ f-or tRe infgrmatien of~ t1 

ru~~~~~~~ 
The President ~rd 1 disCJ,~ ttre strengthening et E.C./U.S. 

CL/' 
/:as-~ 

relations ~ 
~c,1-~~~. 
-RYmbe, of le~J W~ a~reed that a meetino bet·,teeR the lJ . S. President ::.amt 

each President of the European Council should, 

feature of these relations, one such meeting being,,,.he1d during each 

Presidency of the European Council. We alsg_A{greed that there will be a ~ 

~ meeting, on two occasions a year, betwe€"n E.C. Foreign Ministers and the ~ 

U.S. Secretary of State. At EJJropean Commission level, steps are being 
1 \ fE 

nt meetings with the U.S. Cabinet. These :::::_;it.u.._ 
enhance the range and quality of contacts ~etween the E.C.~1~ ~ 

w e;zc P' , ' • I , i8& /. , • 1 r · -..,L - ---.::, 

andfee:11 s. and give them overall political directio~. l l1ey 'wti l
1

I fee-1 _;;;:__~t. 
~ - _J'-~ 

Slffe , he welc~meEI t:,y ·m.y G0mm1:1nity colleagues~~~ l r~~ ~ "J (J-
~ ,,... / ' 

tcce L<.J ") (C)JL,,...~ • 

fJ..L also discussed a number of other important issues with President BtJstl-, 

where there exists scope f ~ act ieal <S<lepePat i~ tween the €oMD•nity and 

the Y. &.r. IA tbis rega~. ~ identified cooperation in the fight against 

~ 
<n v 

international drug trafficking and the international movement of drug funds 
W4L ~ 

as being of particular importance. Ttre"t"resident and I also disc~ssed a 

number of environmental ~ [here will be follow up contacts on~ ' .r-~_) ~ 
~ .md-the 6;ther areas of co11111on interest, ~ ' 

~ ~~ OJ U {k_l,.Q., '.._ ~J-f,----~- ~c, c• '.f 8-'t\ 'I.- 8~ ~ ) 

I also reviewed wit~ President fip'S'h the evolving situation in Central and 

. Ea~ rn Europe and the questi~ of German unification~ We agreed on the 

JJ 1 
~1entra1 role of the E.C. ancYthe U.S. in this fast evolving situation. 
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I raised a number of bilateral issues w.:itt-l PresideRt Bttsh Jncl~ding 
. . . ~~,~~J.~//~ 
immigration, U.S. taxation laws and the situation in Northern Ireland. ~ 
1. ~~l7 eri(, . ~ ~ (/iJ>1~1 ~ r;srz ~ . "/~i:ve . . \ 

- .~rtWJ ~ ''zAvJ¥1' ~ 1 / l-11~ /1tflAJ¥t,"~ 1 ' 

pf l_!-§Peatly valHed my dheHssions with the President. lie was both pesiti¥e-

afle enco11ragiR§ iA the vie)~S he pttt to-me. I ~nvit~ th~ertt to 

n~ ~ isit Ireland at at§ime ~v~t8-lttflt, £:; 1ttf ~ '.;ig~t~ o:ti:u: oor 

.di~cyssi8RS_ ~ imf)o1 Laut wo, ld and bilate1 al issues.. ~~fG_ ~ 
' ~~-h.)..._ 

r •- ~~ ~ ~ a+.1. ",, --~ 
~'-'<.- itRRer..J. ~~~ 

! availE;_d of my visit to Washington to talk tot. Congressional leader~~ 9 ~~.S 
pee c r:: ") e.'"" ,, R.. -r~ ~ /-l.c.LL, ~ w~ ft.a.Ao. ~ - '/ b. L ..... _:. . _ 

4Rcluding 1the Senate Foreign Relations Committee ~tall 0¥ these ~eetings ~ 
h 'tJf ':~ 

I &mphasise~ the importance of enhancing rel tions between the U.S. and the .t!L,J...J , 
w-, olA' c..-.A . ...... / 

E.C. at both political and economic leve I found a ready acceptance of 

this view ameAe all tRese I met and a v y positive attitude to the 

Community's role and development. 

~~."r:~~ "'-4 
- '"" p ' JQJ/-~ 

Before leaving Washington I had meetjrrgs with the U.S. Trade Representative· 

and the Head of the U.S. Envir-===--

9 ~ ~ ~ d.-<... '~-~ -67~ 
~ ~~ .--t ~ ~ 'c._,,.., ~ q ...e 8 , f" 1-A C7J..,, ~ 

r ~~:J11_L.._. t .. o....,-P( ~·~ ~ ",,..--~~--:, ~ 
~ <2--,._ ~. a., •di J» ,,..1 Q > ,,,; ~ e-- .... 'ii) _;t ~ u .J',_ 

r>n L,,,. E?c ~ ~ '-;,~ ::: ... ,""'"" • r ~J t::,; 62..., 
"(fr'" - . . ~~ . . 

~~L~.f~~~ 
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QUESTION: 

DAIL QUESTIONS addressed to the Taoiseach 
by Deputies Proinsias De Rossa, 
Dick Spring, Alan Dukes and 
Michael Noonan for answer on 
Tuesday, 6th March, 1990. 

QUESTIONS NO: 

To ask the Taoiseach if he will outline the matters discussed at his recent 
meeting with President George Bush; and if he will make a statement on the 
matter.- Proinsias De Rossa. 

QUESTION: 

To ask the Taoiseach if he will make a statement regarding his recent visit 
to the United States of America.- Dick Spring. 

QUESTION: 

To ask the Taoiseach if he has any plans for a meeting with the President of 
the United State at Camp David.- Alan Dukes. 

QUESTION: 

To ask the Taoiseach if, when travelling to and from the United States last 
week, he flew directly from Dublin to the United States and returned from 
the United States directly to Dublin; and if any intermediate stop was made 
in either the outward or inward journey for refuelling or other purposes. 
- Michael Noonan. 

REPLY: 

I propose to take questions and together. 

I travelled to the United States for an official working visit which took 

place on 27 and 28 February, and returned to Ireland on 1 March. 



The text of the joint statement issued following my meeting with President 

Bush and Secretary of State Baker has been laid before both Houses. 

The joint statement sets out the arrangements for strengthening E.C./U.S. 

relations at the highest and other levels which, as President of the 

European Council, I said I would be recommending to the other Heads of State 

or Government of the Council. 

We also discussed a number of other important issues. We identified 

cooperation in the fight against international drug trafficking and the 

i nternat i ona 1 movement of drug funds a.s e@i fl § ef part isw lar jm13ort area ==i1@ W 
(!f.e-z./ C12..i.ZR D<:&:t ~ ~ ~ "' ~.,_u ~ ~~ ~5~?5t; Au~~:~:m!:P(!:_ Q~~i1:ed in the st at ement . 

There will be follow up contacts on the areas of common interest. 

tn:anti cipatioo ef the D1:.1el i A i11fo r 111aJ Sqmmit on 28LI, t.fff:_i ~, I also reviewed 

with the President and Secretary of State the evolving situation in Central 

and Eastern Europe and the question of German unification. "~ a7 I 1 ..b:e-

pivnta 1 r e j A of t he [.e. 8 mi £be ii . s 3ii £6 ff Ei!U t!' 1 ;. I iiy s ftuJL-i on. 

I raised a number of bilateral issues including immigration, U.S. taxation 

laws and briefed the President and Secretary of State on the situation in 

Northern Ireland. I expressed my appreciation for constructive U.S. 

interest and support on Anglo-Irish relations. 

f\~ ~~~ ~+~~)~a) ~~ 
I have invited the President to pay an official visit to Ireland at a 

convenient time. 
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I availed of my visit to Washingto~ i\1118 Cengressiaoa] 
Ck-~~ a{-~~ ~~ 

l-e-a;a:_ers Jt1""-flelyd i-Atf Senate Majorit.v Leader Mitchell, Senator·{ Kennedy and ~~ 

~aieerflc Pell 1 and otl1e1 membe, s of tl.e Senate foreign=RelatioAs Gefflmi:etee 

as well as Speaker Foley and other prominent Congressmen. I met U.S. Trade 

Representative Hills and William Reilly, Head of the Environmental 
~ ~~ C P::::;,0--~ < ~ -- e A ~ • • p r • t;. l, 0 '2 ;_~ Protection Agenc~ ~ 1 

• ;e P 1 
' -r~e..L ~ vL.. 

~ ~~ )~;, ~~~ ~eJt?JJ/ec,,9-,,_.__ ~ 
i..-- LJ2 ,0,-) + ~eJ"t.P-.. ~ ~ () ~~ 

At all of these meetings the importance of enhancing relations between the 

U.S. and the E.C. at both political and economic level was discussed and I 

found a ready acceptance of this view and a very favourable attitude to the 

Community's role and development. 

I greatly valued my discussions with the President, Secretary of State and 

other American leaders which I found to be extremely positive and 

encouraging, and particularly significant in developing the closer U.S./E.C. 

links which, in my view, are essential to the stability and future 

development of Europe and the world. 

~ 
1/~ 

_..-- . 
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QUESTIONS NOS.: 3, 4, 5 & 6 

DAIL QUESTIONS addressed to the Taoiseach 
by Deputies Proinsias De Rossa, 

QUESTION 3: 

Dick Spring, Alan Dukes and 
Michael Noonan for answer on Tuesday, 
6th March, 1990. 

To ask the Taoiseach if he will outline the matters 
discussed at his recent meeting with President George Bush; 
and if he will make a statement on the matter. 

PROINSIAS DE ROSSA 

QUESTION 4: 

To ask the Taoiseach if he will make a statement regarding 
his recent visit to the United states. 

DICK SPRING 

QUESTION 5: 

To ask the Taoiseach if, when travelling to and from the 
United States last week, he flew directly from Dublin to the 
United States and returned from the United States directly 
to Dublin; and if any intermediate stop was made in either 
the outward or inward journey for refuelling or other 
purposes. 

MICHAEL NOONAN 

QUESTION 6: 

To ask the Taoiseach if he has any plans for a meeting with 
the President of the United States at Camp David. 

ALAN DUKES 

REPLY: 

A Cheann Comhairle, I propose to take Questions 3, 4, 5 and 

6 together. 

I travelled to the United states for an official working 

visit which took place on 27 and 28 February, and returned 

to Ireland on 1 March. 

(PFIC-). 
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The text of the joint statement issued following my meeting 

with President Bush and Secretary of State Baker has been 

laid before both Houses. 

The joint statement sets out the arrangements for 

strengthening EC/US relations at the highest and other 

levels which, as President of the European Council, I said I 

would be recommending to the other Heads of State or 

Government of the Council. 

We also discussed a number of other important issues. We 

identified co-operation in the fight against international 

drug trafficking and the international movement of drug 

funds and our continuing efforts to protect the environment 

as areas suitable for co-operation. There will be follow-up 

contacts on the areas of common interest. 

I also reviewed with the President and Secretary of State 

the evolving situation in Central and Eastern Europe and the 

question of German unification. 

I raised a number of bilateral issues including immigration, 

US taxation laws and briefed the President and Secretary of 

State on the situation in Northern Ireland. I expressed my 

appreciation for constructive us interest and support on 

Anglo-Irish relations. 

No further meeting is planned at present but I have invited 

the President to pay an official visit to Ireland at a 

convenient time. 
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I availed of my visit to Washington to attend a meeting of 

the Senate Foreign Relations Committee and to talk to a 

number of Senators including Majority Leader Senator 

Mitchell, Senator Kennedy and Senator Claiborne Pell as well 

as Speaker Foley and other prominent Congressmen. I met us 

Trade Representative Hills and William Reilly, Head of the 

Environmental Protection Agency, who offered full assistance 

and co-operation in the establishment of our Environmental 

Protection Agency and the implementation of our Environment 

Action Programme. 

At all of these meetings the importance of enhancing 

relations between the US and the EC at both political and 

economic level was discussed and I found a ready acceptance 

of this view and a very favourable attitude to the 

Community's role and development. 

I greatly valued my discussions wit~ the President, 

Secretary of State and other American leaders which I found 

to be extremely positive and encouraging, and particularly 

significant in developing the closer US/EC links which, in 

my view, are essential to the stability and future 

development of Europe and the world. 
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Roinn an Taoisigh 
Department of the Taoi seach 

Mr. N. Ersboell, 
Secretary-General, 
EC Council Secretariat. 

Dear Secretary-General, 

As arranged with the Secretary-General of this Department, 

Mr. Padraig 6 hUiginn, I am enclosing for your attent1on a copy 

of Action Points arising from the Taoiseach's recent meeting with 

President Bush. 

Yours sincerely, ""' I'- • I;, 

/{ ~ '""-t-.... ~ fA . ,J-- ~ 

lA ~ \.-~'.J .',- J-~ 

~ ,. <f,.?_·r · ?-/3 

~~ t 

Sean 6 hEigeartaigh. 

<p 
' 

l itht · an Rialta,s, EJilt· Atli .i Cliatl , :2. 
Gvvernrn< ·nt Building<;, l )uhl,n :.' 
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ROl1'1N AN T AOISIGH 
fr 
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Taoiseach•s meeting with President J!m.sh on 

27th February, 1990 

Action Points 

The following is a note on points arising £ram the 
discussion which require action either frcm: us or the 
Americans. 

Communication to EC Partners 

An outline of the results of the Bush meet.l.ng has 
already been sent through the normal Forei..gn Affairs 
COREU system. A follow up letter to other Heads of 
State or Government would seem to be desii:::able. 

D&il 

Taoiseach may wLsh to follow the "questior:.. .. route -
though no questions have so far been recei-ved - or to 
proceed by way a£ statement. 

Environment 

The President said that it was important to get the 
best of US and F.::: science together to ens~ that 
policy was well based. This requires co-~nation 
between EC environmental authorities and tneir 
opposite number in the US - to ensure that the "move 
forward is in te.:!:Dl.S of science" . 

The President also offered to send us some works on 
auto emissions a.:id alternative fuels "whe~ the debate 
on clean air is over". 

He mentioned tha~ William Reilly, Russell ~in and 
Bill Ruckhlehaus , who were experienced 
environpientalists, would be available to a=fer advice, 
personally, if required. He implied that the contact 
here should be through Ambassador Moore. 

The responsible agency in these areas is tlbe Department 
of the Environme=1t, with Foreign Affairs . 

.LI, 

tl 
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Drugs 

e joint statement is~ec after the meeting makes 
specific reference to fell ow up. 

In addition, the Presi&::::.t was apparently offering to 
share their ideas on money laundering (where they were 
stepping up their opera-=iaos) with us - as well as on 
the subject of law enfa_--cement and anti-drug publicity, 
particularly for the yocn.~ and in and by the 
entertainment industry. 

The responsible authori~ here would be the Department 
of Justice, acting, possib.ly, through drugs co
ordinator, former C?mm.i.ssioner Doherty. 

GATT 

Both the President and ~cd.e representative Hills made 
strong pleas for every eff~rt to be made for 
ratification of the Uru.q-~ Round, in time. They 
pointed, particularly, t.o the fact that the lessening 
of tensions must lead tc the return of isolationist 
sentiment - and "we all k:n:ow where pre-World War II 
isolationism led" . If we can't get together on some of 
the economic items, we vo--ld have instability and 
unpredictability and the US might be seen by many of 
its citizens as "not ge~ti.ng a fair shake". This would 
be bad for "us and bad £or everyone". 

e Taoiseach mentioned that the Commission is 
responsible for the~ negotiations: Irish interest 
in multi-lateralism: ~ said that he would contact 
.l!acSharry to see what cxoul.d be done, insofar as 
agriculture is concerned. 

(Baker's conunent that 1111112 ~ould all be ashamed of what 
ve are doing to the less developed countries was 
particularly noteworthy.) 

Libya 

The President offered i..?:.fo..=mation and advice (which has 
been provided) • 
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Panama/Nicaragua 

The US side mentioned that they were contributing 
assistance and co-operating fully in moves to help 
Eastern Europe and raised the question of whether the 
EC would co-operate with them as well in relation to 
the fostering of democracy in these countries. 

Apart from possible mention in the Taoiseach's 
communications to Heads of State or Government, the 
responsible Department would seem to be Foreign 
Affairs, in the first instance, acting through the 
Council. 

European Bank for Reconstruction and Development 

The President's view was that the Russians have not 
really begun their reform - to the extent that Hungary, 
Poland, etc. have, and that proposals for loans for 
them would have to take this into account. 

They suggested Prague as the location for the Bank - or 
at least somewhere in Eastern Europe. 

They did not seem too unreceptive to the idea of lObn l~ 
as against 7,SOObn ECUS but were afraid that if the 
larger figure were used it would be absorbed in 
infrastructural works, particularly in Russia. They 
want the activities of the Bank to be •concentrated" on 
the private sector. 

The responsible Department is Finance, who can take 
these into account, in the context of the Bank 
negotiation. 

CSCE 

The Americans are insisting that the CFE agreement must 
be ready and that favourable consideration be given to 
the question of making the right to free elections a 
fundamental human right. The responsible Department is 
Foreign Affairs, acting through the Council, and 
otherwise. 

Eastern Elections 

The question arose as to whether observers, as in 
Nicaragua, would be a good idea. 

J 

l 
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If this is to be followed up, the responsible 
Department would appear to be Foreign Affairs, acting 
through the Council. 

A fuller note is available of the main i terns discussed 
at the meeting. 

oermot Nally 

2 March 1990 
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Oifig an T aoisigh 
Office of the Taoiseach -~ March, 1990. 

The Honorable George Bush, 
President of the United States 

of America. 

'\) .$2-~ (".J ~ \. ol.. e--)--, 
I am writing to tell you how much I valued our discussions 
in Washington. I am certain that our meeting was of great 
significance and that it will make an important contribution 
to the enhancement of relations between the US and the EC 
and advance the ideals and values we both share. 

I was particularly appreciative of the very open and 
positive manner in which you expressed your views and gave 
me an insight into your thinking on so many issues. This 
will be of great benefit and assistance to me when I meet 
the Leaders of the other Member States of the Community in 
Dublin on the 28th April. As you know on that occasion we 
will consider in particular German unification and the 
rapidly evolving situation in Central and Eastern Europe. 

In Ireland we cherish the belief that we occupy a special 
position in the affections of the American people and the 
very warm and generous reception which my party and I 
received on this occasion confirms me in the belief that it 
really is so. 

I have a fair idea of the pressures on you from all sides to 
make visits around the world and I will simply say that it 
would give us the greatest possible pleasure in Ireland to 
welcome you to this country and to offer you the warm and 
sincere welcome which you so richly deserve. I will ask 
Ambassador MacKernan to keep in touch with your people ~bout 
the arrangements for such a visit. 

With warmest personal regards to Barbara and your good self 
and best wishes for your success in all your endeavours. 

~~ ~'-\ r)~~ 
> 

c:;::::::::::-'-' ~ y 
~ OJ-& ~~ 

Oifig an Taoisigh, Tithe an Rialtais, Baile Atha Cliath 2. 
Office of the Taoiseach, Government Buildings, Dublin 2. 

'-'''''-'\..VII.II'\.. IQVI.Jl'-U'"'''I --•-•11111-111, __ ,,...,.11 I C,JI _._...,.,,,, -• 

the defi01Cl0Il OL O ~~~~~•v ---~-~-

(PFIC) . 
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Oifig an Taoisigh ~r 

Office of the Taoiseach 
/..-
0 March, 1990. 

The Honorable George Bush, 
President of the United States 

of America. 

\)SL~ ~ ~l·oL~ 
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I am writing to tell you how much I valued our discussions _ 
in Washington. I am certain that our meeting was of great 
significance and that it will make an important contribution 
to the enhancement of relations between the US and the EC 
and advance the ideals and values we both share. 

I was particularly appreciative of the very open and 
positive manner in which you expressed your views and gave 
me an insight into your thinking on so many issues. This 
will be of great benefit and assistance to me when I meet 
the Leaders of the other Member States of the Community in 
Dublin on the 28th April. As you know on that occasion we 
will consider in particular German unification and the 
rapidly evolving situation in Central and Eastern Europe. 

i 
In Ireland we cherish the belief that we occupy a special 
position in the affections of the American people and the 
very warm and generous reception which my party and I 
received on this occasion confirms me in the bel±ef that it 
really is so. 

I have a fair idea of the pressures on you from all sides to 
make visits around the world and I will simply say that it 
would give us the greatest possible pleasure in Ireland to 
welcome you to this country and to offer you the warm and 
sincere welcome which you so richly deserve. I will ask 
Ambassador MacKernan to keep in touch with your people ~bout 
the arrangements for such a visit. 

With warmest personal regards to Barbara and your good self 
and best wishes for your success in all your endeavours. 

'-\-~ \j.._.Q_h. \ r'i~~ 

C::::::::::::-""" ~ ~ o..,,..& ~~ 
Oifig an Taoisigh, Tithe an Rialtais, Baile Atha Cliath 2. 

Office of the Taoiseach, Government Buildings, Dublin 2. 

l ~ 1'" .l\., J • 
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. .J March, 1990. 

M. Jacques Delors, 
President, 

Oifig an Taoisigh 
Office of the Taoiseach 

Commission of the European Communities. 

Dear President, 

f\N KOINN COMHSHAOIL 

You will wish to know the principal outcome of the meeting I had 
with President Bush on 27 February, 1990. · 

I enclose copy of the joint statement which President Bush and 
I issued following our meeting. You will see that essentially 
what we envisaged is greater and more regular political 
consultation without in any way trespassing on our respective 11 
decision-making processes. The identification of drugs and the ~j 
global environment as areas for closer consultation and co-
operation responds to the grave threats these issues pose for us 
all. 

I found President Bush and Secretary of State Baker fully 
supportive of the integration of the Community, its rapid 
development, its key role in the face of the dramatic changes in 
Eastern Europe and the wish of the United States to be as helpful 
and co-operative as possible with our efforts to ensure that 
these changes lead to democratic reforms and successful economic 
transition. 

I would suggest that the Commission might now follow up with the 
US Administration their keen desire to co-operate with us in our 
efforts to protect the global environment in the areas mentioned 
in the joint statement. As you know, it is my intention that the 
June European Council will make a major declaration on the 
environment and US/EC co-operation on the global issues involved 
would be a valuable matter to mention in that declaration. 

With best wishes. 

Yours sincerely, 

~· __; .· 
-~- '-'--~~ o·•c....,I ~ 

Taoiseach. 
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ally, 
~ ) ]> -----1 ~~~ 

Mr. Dermot 
Secretary 
Govern 
Upper 
Dublin 

o the Government, 
Buildings, 

Street, 

~ ~s d"f 
lA-,1 11tkt/1 ~ ~ -

Dear Dermot, 

I enclose a note of the meeting between An Taoiseach and Mr. 
Reilly, Administrator of the USEPA at Andrews Airforce Base 
last Wednesday. The note has been prepared by Dona! Denham, 
of the Embassy in Washington. It seems to me to be an 
accurate account of the proceedings. 

We will follow up the various bilateral issues with the US 
authorities and will consider, in conjunction with the 
Commission, what the next steps might be with a view to 
increased co-operation between the Community and the US on · 
global issues. 

Yours sincerely, 

B._.,. ~ ...... ~-+ ~ 
Brendan O'Donoghue, 
Assistant Secretary. 

~. 
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FAX 

1 March 1990 

Total number of pages! 3 

To: Department of the Environment 
For: Mr. B. O'Donoghue, Assistant secretary 

From: Irish Embassy 
From: Donal Denham 

Note of conversation between An Taoiseach and Mr. William Reilly 
Administrator, EPA ' 

An Taoiseach than.~ed Mr. Reilly for meeting him and said he wanted 
to touch base with him following his discussion on the Environment 
with President Bush. Mr. Reilly said he had read the Irish 
Go~ermnents Report on the Envirorunent (the Environment Programme) 
"from cover to cover" ana ccmplementad an T3.oiseaeh on a worthwh.i.le 
and ambitious programme. 

An Taoiseach referred to the Joint Statement issued by President 
Bush and himself with particular emphasis on two new areas _of joint 
EC-US cooperation, namely! 

1) the fight against drug trafficking and drug money 
launderingi , 

2) protection of .the environment, in particular global 
clim~te change and related issues. 

An Taoiseach emphasised that it was of major significance that this 
was included in\£ he statement. He was very interested in achieving 
Conu:iunity~us cob'i:dinated positions in international fora on such 
issues - •the more we can be together, the more effective we can 
beu. A.~ Taoiseach acknowledged the need for continued scientific 
research etc but a comm.on programme was the way forward. 

An Taoiseach said he also wanted to talk for a moment about his 
national concerns. An Taoiseach was aware of the importance of the 
EPA in the US, that the US EPA was the environmental agency. He 
hoped Ireland could tap into thic experti!e, coulu perhaps borrow 
some advisors and get help in setting up our own Agency. 

An Taoiseach also mentioned that the Community was in the throes 
of establishing a European Environment Agency - although because 
of the complications in the Conununity process he couldn't yet say 
too much about it. The present state of play was that the 
Community couldn't e",..-en make up its mind where such an agency 
should be located. Mr. Reilly suggested Dublin. An Taoiseaoh said 
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the odds ¥7ere on Copenhagen. th d . . 
In any event, the question' of \o ec;.s1on was hound up with others. 
the pack to allow the Commun·ty tea ion needed to be taken out of 

i o concentrate on the substance. 

Mr. Reilly said that he had heard of the idea of a E A 
from the Ge M, · ~ uropean gency 
underst d ~ma~ l.ni.ster ~or the Environment and that he had 
thou h ~~ t. e 

1 
EA would be strictly information-gathering even 

T .g hs it e suggested more - there was an ambivalence. An 
f aoi.seac concurred but e}Cplained that the issue had yet to be 
ought out ~ many among Member States want a real. protection 

agency. ~~ 

Mr. R~illy then said he would be very pleased to have the EPA help 
out \oi"~ th th<: e~tablishment of an Irish agency - he added that 
~ometimes po1nting out the things that had not ~orked out would be 
Just as useful to learn aboutt 

An Taois?ach referred to his meeting earlier ¥7ith Senate ·majority 
l 7ader Mitchell and the Senators all-night efforts to get his Clean 
Air Act through the Senatei Mr. Reilly said that many of his staff 
were helping the Senator and suffering these hardships also!s 

An Taoiseach reiterated his concerns that the US and the Community 
develop a broader foundation of cooperation on the environment. 
It would, he knew, not be easy - there were different views even 
within the Community between Member States. Mr. Reilly referred 
to his inclusion in the us-community Bilateral last December - the 
first tim.e the is sue had been on the agenda. There was a 
broadening of contacts I with discussions on Biotechnology and 
Chemical Regulations - it made no sense at all to have different 
standards. He instanced also· food safety tolerances as an area 
where we should not use environmental standards as non-tariff 
barriers. He also mentioned potential cooperation in reducing 
nitrates and sulphates levels. 

The Global Climate issue vras difficult and. caused frustrations 
between the US and other countries. Everyone needed to keep the 
rhetorio ' down; to avoid the sort of language contained in the NL 
(Noordwijk) conference declaration. There will be North-South 
issues but those between the EC and OS were very minor, mainly 
language - in contrast with the big gap between say the West and 
India - therefore there was a need to be sensitive. President Bush 
was making efforts on global warming - a 57% increase in budget to 
over ~l billion on research - and the issue could unite us. The 
next opportunity would be the Conf ere nee in Bergen in mid-May. The 

• An agreement was reached last night. 
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US efforts should not be mis . 
was isolated. understood as in Noordwijk when the os 

On another European matter Mr · . . 
high priority with H ' ~ · Reilly ment~oned the President's 
clean coal etc th unga.ry ana P.oland on environmental issues e.g. 

, e new NGO En~iromnental centre in Hungar The 
OHS ~outlddvd.ery much like to work with the G24 on Eastern I~ope 

e i.n en e to pay · · · · . a v1.si t there this summer. The environment 
~ere was_ a disaster'. ~i th radioactive waste in water supplies, 
_ivers ana l~kes as hign as ~O times above the safe levels in the 
Us. An Taoiseach commented that it was ironic that before the 
rece1:1t _changes took place it was a case of "the rapacious, 
capitalist West and the good clean Social.i.st E:ast! 11 

Mr. B.e~lly mentioned that his grandfather came from Co. Cavan., that 
his wife's parents -were also of Irish heritage and that he had very 
much enjoyed hitch-hiking all round Ireland in 1964 - he had not 
been back since. He was impressed to hear that the Irish 
Government had adopted a policy of encouraging clean industries, 
a much sounder approach than before when it had seemed Ireland was 
a refuge fer US pollutant industries. An Taoiseach said that 
Ireland was still relatively clean but we were at a critical stage. 

An Taoiseach issued an invitation to Mr. Reilly to visit Ireland 
the next time he was over in Europe. Mr. Reil1y thanked an 
Taoiseach and said he would love to do so. He reiterated his 
willingness to make the resources of the EPA available - this could 
be followed up at officials level. An Taoiseach thanked Mr. Reilly 
and reminded him of the conuni tments contained in the Joint 
Statement issued by President Bush and himself. 

6 
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FAX 

2 March 1990 

To: Department of the Taoiseach 
For: Secretary Nally 

From: Irish Embassy · 
From: J. Lynch 

PFIC 

1. 

~·, 
(l ). 

Y"~ ~ y 
Y~,,, 

y-4 V 
2. 

3. 

4. 

Because the PFIC item was not raised in the meeting proper ·you ~ 
may wish to consider if a short reference in the Taoiseach's 
letter of thanks to Secretary Baker would be appropriate. 

I have asked Brendan Scannell if he wou ld include s omething 
along the. lines of the following in the 'U'.:' aft he is -p. r;.e pa.ring . 

• • . • . . . how much I enjoyed our discussions . . . . . 11 ! should 
like to refer again to the difficulty which the legislation 
on Passive Foreign Investment Companies is creating for US 
subsidiaries in Ireland. There appears to be general 
acceptance now that the definition used is too wide and that 
the asset test part of that definition should be removed . I 
would therefore ask you if you would oblige me by mentioning 
to Secretary Brady our hope that the definition of PFICs be 
so adjusted t~ ~xclude US manufacturing companies in Ireland 
g..nd thcll:. Lh~ d-Hl.~ncJ..i.ug leg..i..slo.L.i.u.u. ueul bid passed this year.'' 

Perhaps you would consider possibility of including something 
similar in letter to Speaker Foley. 

A/Sec Travers agrees with my suggestion. 

Below is the text of the draft speaking note for ease of 
reference ... 

"SPEAKING _P9I,PTS FOR TAOISEACH - ITEM uTAX 11 

a) P~~~IVE FOREIGN INVESTMENT COMPANY_ ( Pt.ICS) : 

On PFICs, we are pleased with the outcome o f ~e 
Congressional hearings which took place recently. It 
would seem that there is now agreement both among Members 
and in the Department of the Treasury that there is a 
need to resol,,e this long-standing problem and that the 
way to do this is by remo7al of the asset test part of 
the definition of a Pass ive Foreign Investment Company 
(PFIC). 



(This would effectively remove the PFIC problem for us 
companies operating in Ireland). 

We ares however, most concerned that action should be 
taken thi~ar by way of a specific proposal to remove 
the asset test. The delay in implementing a solution 
upon which all parties arP. now i-!grRP.n is harming US 
investment in Ireland.. We would like to see our concerns 
passed on to Treasury Secretary Brady. 

b) SOPER.ROYALTIES: 

We are happy v;i th the progress which has been made in the 
official level working group which Treasury Secretary 
Brady agreed should be established when we met in March 
1989 • II 

5. You may of course, consider that the action already taken is 
sufficient. 

cc A/Sec John Travers, Department of Industry & Commerce 

Total . .1. nwnber of pages: 2 

~ 
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Oifig an Taoisigh 
Office of the Taoiseach 

Mr. Paul Schluter, 

r~~ 
~ 

~,~·tr-
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Prime Minister of Denmark. ~. I 

\)-12.. ~ r:> o--- ..,,Q ' ~-

I am sure you would like to hear of the principal o~tcome of 
the meeting I had with President Bush on 27 February, 1990 
against the background of the speeches he and Secretary of 
State Baker made last year on the desire of the United 
States for closer relations with the European Community. I 
had also in mind the discussions on this topic which have 
taken place within the Community, particularly in the course 
of the Foreign Ministers meeting in Dublin on 20 February 
last. 

I enclose copy of the joint statement which President Bush 
and I issued following our meeting. You will see that 
essentially what we envisaged is greater and more regular 
political consultation without in any way trespassing on our 
respective decision-making processes. The identification of 
drugs and the global environment as areas for closer 
consultation and co-operation responds to the grave threats 
these issues pose for us all. 

I found President Bush and Secretary of State Baker fully 
supportive of the integration of the Community, its rapid 
development, its key role in the face of the dramatic 
changes in Eastern Europe and the wish of the United ·states 
to be as helpful and co-operative as possible with our 
efforts to ensure that these changes lead to democratic 
reforms and successful economic transition. 

I •••••• 

Oifig an Taoisigh, Tithe an Rialtais, Baile Atha Cliath 2. 
Office of the Taoiseach, Government Buildings, Dublin 2. 

Oifig an Taoisigh, Tithe an Rialtais, Baile Atha Cliath 2. 
Office of the Taoiseach, Government Buildings,. OLJblin 2. 

I 
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At our informal meeting in Dublin on 28 April next, I will 
give a full account of the views and concerns of President 
Bush and the US Administration on a wide range of 
international, political trade and economic issues which 
were touched upon in our discussions. 

With my warmest personal greetings. 

~~ ~v---:.. ~) 

? ----"-A-~ ~ 

Taoiseach . 

iv 

~ 
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:)._ March, 199 0. 

M. Jacques Delors, 
President, 

Oifig an Taoisigh 
Office of the Taoiseach 

Commission of the European Communities. 

Dear President, 

~~ j;)JJJ~ 

c/U-v HS~ . 
~ 

!?13 . 
ii,_-;,, ~~(k;a i 

~ - ··y~ I 

.) ~ / ) . -, l) 

You will wish to know the principal outcome of the meeting I had 
with President Bush on 27 February, 1990. 

I enclose copy of the joint statement which President Bush and 
I issued following our meeting. You will see that essentially 
what we envisaged is greater and more regular political 
consultation without in any way trespassing on our respective 
decision-making processes. The identification of drugs and the 
global environment as areas for closer consultation and co
operation responds to the grave threats these issues pose for us 
all. 

I found President Bush and Secretary of State Baker fully 
supportive of the integration of the Community, its rapid 
development, its key role in the face of the dramatic changes in 
Eastern Europe and the wish of the United States to be as helpful 
and co-operative as possible with our efforts to ensure that 
these changes lead to democratic reforms and successful economic 
transition. 

I would suggest that the Commission might now follow up with the 
US Administration their keen desire to co-operate with us in our 
efforts to protect the global environment in the areas mentioned 
in the joint statement. As you know, it is my intention that the 
June European Council will make a major declaration on the 
environment and US/EC co-operation on the global issues involved 
would be a valuable matter to mention in that declaration. 

With best wishes. 

Yours sincerely, 

. W:::>-o , ,., c.; 
.·-~ -~~ 

..: ·· 

Taoiseach. 

~ 

Oifig an Taoisigh, Tithe an Rialtais, Baile Atha Cliath 2. 
Office of the Taoiseach, Government Buildings, Dublin 2. 
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Taoiseach's US Visit 

An Bhreith: 

[The Taoiseach reported on the outcome of his visit to the 
US including his meetings with President Bush, Secretary of 
State Baker, Speaker Tom Foley and the S~nate Foreign 
Relations Connnittee.] 
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Haug_4ey;; sp~afs 
1
llt~µ~'! dynamic 

~. ~ ~ E" ~ !limU" S . 11.l~I---~-'"--e~ergmg ·1ri · · · ~- re at~ons f 
By .~ms Coghlan, q>ngr~ss, Mr Haughey outlined tant", but he felt that Mr ~ ressures on President 
folibca.l Correspondent, his view of developments in Haughey's visit had encouraged Gorbachev." 
ID Washington E~fiste!n Europe and the change. . No date or venue has been set 
CLOSER AND . . um cation of Germany and reas- h fi · f th EC 

stronger ties ~e- sured his audience that' the Com- The US, he went on, deeply for ~ e rs_t _meeting o e 
tween the European Commumty munity would . recognised and ap1;>reciated the Foreign Ministers and the US 
and the United States, involving a trade and e re~am open . to role of the Commumty as a factor Secretary of State, Mr James 

d h conomtc co-operation . . . . B k d th li ·ca.1 stru more structure approac . to de-. after 1992. of ·stabtlity m Europe, particularly a er, ~ er e po tt c-
velopmen~ m Eastern Europe, The establishment of a more in view of the rapid changes in tures which have ~en agreed 
are now Iike:la to develop. follow- e"ectt·ve mech . f 1.1. 1 the Soviet Union and in Eastern here. Mr Haughey said, however, . th ffi . l . . u amsm or po l tea . th t h t d h d tail t b mg e two- ay o 1c1a v1s1t here di·alogue w d ·b d .. h Europe There was sttll some a e expec e sue e o e 

f h T . as escn e as t e · . d ·ded h rtl o t e ~01seach, Mr. Hau~hey, concern m Congress about the eC1 s o Y 
at the mvitation of President Edit "al C t 

11 
possible emergence of a "Fortress · In the course of his talks with 

Bush. on ommen : page Europe" as the single largest Mr Foley, senior Congressmen 
Mr Haughey, who met senior trading block in the world, but Mr and the Senate majority leader, 

US ~nat~rs and Congr.ess~en on most significant development in Foley said the Ta~ise~ch's visit M~ George Mitche~, Mr ~aughey 

I 
Capitol Hill yesterday m his role US-EC relations in recent years" reflected the determmatton of the rru.sed matters of bilateral mterest 
as president of the EC Coun~I, by Mr Haughey, who felt it was {!S to improve and to develop \ which includ~ Northern Ireland 
spoke; °,f . "a new .dyn~m1c "only a beginning". He looked ties. and _US taxation proposals con-
emergmg' to EC-US relations. forward to the emergence of "a "There i · vJ' th t cernmg passive mvestment by 
The Speakei: of the House of ~ew .~ynamic in transatlantic rela- Europe is ~e~e~~~e·~~ be~~~r ~- multi-national compames and 
Representatives, Mr Thomas tions . ordination and co-o ration with super royaifies. 
Foley, felt that the "muted and( Mr Foley echoed the views of US policies" he sair Mr Haughey later expressed 
distant relationship of the past" Mr Bush that "the relationship ' · satisfaction on all fronts at the 
was being transformed. . between the United States and When Mr Haughey was asked if level of understanding and sup- I 

Mr Haughey was clearly the European Community has he was likely to meet President port he had been offered. The 
deli ted by his r: tion, and he never been more important". He Gorbachev m advance of the Government's position on the 
tol? journalists 7at he had conceded that those on Capitol special EC summit in Dublin next Anglo-Irish Agreement and in 
achieved "more than I believed Hill had been remiss in not April, which is expected to relation to the Northern Ireland 
was possible". The agreement seeking closer ties with this endorse the new US-EC political situation had been endorsed and 
with Mr Bush on new political "enormously pawerful and influ- links, he replied that contacts steps were likely to be taken, he 
structures was the keystone of his ential economic community". about such a meeting had been said, to address our particular 

su~cess. an,d __ refle·-- -r_e- . Refl-ecti~-g r_- e-cent cri--ticism~ here l. taking P.la<:<: for som-e ti--m- e_. S-.uch- interes~ in the area of taxa~~n. onentation · of' US ' po . i(fll~n. ·W~ was beconung "a I a meetmg would, he said, be Earlier, Mr Haugbe_y V1S1ted 
the Community, he , _· i r · . ·. •~at#'\.~ m; terms · of world , ~elPfu.l, "'b~t, be ~e,o,t on.1... "t~ Arlington .National Cemetery, 

In separate me · · , . . . . p)litic:s, _ Mr Foley accepted that situation 1s very t~rise m11 · tlie where he latd a wreath on ~alf 
members of the forewi;~ · ~~biP. with tJ.le EC had 1. Soviet Union and we . have -~ of the ~ people ~t the to ·11. 
committees from the ~- -. · . · ~ .··mut«I . and dis- · have regard at least to the· tlnio' ~e unknown · sol~er. / \ 

~L 
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An Bhreith: 

[The Taoiseach reported on the outcome of his visit to the 
US including his meetings with President Bush, Secretary of 
State Baker, Speaker Tom Foley and the Senate Foreign 
Relations Conmittee.] 

0 hUiginn) 

to the Government (Mr Bare) 
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MAKING SENSE IN 
WASHINGTON 

. '.fhe agreements reached by the Taoiseach and 
President Bush, described as first steps towards a new 
framework for enhanced political and economic links 
b~tween the U~ited States and the European Commu
mty, are so emmently sensible that the only surprise is 
they had not already been set in train . 

. This is not in any way to diminish Mr Haughey's 
ach1e~ement or the ~oodwill shown by Mr Bush in 
agreemg to two meetmgs a year with the president of 
the Council of Ministers, regular contacts at ministerial 
and official levels between the EC and the US and 
closer co-operation in the battle against drug trafficking 
and on environmental issues. , · 

More radical departures, such as the treaty Mr 
Bush first hoped for, had been excluded from the range 
of possibilities even before Mr Haughey's mission 
began; but the commonsense decisions taken in 
Washington, under pressure of change in central and 
eastern Europe, will be of long-term value and seem 
certain to be endorsed by Mr Haughey's EC colleagues 
at their specially convened summit meeting in Dublin in 
April, when the implications of German unification are 
discussed. 

* * * 
The pace and uncertainty of change in Europe may 

have prompted Mr Haughey's initiative in the first 
place. Its long-term benefits should. now include a 
strengthening of EC-US lines in the highly important 
triangular relationship with Japan; it should relieve 
Washington's fears of a unified European trade bloc 
and head off tendencies towards mutually damaging 
protectionism. 

Most EC governments will welcome the reduction, 
if not the elimination, of the risk of Mr Bush's "new 
Atlanticism" finding its most potent expression in 
Nato. Ireland, in particular, will be relieved if another 
forum becomes available for the discussion of security 
which involves neither a commitment to Nato nor total 
reliance on the necessarily cumbersome procedures of 
the 35-member Conference on Secunty and Co
operation in Europe. 

Mr Haughey, who is given to hyperbole and the 
occasional diplomatic gaffe, was probably not exagger
ating when he described the results of his mission as 
better than expected and greater than he believed 
possible. 

German unification, however, will continue to 
absorb the attention of the EC presidency as prepara
tions for the Dublin meeting are resumed. Far from 
being unravelled the issue appears to grow : · more 
complex daily with the impact of the surge to the West 
addµl~ to the . difficult~es .o{ achievipi w.>~~~"'md 
financial · coheS1on, mamtammg, stabiij,tti 
01i ·•i: ~y role to ·. fit . the new~G, -
circumstances. 

r 
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:IAL VISIT TO THE US, THE TAOISEACH MET 
ACCOMPANIED BY SECRETARY BAKER 9 ON 27 

i WERE THE NOTABLE POINTS OF THE EXCHANGES: 

'XPRESSED INTEREST OF THE PRESIDENT AND 
WHICH THE TWELVE GREATLY APPRECIATED, THE 

LEVELS OF LINKAGES WITH THE US: TWICE
f HE PRESIDENT OF THE EUROPEAN COUNCIL 

_J AN A [1 [1 I TI ON AL nE ET I NG 8 E HJ EE N THE SECRETARY 
JF ST ATE MH> TWELVE MIN I STE RS: CONT ACTS B EHJEEN ~E E PC MACH I NERY 
AND JHAT OF THE U.S. ADMINISTRAT[ON. THIS WAS AC Pi(O BY lHE U.S. 
S lDE. 

2. · T8~ U.S. SIDE ASKED ABOUT THE IMPACT OF GERMAN UNIFICATION ON 
THE COMMUNITY AND WERE INFORMED ABOUT THE SPECIAL SUMMIT OF 

28 APRIL AND PREPARATIONS FOR THIS. AMONG THE AREAS OF U.S. 
INTEREST WERE THE ECONOMIC AND MONETARY CONSEQUENCES OF INTER-GERMAN 
EMU AND WHETHER GERMAN UNITY WOULD OPEN UP THE COMMUNITY TO WIDER 
ENLARGEMENT. ON THE LATTER QUESTION, THEY WERE TOLD OF THE ENVISAGED 
ASSOCIATION STATUS FOR EAST EUROPEAN COUNTRIES WHICH, HOWEVER, WOULD 
NOT BE SEEN AS A STEPPING STONE TO FULL MEMBERSHIP. THE PRESIDENT 
EXPRESSED INTEREST IN THE TAOISEACH'S PROPOSAL FOR CO-OPERATION ON 
ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION~ UNDERLINING THE NEED FOR THIS TO PROCEED 
ON THE BASIS OF SCIENTIFIC ANALYSIS. 

3. THE TAOISEACH GAVE AN ACCOUNT OF THE REPERCUSSIONS IN EUROPE 
OF INCREASED U.S. EFFECTIVENESS IN INTERDICTING THE DRUGS TRADE. 

WE WERE ALSO CONCERNED WITH THE LAUNDERING OF MONEY: THE SUMS 
INVOLVED WERE ENORMOUS. WE WOULD WISH JO DEVELOP CO-OPERATION IN 
THIS AREA. THE PRESIDENT SAID HE WAS BEGINNING TO BE OPTIMISTIC 
ON MASTERING THE CONSUMPTION PROBLEM. SECRETARY BAKER INDICATED AN 
INTEREST IN EXTENDING G7 MONEY-LAUNDERING CO-OPERATION TO THE TWELVE. 

4. BOTH THE PRESIDENT AND THE TAOISEACH EMPHASISED THE IMPORTANCE 
OF AN EARLY SATISFACTORY SOLUTION TO AGRICULTURE IN THE URUGUAY 

ROUND, THE PRESIDENT AND SECRETARY BAKER REMARKED ON THE DANGERS 
OF ISOLATIONISM/PROTECTIONISM IN THIS CONNECTION: THE PRESIDENT 
TYING IT TO THE QUESTION IN THE U.S. OF .WHO WAS THE ENEMY, NOW THAT 
RELATIONS WITH THE USSR HAD IMPROVED SO SIGNIFICANTLY. 
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DURING HIS WORKING OFFICIAL YISIT TO THE US, THE TAOISEACH MET 
PRESIDENT BUSH, WHO WAS ACCOMPANIED BY SECRETARY BAKER , ON 27 
FEBRUARY. THE FOLLOWING WERE THE NOTABLE POINTS OF THE EXCHANGES: 

1. IN RESPONSE TO THE EXPRESSED INTEREST OF THE PRESIDENT AND 
SECRETARY OF STATE, WHICH THE TWELVE GREATLY APPRECIATED, THE 

TAOISEACH PROPOSED THREE LEVELS OF LINKAGES WITH THE US: TWICE
YEARLY MEETINGS BETWEEN THE PRESIDENT OF THE EUROPEAN COUNCIL 
AND THE U.S. PRESIDENT: AN ADDITIONAL MEETING ~ETWEEN THE SECRETARY 
0 F ST :HE AN D HJE: L VE M HJI ST E R S : CONTACTS B E HJ EE N R' E E PC MACH I NERY 
AND JHAT OF THE U.S. ADMINISTRATION. THIS WAS AC .Pl(D Bv THE U.S. 
SI DE. 

2.· T8E U.S. SIDE ASKED ABOUT THE IMPACT OF GERMAN UNIFICATION ON 
THE COMMUNITY AND WERE INFORMED ABOUT THE SPECIAL SUMMIT OF 

28 APRIL AND PREPARATIONS FOR THIS. AMONG THE AREAS OF U.S. 
INTEREST WERE THE ECONOMIC AND MONETARY CONSEQUENCES OF INTER-GERMAN 
EMU AND WHETHER GERMAN UNITY WOULD OPEN UP THE COMMUNITY TO WIDER 
ENLARGEMENT. ON THE LATTER QUESTION, THEY WERE TOLD OF THE ENVISAGED 
ASSOCIATION STATUS FOR EAST EUROPEAN COUNTRIES WHICH, HOWEVER, WOULD 
NOT BE SEEN AS A STEPPING STONE TO FULL MEMBERSHIP. THE PRESIDENT 
EXPRESSED INTEREST IN THE TAOISEACH'S PROPOSAL FOR CO-OPERATION ON 
ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION~ UNDERLINING THE NEED FOR THIS TO PROCEED 
ON THE BASIS OF SCIENTIFIC ANALYSIS. 

3. THE TAOISEACH GAVE AN ACCOUNT OF THE REPERCUSSIONS IN EUROPE 
OF INCREASED U.S. EFFECTIVENESS IN INTERDICTING THE DRUGS TRADE. 

WE WERE ALSO CONCERNED WITH THE LAUNDERING OF MONEY: THE SUMS 
INVOLVE[) WE RE E~JO RMOIJS. WE WOULD WISH .TO DEVEL.OP CO-OPERA TI ON IN 
THIS AREA. THE PRESIDENT SAID HE WAS BEGINNING TO BE OPTIMISTIC 
ON MASTERING THE CONSUMPTION PROBLEM. SECRETARY BAKER INDICATED AN 
INTEREST IN EXTENDING 67 MONEY-LAUNDERING CO-OPERATION TO THE TWELVE. 

4. BOTH THE PRESIDENT AND THE TAOISEACH EMPHASISED THE IMPORTANCE 
OF AN EARLY SATISFACTORY SOLUTION TO AGRICULTURE IN THE URUGUAY 

ROUND. THE PRESIDENT AND SECRETARY BAKER REMARKED ON THE DANGERS 
OF ISOLATIONISM/PROTECTIONISM IN THIS CONNECTION: THE PRESIDENT 
TYING IT TO THE QUESTION IN THE U.S. OF .WHO WAS THE ENEMY, NOW THAT 
RELATIONS WITH THE USSR HAD IMPROVED SO SIGNIFICANTLY. 
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5. THE U.S. SIDE INDICATED GREAT CONCERN WITH THE RABTA FACILITY 

WHICH THEY SAID WA S ALREADY PR0DUCIN6 SARIN AND MUSTARD GAS. 
THEY URGED NO IMPROVEMENT IN RELATIONS WlTH LIBYA AGAINST THIS 
BACKGROUND. THE TAOISEACH INDICATED WILLINGNESS TO CO-OPERATE WITH 
THE U.S. IN DEALING WITH THIS. 

6. SECRETARY BAKER SUGGESTED INTERNATIONAL CO- OPERATION ON THE 
ANALOGY OF 624 ASSISTANCE TO THE ECONOMIES OF EMERGING 

DEMOC RACI ES SUCH AS PANAMA AND NICARAGUA . TH E ANAL OGY WA S NOTED. 

7. THE TAOISEACH URGED COMPROMISE ON THE ISSUES OF FUNDING OF 
THE EBRD AND OF THE KIND OF LOANS IT WOULD BE AUTHORISED TO 

ISSUE ON THE BASIS OF A CAPITAL OF 108 ECUS AND A MIXTURE OF 
FREE-ENTERPRISE ASSISTANCE AND INFRASTRUCTURAL DEVELOPMENT, 
ACKNOWLEDGING THAT LARGE AMOUNTS ARE NEEDED FOR THE LATTER . 
SECRETARY BAKER INDICATED AN INT ER EST I N CO NSI DERIN G THI S. HE 
PUSHED FOR PRAGUE AS THE LOCATION. 

8. THE TAOISEACH REPORTED ON THE TWELVE'S POSITION ON SANCTIONS 
ON SOUTH AFRICA. THE PRESIDENT INDICATED HE HAD INVITED 

DEKLERK AND MANDELA TO VISIT. HE WAS IMPRESSED WITH MANDELA AND 
HOPED HE COULD KEEP HIS WILD MEN IN PLACE . HE SAID THE POSSIBILITY 
OF RIGHT-WING BAC KLASH WAS A PROBLEM BUT HE WAS UNSURE HOW TO 
EVALUATE IT. . 

9. SECRETARY BAKER REPORTED THAT ROMANIA HAD REQUESTED OBSERVERS 
FROM CSCE PARTICIPATING STATES TO THEIR ELECTIONS. HE ASKED 

HOW WE MIGHT REPLY TO THIS REQUEST. THE TAOISEACH THOUGHT IT MIGHT 
BE BEST TO LET PARLIAMENTS RESPOND. THIS HAD WORKED WELL IN 
NICARAGUA. 

10. THE TEXT OF THE AGREED COMMUNIQUE IS ANNEXED: 

JOINT STATEMENT BY CHARLES J HAUGHEY T~, TAOISEACH AND PRESIDENT 
----------------------------------------------------------------
OF THE EUROPEAN COUNCIL, AND GEORGE BUSH, PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED 
-------------------------
STATES, 27 FEBRUARY 1990. 

WE MEET AT A TIME OF HISTORIC INTERNATIONAL CHANGE. OUR DISCUSSIONS 
FOCUSSED ON US/EC RELATIONS AND THEIR FUTURE EVOLUTION, IN THE 
CONTEXT OF CLOSE TRANSATLANTIC COOPERATION AND OF THE EC'S 
INCREASINGLY IMPORTANT ROLE ON THE INTERNATIONAL POLITICAL AND 
ECONOMIC SCENE. 
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TODAY'S MEETING TOOK PLACE AGAINST THE BACKGROUND OF U.S. INTEREST 
IN ENHANCING ITS RELATIONS WITH THE EUROPEAN COMMUNITY AS OUTLINED 
IN PRESIDENT BUSH'S SPEECH LAST MAY AND SECRETARY OF STATE BAKER'S 
SPEECH IN BERLIN IN DECEMBER. THE PRESIDENT OF THE EUROPEAN COUNCIL 
EXPRESSED THE COMMUNITY'S APPRECIATION PF THE POSITIVE ATTITUDE OF 
THE U.S. ADMINISTRATION TO THE COMMUNITY'S ROLE AND DEVELOPMENT. HE 
ALSO EMPHASISED THAT THE COMMUNITY AND ITS MEMBER STATES SHARE THE 
U.S. INTEREST IN DEVELOPING OUR RELATIONS. 

WE AGREED ON THE SIGNIFICANCE OF OUR ~EETING FOR STRENGTHENING 
RELATIONS BETWEEN THE U.S. AND THE EC. WE ALSO AGREED THAT SUCH 
MEETINGS BETWEEN THE PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES AND THE 
PRESIDENT OF THE EUROPEAN COUNCIL SHOULD BECOME A REGULAR FEATURE 
OF US/EC RELATIONS AND THAT AT LEAST ONE SUCH MEETING SHOULD BE 
HELD DURING EACH PRESIDENCY OF THE EUROPEAN COUNCIL. 

THESE MEETINGS WILL SERVE TO GIVE OVERALL POLITICAL DIRECTION TO 
THE FURTHER DEVELOPMENT OF CONSULTATION AND COOPERATION. 

THE ARRANGEMENTS WILL ALSO INCLUDE TWICE-YEARLY MEETINGS BETWEEN 
EC FOREIGN MINISTERS AND THE u.s" SECRETARY OF STATE. WE AGREED 
THAT SUCH A MEETING SHOULD TAKE PLACE IN THE FIRST HALF OF 1990. 

WE SEE THE ARRANGEMENTS DISCUSSED AS IMPORTANT FIRST STEPS IN AN 
EVOLVING PROCESS TOWARDS A NEW FRAMEWORK FOR ENHANCED POLITICAL 
AND ECONOMIC TIES BETWEEN THE EC AND THE U.S. 

WE BOTH AGREED THAT AREAS OF COMMON INTEREST MERITING FURTHER 
EXAMINATION AS SUBJECTS FOR PRACTICAL COOPERATION SHOULD BE 
IDENTIFIED. AT THIS STAGE, WE AGREED THAT THE FIGHT AGAINST 
INTERNATIONAL DRUG TRAFFICKING AND THE INTERNATIONAL MOVEMENT 
OF DRUG FUNDS ARE AREAS APPROPRIATE FOR SPECIFIC CC10PERATION. 
THE SAME IS TRUE OF OUR CONTINUING EFFORTS TO PROTECT THE 
ENVIRONMENT IN AREAS SUCH AS GLOBAL CLIMATE CHANGE, THE 
DEPLETION OF THE OZONE LAYER, AND ENDANGERED SPECIES. WE 
AGREED THAT THERE WILL BE FURTHER CONTACT AT THE APPROPRIATE 
LEVELS TO FOLLOW UP ON OUR DISCUSSION ON THESE AREAS AND TO 
IDENTIFY OTHER AREAS OF COMMON INTEREST. 

AT OUR MEETING, WE ALSO REVIEWED DEVELOPMENTS IN CENTRAL AND 
EASTERN EUROPE, IN PARTICULAR THE IMPLICATIONS OF GERMAN 
UNIFICATION. WE ALSO DISCUSSED THE CSCE, AND THE PROGRESS 
TOWARDS AND PROSPECTS FOR EUROPEAN INTE~RATION. WE BOTH AGREED 
THAT, WITH THEIR POLITICAL IDEALS AND COMMON VALUES, THE U.S. 
AND THE EC HAVE A PIVOTAL ROLE TO PLAY IN OVERCOMING THE 
DIVISIONS BETWEEN EAST AND WEST AND IN ·LAYING THE FOUNDATIONS 
FOR A EUROPE UNITED IN ITS COMMITMENT TO PEACE, PROSPERITY, 
DEMOCRACY, AND RESPECT FOR HUMAN RIGHTS AND FUNDAMENTAL FREEDOMS. 
OUR MEETING TOOAY MAKES A VALUABLE CONTRIBUTION TO ENHANCING THAT 
PIVOTAL ROLE. 

COREU DIPLO DUBLIN 
FIN DE TEXTE./. 
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JOINT STATEMENT BY 

CHARLES J HAUGHEY TD, 

TAOISEACH AND PRESIDENT OF THE EUROPEAN COUNCIL 

AND 

GEORGE BUSH. PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES, 

We meet at a time of historic international change. Our discussions 

focussed on US/EC relations and their future evolution, in the 

P.2 

context cf close transatlantic cooperation and of the EC's increasingly 

important role on the international political and econo~ic 

scene. 

Today's meeting took place against the background of US interest 

in enhancing its relations with the European Community as outlined 

in President Bush's speech last Ma.y and Secretary of State Baker•s 

speech in Berlin in December, The rresident of the European 

Council expressed the Community's appreciation of the positive 

attitude of the US Administration to the Community's role and 

development. He also emphasised that the Community and its Member 

States share the US interest in developing our relations. 

MON 18:37 
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~e agreed on the significance of our meeting for strengthening relations 

between the -US and the EC. We also agreed that such meetings between 

the President of the United States and the President of the European 

Council should become a regular feature of US/EC relations and that 

at least one such meeting should be held during each Presidency of 

the European Council, 

These meetings will serve to give overall political direction to the 

further development of consultation and cooperation. 

The arrangements will also include twice-yearly meetings between 

EC Foreign Ministers and the US Secretary of State. We agreed that 

such a meeting should take place in the first half of 1990. 

We see the arrangements discussed as important first steps in an 

evolving process towards a new framework for enhanced political 

and economic ties between the EC and the us. 

We both agreed that· .areas of common interest meriting further examination 

as subjects for practical cooperat.ion should be identified, At this 

stage, we agreed that the fight against international drug trafficking 

and the international movement of drug funds are areas appropriate for 

specific cooperation. The same is tru• of our continuing 

efforts to protect the environment in areas such as global 

climate change, the depletion of the ozone 

f 
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layer, and endangered species. We agreed that there will be 

further contact at t~e appt"oprie.te levels to follow up on our 

4i1ousQiOn on thes~ areas and to identity other areas of common 

in~erest. 

At our meetinc;, we al10 reviewed ~evelopment.s i.e. Central and. 

Eaitern Europe, in partioular the implications of GeL~an 

unifioation. We also disou11ed the CSCE, and the progr••• towards 

and prospect, for European integration. We both a(Jreed that, .with 
. ' 

their political id•ala and common values, the us and tbe EC h•ve 

a pivotal role to play in overcoming the divisions b$tween Zaet and 
. ' 

Weat and in laying the toundationa fo.r a .Europe u.nit~d in it1 

conunit.ln•nt to peace, prosperity, d&mooraoy, and reepeet for human 

rights and fu~damQnta.l freedoms, .our meeting · today mllkes a. 

valuable oontribution to enhanoinq that pivotal role, 

23-04-00 MON 18:38 
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JOINT STATEMENT BY 

CHARLES J HAUGHEY TD, 

TAOISEACH AND PRESIDENT OF THE EUROPEAN COUNCIL 

AND 

GEORGE BUSH, PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES, 

We meet at a time of historic international change. Our discussions 

focussed on US/EC relations and their future evolution, in the 

context of close transatlantic cooperation and of the EC's increasingly 

important role on the international political and economic 

scene. 

Today's meeting took place against the background of US interest 

in enhancing its relations with the European Community as outlined 

in President Bush's speech last May and Secretary of State Baker's 

speech in Berlin in December, The President of the European 

Council expressed the Community's appreciation of the positive 

attitude of the US Administration to the Conununity's role and 

development, He also emphasised that the Community and its Member 

States share the US interest in developing our relations. 
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~e agreed on the significance of our meeting for strengthening relations 

between the .us and the EC. We also agreed that such meetings between 

the President of the United States and the President of the European 

Council should ·become a regular feature of US/EC relations and that 

at least one such meeting should be held during each Presidency of 

the European Council, 

These meetings will serve to give overall political direction to the 

further development of consultation and cooperation. 

The arrangements will also include twice-yearly meetings between 

EC Foreign Ministers and the US Secretary of State. We agreed that 

such a meeting should take place in the first half of 1990. 

We see the arrangements discussed as important first steps in an 

evolving process towards a new framework for enhanced political 

and economic ties between the EC and the US, 

We both agreed that areas of common interest meriting further examination 

as subjects for practical cooperation should be identified. At this 

stage, we agreed that the fight against international drug trafficking 

and the international movement of drug funds are areas appropriate for 

specific cooperation. The same is true of our continuing 

effor~s to protect the environment in areas such as global 

climate change, the depletion of the ozone 
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layer, and endangered species. We ag·reed that there will be 

further contact at t~e appropriate levels to follow up on our 

discussion on these areas and to identify other a.re·as of common 

interest. 

At our meeting, we also reviewed developments in Central and 

Eastern Europe, in particular the implications of German 

unification. We also discussed the CSCE, and the progress towards 

and prospects for European integration. We both agreed_ that, .with 

their political ideals and common values, the US and the EC h~ve 

a pivotai roie to play in overcoming the divisions between East and 

West and in laying the foundations for a Europe united in its 

conuni~ment to peace, prosperity, democracy, and respect for human 

rights and ful'l:damental freedoms. .Our meeting · today makes a 

valuable contribution to enhancing that pivotal role. 

* * * * * * 
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TAOISEACll AND PRESIDENT OF THE EUROPEAN COUNCIL 

AND 

GEORGE BUSH, PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES , 

We meet at a time of historic international change. Our discussions 

focussed on US/EC relations and their future evolution, in the 

context of close transatlantic cooperation and of the EC's increasingly 

important role on the international political and economic 

scene. 

Today's meeting took place against the background of US interest 

in enhancing its relations with the European Community as outlined 

in President Bush's speech last May an<l Secretary of State Baker's 

speech in Berlin in December, The President of the European 

Council expressed the Community's appreciation of the positive 

attitude of the US Administration to the Community's role and 

development. He also emphasised that the Community and its Member 

States share the US interest in developing our relations. 
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We agreed on the signifi . cance of our met' e ing for strengthening 1 
between the US and the EC. re ations 

We also agreed h tat such meetings between 

the President of the United States and the President 
of the European/ 

Council should · become a regular feature of US/EC relat i ons and that 

at least one such meeting h 1 sou d be held during each Presidency of 

the European Council. 

These meetings will serve to give overall political direction to the 

further development of consultation and cooperation. 

The arrangem.ents will also include twice:--yearly meetings between 

EC Foreign Ministers and the US Secretary of State. We agreed that 

such a meeting should take place in the first half of 1990. 

We see the arrangements discussed as important first· steps in an 

evolving process towards a new framework for enhanced political 

and economic ties between the EC and the US, 

We both agreed that areas of common interest meriting further examination 

as subjects for practical cooperation should be identified, At this 

stage, we agreed that the fight against international drug trafficking 

and the international movement of drug funds are areas appropriate for 

specific cooperation, The same is true of our continuing 

efforts to protect the environment in areas such as global 

climate change, the depletion of the ozone 
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layer, and endangered species. 
We agreed that th ere will be 

further contact at th 
. ~ appropriate levels to follow up on our 

discussion on these 
areas and to identify other areas of 

in1:,:erest. 

At our meeting, we also reviewed developments in Central and 

Eastern Europe, in particular the implications of GeL~an 

unification. We also discussed the CSCE, and the progress towarus 

and prospects for European integration. We both agreed that, .with 

their political ideals. and common values, the US and the EC hi:ive 

a pivotal role to play in overcoming the divisions between East and 

West and in laying the foundations fo.r a Europe united in its 

comn\i ttment to peace, prosperity, democracy, and respect for hun1an 

rights and fu11dameutal freedoms. .Our meeting toclay makes a 

valuable contribution to enhancing that pivotal role. 

* * * * * * 



STATEMENT BY THE TAOISEACH, MR CHARLES J HAUGHEY TD 

FOLLOWING HIS MEETING WITH MR GEORGE BUSH IN 

WASHINGTON, ON TUESDAY, 27 FEBRUARY 1990. 

My visit to Washington takes place at a t1.·me of profound international 

change. The President,. and I in my capacity as President of the 

European Council, discussed US/EC relations and their .future evolution, 

in the context of the Community's increa::: ,ingly important role on the 

international political and economic scene. 

President Bush and I agreed at this time to strengthen the links 

between the EC and the US. We agreed for that purpose that a meeting 

between the US President and each President of the European Council 

should become a regular feature of US/EC relations and that one such 

meeting should be held during each Preaidency of the European Council. 

I will be recommending this to my colleagues -- the Heads of State or 

Government of the European Community. 

We also agreed that EC Foreign Ministers will meet the US Secretary 

of State on two occasions a year. In addition, the European Commission 

is taking steps to increase the frequency of ·us formal meetings with 

the US Cabinet. 
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T~ese arrangements will . 
give better overafl 

structure and direction 
to the wide vaiiety of 

existing contacts and d. . 1scuss1ons and they 
will also provide a new 

framework for enhanced po11·t1'cal and economic 

ties between the EC and the US. 

across the A~tlantic. 

We are in fact bu1·ld1·ng b d a roa er bridge 

We also discussed areas for specific cooperation. The President and I 

agreed that the fight against international drug trafficking and the 

international movement of drugs funds are areas appropriate for 

specific cooperation. We also shared common concerns on the need for 

continuing efforts to protect the environment in areas such as global 

climate change, the depletion of the ·ozone layer, and endangered species. 

During our meeting, we also reviewed developments in Central and Eastern 

Europe, in particular, the implications of German unification. The 

President and I agreed that the US and the EC have a pivotal role to 

play in overcoming the divisions between East and West and in laying the 

foundations for a Europe.united in its commitment to peace, prosperity, 

democracy and respect for human rights and fundamental freedoms. 

The President and I also discussed a number of bilateral issues including 

immigration, super-royalties, Passive Foreign Investment Companies (PFIC's) 

and the situation in Northern Ireland. I expressed my appreciation for 

constructive US interest and support on Anglo-Irish relations. 
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FOLLOWING HIS MEETING WITH Wt GEORGE BUSH IN 

WASHINGTON, ON TUESDAY~ 27 FEBRUARY 1990. 

My visit to Washington takes place at a time of profound international 

change. The President, and I in my capacity as President of the 

European Council, discussed US/EC relations and their future evolution, 

in the context of the Conununity 's increas,ingly important role on the 

international political and economic scene. If 
President Bush and I agreed at this time to strengthen the links 

between the EC and the US. We agreed . for that purpose that a meeting 

between the US President and each President of the European Council 

should become a reguiar feature of US/EC relations and that one such 

meeting should be held during each Preai<lency of the European Council. 

I will be recommending this to my colleagues -- the Heads of State or 

Government of the European Conununity. 
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We also agreed that EC .Foreign Ministers will meet the US Secretary l 
of State on two occasions a year. In addition, the European Commission 

r,is taking steps to increase the frequ~ncy of .its formal meetings with 

n the US Cabinet. 
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These ar rangements will 
give better overall 

t th structure and direction 
o e wide variety of 

existing contacts and disc i 
·11 uss ons and they 

wi also provide a new 
framework for enhanced polit1.'cal d 

ties between the EC and the us. 
an economic 

We are in fact build1.'ng b a roader bridge 
across the Ktlantic. 

We also discussed areas for specific cooperation. The President and I 

agreed that the fight against international drug trafficking and the 

international movement of drugs funds · f are areas appropriate or 

specific cooperation. We also shared common concerns on the need for 

continuing efforts to protect the environment in areas such as global 

climate change, the depletion of the ·ozone layer, and endangered species. 

During our meeting, we also reviewed developments in Central and Eastern 

~ Europe, in particular, the implications of German unification. The 

President and I agreed that the US and the EC have a pivotal role to 

play in overcoming the divisions between East and West and in laying the 

foundations for a Europe.united in its commitment to peace, prosperity, 

democracy and respect for human rights and fundamental freedoms. 

The President and I also discussed a number of bilateral issues including 

immigration, super-royalties, Passive Foreign Investment Companies (PFIC's) 

and the situation in Northern Ireland. I expressed my appreciation for 

constructive US interest and support on Anglo-Irish relations. 
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STATEMENT BY THE TAOISEACH, 
MR "CHARLES J HAUGHEY TD 

FOLLOWING HIS MEETING WITH 
MR GEORGE BUSH IN 

WASHINGTON, ON TUESDAY 
J 27 FEBRUARY . 1990 

p12,; v=er; u ~u 
My visit to Washington takes place_ at a ti·me of historic international 

change. The President1 and I , in my capacity as President of the 

European Council, discussed US/EC relations and their future evolution, 
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in the context of th~~-~ 1e ~increasingly important role on the 

international political and economic scene. 

President Bush and I agreed at this time to strengthen the links 

between the EC and the US. We agreed for that purpose that a meeting 

between the US President and each President -is-•!111=~9~#:iifil!lt~o of the 

European Council should become a regular feature of US/EC relations 

and that one such meeting should be held during each Presidency of the 

European Council. I will be recommending this to my colleagues the 

Heads of State or Government of the European Community. 

We also agreed that #EC Foreign Ministers will meet the US Secretary 
~(>~ 

of State on two occasions a year. In addition, the 11C Commission is 

taking steps to increase the frequency of its formal meetings with 

the US Cabinet. 

These arrangements will give better overall structure and direction 

to the wide variety of existing contacts and discussions and they 
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will also provide a new 
framework for enhanced political and economic 

ties between the EC and the US. 

The President and I ~ "J,~ ___ _::,_w discussed areas for specific cooperation. 

~ agreed that the fight against international drug trafficking and the 

international movement of drugs funds · f are areas appropriate or 

specific cooperation. We also shared common concerns on the need for 

continuing efforts to protect the environment in areas such as global 

climate change, the depletion of the ozone layer, and endangered species. 

During our meetin~, we also reviewed developments in Central and 

Eastern Europe, in particular, _ the implications of German unification. 

The President and I agreed that the US and the EC have a pivotal role 

to play in overcoming the divisions between East and West and in laying 

the foundations for a Europe united in its commitment to peace, 

prosperity, democracy and respect for human rights and fundamental 

freedoms. 

The President and I also discussed a number of bilateral issues including 

immigration, super-royalties, Passive Foreign Investment Companies (PFIC's) 

and the situation in Northern Ireland. I expressed my appreciation 

for contructive US interest and support on Anglo-Irish relations. 

* * * * * * * * 



CONFIDENTIAL 

TAOISEACH'S MEETING WITH PRESIDENT BUSH 

WHITE HOUSE, WASHINGTON 
27 FEBRUARY, 1990 

With the President were: 

With 

Secretary of State Baker 

Chief of Staff Sununu 

National Security Adviser Scowcroft 

Mr R Gates, National Security Council 

Mr Zelikow, State Department 

Mr Dobbins, State Department 

the Taoiseach were: 

Ambassador MacKernan 

Mr p 0 hUiginn 

Mr D Nally 

Mr N Dorr 

Mr p Murphy 

Mr T Barrington 

Dr M Mansergh 

The President mentioned as interesting developments his recent 

meeting with Chancellor Kohl and the results of the Nicaraguan 

elections. He greeted the Taoiseach in his two capacities as 

Taoiseach and as President of the European Council. He suggested 

the Taoiseach might set the agenda. 

The Taoiseach said he wished to emphasise his European hat. 

He cited the President's May speech and Secretary Baker's December 
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speech. These had been welcomed throughout the Community and he 

was anxious to respond. He wished to propose several levels of 

linkages: firstly, between the President of the European Council 

and the President of the US in regular meetings; secondly, 

regular meetings between the Secretary of State and the Foreign 

Ministers of the EC; thirdly, between the EPC structure and 

the Administration. It was a good ~ime to ·build a new bridge. 

The timescale was interesting: the East German elections on 

18 March, his visit to Chancellor Kohl on 28 March and the 

Dublin Summit on 28 April. At the last mentioned meeting, 

the question of relations with Eastern Europe in general, but a l so 

particularly German unification and relations with the GDR 

could be discussed. It would be particularly useful to get 

US ideas in connection with this. 

The President said the timetable was very interesting. 

rt would be the first major non-scheduled meeting after the 

German elections. Secretary Baker interjected that it would 

be the first summit after the elections. 

The Taoiseach said it would have major political and 

economic implications. 

The President said he had not elicited any hard figures 

from Chancellor Kohl for short-term or long-term costs of 

unification. Did we have any thoughts, e.g., on inflation? 
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The Taoiseach said here were no models to go by: it 

had nev r b n done . befor. The Commission was preparing a 

paper on tl matt r. He thought the German Government should 

bear most of the specific cost although the structural funds 

of the Community would perhaps be used to some extent. If 

the two economies came together straight away, it would have 

a huge inflationary impact; it was already having some such 

effect.We were fortunate that we were dealing with Germany, 

with its strict anti-inflationary policy. 

The President asked whether this would automatically put 

pressure on the Community for others to come in. 

The Taoiseach said this would not happen: there would 

not be any immediate effect like this. As for the Eastern 

European countries, there was a proposal for associated status, 

not as a stepping-stone to full membership. Even now as Twelve, 

there were problems; deepening should come first. 

Secretary Baker, asked wha-;t:· the DM: · Ostmark exchange 

rate was and whether the Bundesbank might say economic and 

monetary union could not be done. 

The Taoiseach said this was a crucial question. Up to 

now, the Bundesbank had been completely independent, but it 

had recently been over-ruled on this question. 
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THE DUBLIN SUMMIT 

The Taoiseach said it was going to be a very interesting 

meeting and was going to have to come up with a political and 

economic scenario for the situation. 

Secretary Baker asked if the Community was convinced 

of the German commitment. 

The Taoiseach pointed out that we had categorical assurances, 

but, of course, one could not be sure. 

The President asked whether all countries had worries or 

were uneasy about German unification. The Taoiseach said it 

had honestly to be admitted that this unease did exist. 

The President confided that at the outset of his meeting 

with Chancellor Kohl at Camp David he had emphasised the 

importance of not neglecting any of the smaller countries 

(in the NATO context), because he picked up from some of them 

a great concern that the Germans were going ahead without regard 

for their interests. This included concern about the Polish 

border, troops, nuclear weapons, as well as some historical 

apprehension. 

The Taoiseach remarked that there was some apprehension 

at the economic colossus that a unified Germany would represent. 
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Presumably, Community policies would take care of that. Kohl 

had gone to great lengths to reassure people on that. 

THE ENVIRONMENT 

The Taoiseach spoke about his objectives of a "green 

Presidency". He said he wished to emphasise that, despite 

internal domestic difficulties, the three big players would 

be the EC, the US and Japan. He hoped for close coordination 

in international fora between the us and the EC. 

The President said he would welcome this. But it should 

be soundly based scientifically. There was a need to be certain 

of what we were doing in terms of the science involved. He would 

like to see the best of the scientific expertise of both sides 

put together. He had never seen such a hot~~ political issue. 

If one were pushed to the emotional extreme, one would prevent 

people making a living. There were also problems with seeming 

to patronise countries like Brazil , the African countries 

or Czechoslovakia. 

The Taoiseach agreed completely. It was essential to go 

ahead on a scientific basis; if we did not, we would prejudice 

the credibility of environmental protection. We should · cooperate 

on scientific assessment and then proceed with cooperation on 

measures. 
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The President said they were working very hard on auto 

emissions and would send us a surrunary of that; it would be 

relevant to the Corrununity. 

ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY 

The Taoiseach said we were about to create an environmental 

protection agency and would welcome any assistance we could get 

from the US EPA. 

The President said Bill Reilly would be glad to help, 

and mentioned also the names of Russell Train, Head of the 

WWE, and Bill Ruckelstraus, in the waste business in Texas, 

both former heads of the EPA, who could help. 

DRUGS 

The Taoiseach said this also was an area of cooperation. 

The President asked whether it was a growing problem. 

The Taoiseach said that as the US got tougher the people 

involved tried to get into Europe through Spain. President 

Delors had pointed out that drug funds were now so large they 

could destabilise one of the smaller member States. This was 

an area of great concern: 
barons would start 

laundering their 
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The President gave an assessment of the Cartagena meeting. 

It had been a very good meeting. He had been careful to say 

at the beginning that he knew the US had a responsibility as 

a consumer country for a lot of what the Latin Americans were 

facing. This had disarmed them. The use of drugs was now 

dramatically down among high-school students. He would like 

to share their experience on the demand side with us. They 

now had a stepped-up money-laundering cooperation through the 

Attorney General. They had made good strides on interdiction, 

parts of which were suitable for cooperation. For the first 

time, he was beginning to get a little optimistic. He was 

pleased that we wished to have cooperation. 

The Taoiseach said there was cooperation in Trevi, but 

there should be in laundering, supply, etc., too. 

Secretary Baker asked whether the G7 action on laundering 

had gone beyond the seven. The US side agreed to come back to 

this, although Mr Dobbins pointed out that the Commission at 

least was involved. 

TRADE: URUGUAY . 'ROUND 

The President said agriculture was extraordinarily 

difficult for the US, referring to subsidies and trade barriers. 
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They were looking for a strong follow-up in the GATT Uruguay 

Round. The last thing they wished to see was a trade war. 

He would be seeing Japanese PM Kaifu and it would be very 

difficult as the Japanese had been very unresponsive. 

The Taoiseach agreed the matter was very important. 

It was very important for the Community. The CAP was fundamental 

to the Community's structure. There was an irrational reaction 

y to touching it. We in Europe were committed to getting a solution 

~ this year and with the US before the summer. He would convey 

their preoccupations to Commissioner Ma.c"Sh:arry. The Community 

had done something already particularly on the dairy side. 

The President said the new question being asked now was 

who was the enemy. It was delightful that there appeared to 

be less of a threat. There had to be reasonable levels of 

defense spending. There was the possiblity of isolationism 

on left and right in the US; a move to bring all the troops 

home. He did not wish to exaggerate this now. But if we could 

not get together on these economic questions the enemy might 

be seen to be those who were preventing "a fair shake" for 

the us. This would be bad both for the US and the common 

goals we shared. 

The Taoiseach said the first essential was on the political 

side. If · we had structures of dialogue, economic problems 

could be dealt with. This was what we were setting up in 

our communique today. So far, been 
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dealt with in dialogue with the Commission; this left our 

political input out. On agriculture there were very deep 

emotional factors. He would convey the US preoccupation 

to his colleagues. 

Secretary Baker ·said they iwould .generate ,the :-.poli ti~al will 

to deal with . it, but ·only in partnership with the EC. We 

should both be ashamed of preventing developing countries 

from benefiting from agricultural trade. This was fundamental 

to the Uruguay Round. What they were facing in the US was not 

only isolationism but isolationism/protectionism. 

LIBYA 

The President said the US view had not changed. They were 

now very concerned about Rabta, which was very far along now. 

He was not sure that everyone shared their view, but he was 

willing to share information. 

The Taoiseach asked whether there was anything specific 

he wanted done. 

The President said there was not, but they would wish 

everyone to take it as seriously as they did. 
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Secretary Baker said that, in view of the fact that Rabta 

was now producing, c.n.· , they would like to discourage some 

member States from improving relations with Libya. The President said 

he would be mentioning this to Andreotti later in the week. 

The Taoiseach said there were signs that Gaddafi was trying 

to improve his image. There had been no signs of Libyan-backed 

terrorist acts for two years. He was no longer supporting the 

IRA. We had stressed to him the need not to do that. Was 

there anything specific the US side was looking for? 

The President suggested that spot inspection might be 

arranged. 

Mr Gates said that the plant was now producing Sarin and 

mustard gas. 

The Taoiseach asked that someone convey the information 

to Ambassador MacKernan for his (the Taoiseach) private attention. 

The President said they would send someone to brief him 

personally. 
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CENTRAL AMERICA 

Secretary Baker remarked that the Commission had done 

a very good job in coordinating assistance to East European 

countries at the suggestion of the President. There was now 

a need for a job to be done in assisting other emerging 

democracies such a~ Panama and Nicaragua. These were economies 

which needed assistance in order to be rebuilt. 

The Taoiseach said he took the point. 

EBRD 

The Taoiseach said he would like to get this wrapped up 

as soon as possible. 

The President remarked that certain reforms were necessary 

before economic policy could succeed.In the Soviet Union much 

needed to be done before they could benefit. The category of 

loans to the USSR was a "hang-up" for them, not because they 

were out to punish the USSR but on the basis of economic analysis. 

Secretary Baker said there was firstly the problem of 

the extent of the possibility for the USSR to borrow. Secondly, 

should the loans be denominated in US dollars or ECUs. Thirdly, 

the location: the US advocated Prague. 

I 
.I 
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Asked about the amount of capital, General Scowcroft said that 

part of their interest in the question of the size, 10 or 7.Sbecus 

derived from the consideration that infrastructure assistance 

would quickly eat up any amount. Therefore they advocated 7.5 becus 

for supporting private enterprise. 

The Taoiseach said a bit of both was necessary and pleaded 

for this as well as a capital of 10 becus. 

Secretary Baker (half-jocularly) said he could agree, 

but the President needed to be persuaded. 

SITUATION IN THE USSR 

The President and Mr Gates repeated a number of anecdotes 

to denonstrate that the Soviets had no notion of private ownership 

(Gorbachev had remarked at Malta that there was no private 

ownership in the US, instancing the fact that companies like 

Ford and Exxon were joint-stock corporations). Gates is remarks 

were aimed at showing there was no social acceptance of private 

enterprise in the USSR. 

The President said that the best way of assisting the 

Soviet Union was to send in technical expertise. 

secretary Baker remarked that there was technical 

economic cooperation with the USSR but it was going very slowly: · 
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They did not have the political muscle to do what was necessary. 

The Taoiseach remarked on the problems with getting goods 

into the shops. 

Secretary Baker said they had gold and could use it to make 

a convertible currency. 

SOUTH AFRICA 

Asked by the President for his evaluation, the Taoiseach 

said it was too· soon to move on sanctions. It was at the same 

time necessary to encourage de Klerk and not do anything to 

dislodge him. When there was some more progress sanctions 

could be reviewed. 

The President said they had invited de Klerk and Mandela. 

He thought de Klerk would be well-received apart from a few 

demonstrators. Mandela was very impressive and he hoped he 

could keep his wild meri in place. The US experience of peaceful 

change with Martin Luther King was a useful headline. The right 

wing backlash was a problem. Secretary Baker said they did not 

know if this backlash could be contained. 
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CSCE 

The President said the Summit should be convened when 

the CFE Agreement was ready. The human right to free elections 

should be included. 

Secretary Baker said they had proposed that the East European 

countries should invite observers from the CSCE countries to 

their elections. How could it be done? Romania had now invited 

observers. 

The Taoiseach said so far observers had been supplied 

by Parliaments. · It had worked very well--he mentioned Nicaragua-

and it would be useful to continue this. 

P Murphy 

28 February 1990 · 
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Itinerary 

NOTE: Times Indicated are local times. 

Taolseach•s Party 

1. Outward Journey to U.S.A. 
(DUBLIN-GOOSE BAY, NEWFOUNDLAND-WASHINGTON) 

Monday. 26th February 

10.00 a.m. 

11.00 a.m. 

11.30 a.m. 

1.30 p.m. 

Depart Dublin by Gulfstream Jet 

Arrive Goose Bay, Newfoundland for re
fuelling 

Depart Goose Bay 

Arrive Washington (Andrews Air Force 
Base) 

2. Return Journey to Ireland "' 
(WASHINGTON-DUBLIN) ~ 

Wednesday. 28th February 

7.00 p.m. 

Thursday, 1st March 

6.00 a.m.(approx.) 

REST OF PARTY 

Depart Andrews Air Force Base by 
GuHstream Jet 

Arrive Dublin Airport 

3. Outward Journeti to U.S.A. 
(DUBLIN-NEW V RR-WASHINGTON) 

Sunday. 25th February 

12.00 noon 

3.25 p.m. 

6.15 p.m. 

7.40 p.m. 

Depart Dublln on flight no. El-105 

Arrive New York 

Depart New York on flight No. AA4946 

Arrive Washington 
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4. Return Journey to Ireland 
(WASHINGTON-NEW YORK-DUBLIN) 

ednesday, 28th February 

4.55 p.m. 

6.1 0 p.m. 

7.45 p.m. 

thursday, 1 st March 

8.30 a.m. 

Depart Washington on flight no. 
P.A. 4772 

Arrive New York 

Depart New York on flight No. El-104 

Arrive Dublin 

5. Mr. O'Donoghue, Mr. McCarthy, Mr. O'Brien 
(WASHINGTON-NEW YORK-DUBLIN) 

Wednesday. 28th February 

8.50 p.m. 

10.10 p.m. 

Thursday, 1st March 

7.45 p.m. 

Friday, 2nd March 

8.30 a.m. 

Depart Washington on fligt no. AA4975 

Arrive New York 

Depart New York on flight no. El-104 

Arrive Dublin 
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Tr vef Arrangements 

Taolseac;h 
Mr. P. 0 hUlglnn 
Mr. D. Nalty 

*Mr. N. Ersboell 
Mr. N. Dorr 
Mr. D. Morgan 
Mrs. B. Smith 

Travelllng by Gulfstream Jet from Dublin to Washington. 

I 

{The other members of the Taolseach•s party wm travel to New 

York, on Sunday, 25 February on flight no. El-105 departing Dublin 

at 12 noon and return on Wednesday, 28 February, 1990 on flight no. 
El-104 from New York at 19.45 hr. arrMng Dublin at 08.30 hrs. on 

1st March, 1990. 

* Mr. Niets Ersboell, Secretary General, Council of the European 

Communities. 



Offlclaf Delegatio 

Taoiseach 
Ambass,dor MacKeman 
Mr. P. 0 hUlglnn 
Mr. D. ally 
M. . ErsboeH 
Mr. . Dorr 
Mr. . Murphy 
Mr. B O'Donoghue 

r. T. Barrington 
Mr. P. J~ Mara 
Dr. M. Mansergh 
Mr. B. McCarthy 

Accompanying Delegation 

Ms. C. Butler 
Mr. D. Morgan 
Lt. Cdr. C. Lawn 
Mr. B. O'Brien 
Mrs. B. Smith 

I 
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Visit of Taolseach to Washington 

26 February - 28 February, 1990 

PROGRAMME 

MO DAY, 26 FEBRUARY, 1990 

9.45 a.m. 

10.00 a.m. 

p.m. 

p.m. 

p.m.- 2.30 p.m. 

Taolseach arrives at Dublin Airport 

Depart Dublin by Gutfstrea'!'IAet 
(Right time approximately 8 2 hours) via 
Goose Bay Newfoundland for re-fuelling 

Arrive Washington (Andrews Air Force Base) 
Greeted by The Hon. JennHer Fdzgerald, U.S. 
Deputy Chief of Protocol and Ambassadors 
MacKeman and Moore 

Helicopter to City (reflecting pool) Greeted 
by Secretary of State Baker and U.S. Chief of 
Protocol, Mr. Joseph Verner Reed. 

Proceed by car to Blair House 

Briefing at Blair House 

Briefing for Irish Journalists at Blalr House 

Briefing Dinner at Blalr House 
-
Overnight Blair House. 

27 FEBRUARY 1990 

Depart Blalr House for White House 

Arrive West Lobby. Taolseach met by Chief of 
Protocol Reed and escorted to Roosevett Room 
to sign Guest Book. 

Meeting with President Bush In oval Office 
(Photocall} 

tete-a-tete 1n oval Office between 
Taolseach and President Bush for 15 
minutes (wtth note-taker on each side). 

., 
! 
i 

I 
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TUESDAY, 27 FEBRUARY, 1990 CONTD. 

11.15 a.m. 

12.00 

1.00 - 1.10 approx. 

2.00 p.m. - 2.25 p.m. 

2.45 p.m. 

3.00 p.m. 

.15 p.m. 

Meeting with the President In the Cabinet Room 
(Taolseach, Ambassador, P. O'hUlglnn D 
Nally, N. Dorr, P. Murphy, T. Barrington . M. 
Mansergh.) ' 

Lunch hosted by President Bush. 
Lunch ends at approximately 1.1 o p.m. 

Short statements by both Taolseach and 
President Bush to White House Press corps. 
Protocol allows no questions on such 
occasions. 

Return to Blair House. 

Briefing for Irish Journalists (Blair House) 

Depart Blair House for CNN Television Studios, 
111, Massachusetts, Ave . 

Arrive for Interview 

Uve Interview with CNN Television. 

Return to Blair House 

Depart Blalr House for capitol 

Meeting with Senate . Foreign Relations 
eommmee (Room S116 Capitol Buildings). 

Chaired by Senator Clalbome Pell of the 
Senate Foreign Relations Commmee. 
Senator Jesse Helms, ranking Republican 
member of the Commmee wlll also be 
present. (Speech) 

Return to Blalr House 

Depart e1a1r House tor dinner at se~at= Lean 
Kennedy'• home (Chain Bridge Roa , c , 
VA). (Speech) 

Return to Blalr House. 
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WEDNESDAY, 28 FEBRUARY, 1990 

8.00 a.m. 

9.50 .m. 

10.45 am. 

11.50 p.m. 

12.15 p.m. 

p.m. 

Breakfast meeting with Washington media Blal 
House. , r 

Depart Blalr House for wreath-laying cere O y 
at Arlington National Cemetery. The T olaeach 
will lay wreaths at the Tomb of the Unknown 
Soldier, at the President Kennedy memorial and 
also at Robert Kennedy's grave. 

Return to Blair House 

Depart Blair House for lunch hosted by Speaker 
Foley at the Rayburn Room, Capitol Bldg. 
{preceded by short meeting with Speaker) 
~} 

Lunch 

Minority Leader (Dole} {to be confirmed) 

Meeting with Senate Majority Leader (Mitchell) 
C&pltol Buildings 

Depart Capitol Buildings for Arllngton TV 
Studios 

Television Interview for MacNell/Lehrer 
Report. Arlington T.V. Studios 

Leave Arlington Studios for Blair House 

Arrive Blair House 

Meeting with U.S. Trade Representattve, car1a 
HIiis 

Briefing for Irish Joumallsta, Blair House 
(to be confirmed) 

Depart Blair House for Andrews Air Force Base. 

Meeting with Wllllam Rellly, Environ mental 
Protection Agency, Andrews Air Force ease. 

Depart Andrew& Air Force Base by Gulfstream 

Jet. 

HURSDAY 1ST MARCH 1990 

6.00 a.m. (to be conflrmed)Arrtve Dublln Airport. 



r 1: 

r 2: 

Car 3: 

Car 4: 

,,. 8 • I 

Taolseach an 
MacKeman d Ambassador 

P O'hUiglnn Mr. · 
Mr. D. Nally 

Mr. N. Dorr 

Mr. N. Ersboell 

Mr. p. Murphy 

Mr. T. Barrington 

Dr. M. Mansergh 

Mr. P.J. Mara 

Mr. e. O'Donoghue 

Mr. B. McCarthy 

Mr. D. Morgan 

u. Cdr. C. Lawn 

Two additional limousines wtll be provided for other members of the 
party. 

r. B. o·e~en w111 travel In the Secret Service car Whleh WIii follow 
mmecs1ate1y behind Taotseach's official car. 

eparate transportation WIil be ProVlded for Irish Joumansts and Decian 
elleher wm aceompany the Press. 

'I.. 
i 

It. 
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USEFUL ADDRESSES AND 
TELEPHONE NUMBERS 

To call New Yor from Dublln 

Dublin from ew York 

a hlngton from Ne York 

Within e York 

ulate General of Ireland 
5, Madison Avenue ' 

Roor, , 
York, 

10022. 

(212) 319-2554/5/6/7 

(023) 82128 Hibernia 

(023) 423058 lrel UI 

Barrington, Pr88S Officer: 

ulate General of Ireland : 

call Washington from Dublln 

Dublln trom Washington 

New York from Washington 

Within Wahington 

Dial (161) followed by number. 

Dl~I (~~U,~){1) followed by 

Dial (1) to by number. 

Dai o I 7 its 

Consul General: Dalthi CYCeallalg 

Tel: (914) 223-5789 (Home) 

Tel: (212) 319-2552 

Home Tel: (212) 580-0331 

Dlal (161) followed by number. 

Dial (011 )(353)(1) followed by 
local number. 

Dlaf (1) followed by number. 

Dial only last 7 dlgtts. 
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useful Addresses and Telephone Numbers contd. 

Washington 

Embassy of Ireland 
2234 Massachu etts v ., NW. 

ashlngton, D.C. 2 08 

Amba ador: Patrick MacKeman 
2244 • Street ' 

el: (202) 462-3939/40/41/42 

(023) 440026 Hibernia 

(023) 64160 Hibernia 

(202) 232 5993 

rendan Scannell, Counsellor 

Denis Sheehan, Administration 

ashlngton D.C. 20008. 
Tel: {202) 232 .. 7205 

Office 

Tel: (202} 462-3824 

(202) 462-3875 

(202) 462-3373 

Home 

(202) 362-2254 

(202) 337-9201 

(703) 524-8216 

[Taolseach, Mr. 6 hUlglnn, Mr. Nally, Mr. Ersboell, Mr. Dorr, 
r. Murphy, Mr. Barrington, Mr. Mara, Mr. O'Donoghue, Mr. Morgan, 
. Cdr. Lawn, Mrs. Smith, & Mr. O'Brien] 

81: 202 347 - 0399 

202 628 - 3259 

Taoiseach' Direct Telephone No.: 202 628 • 4237 

Accommodation for rest of party 

(Dr. Mansergh, Mr. MCCarthy. Ma. Butler) 

Watergate Hotel 
2650, Virginia Avenue NW 
Washington, D.C. 20037, ' 

Tel. No.: (202) 965-2300 

Fax. No: (202) 337-7915 
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hi O () rs. 

1-57 ( pprox.) = IR 

Spring Oke weather , average mean 
of 45 -48 F. However, It ea be 
changeable. 

A warm overcoat ls recommended for 
Arlington Cemetery 
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